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‘A STATEMENT.
In placing this book before the public it is not
claimed that all the facts and thoughtsin it are new,
as Solomon says that there is nothing new under the
sun, and I believe him. It is true that we are constantly meeting with things which we have never
seen or heard before, but that is no proof that they
were not in existence long before we met them.
Principles always existed, but they lie dormant and
unknown until some one comes along and, by revelation from some unseen farce, discovers a point or two
about them, and he applies them to use, and then the
“invented” a great thing,
world declares that Mr.
whereas the fact is he “invented” nothing. He simply discovered a thing which had been in existence
ever since God was in existence. It would have
been just as easy to have steam engine, bicycles,
printing presses, sewing machines, etc., etc., 6,000
years ago, when Adam was on earth, as it is to-day.
The same principles were in existence then as now,
but mankind did not know it; therefore, men have
not “o'm2ented” any thing. And when they first catch
the thought or light about these unknown\principle, it is only a mere speck on one particular point,
and when they put that point into operation more
light comes to them about other principles connected with it; and thus it goes, on and‘ on, higher
and higher, towards perfection-—gaining a little here
and a little there. So much is being said on every
line of thought nowadays that it is almost impossible to write upon any subject without running upon
——
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of some other person’s thoughts, as no one
has discovered all that is known about any
thing. It is like the line machinery we have in the
world to-day. One man discovered the principle of
some part of it and this started another man’s mind
to thinkingover it, so thathe would see a new point
.which had never entered the mind of the first man;
and thus it would go from one person to another,
each adding on a new discovery until, flna-lly, the
machine comes out to-day a marvel of intelligence.
Take the great Pyramid of Egypt, for instance, as a.
a

part

man

Lawyers, doctors, preacher, editors,
a great
host of persons have been figuring on this great stone
building many centuries-—especially so during the
last forty years. One person discovered that the
Pyramid taught astronomy; another one found
that it laid down a perfect system of weights and
subject.

astronomers, college professors, judges and
_

measures for man’s use. Another saw the science
of geometry and trigonometry set in it; and, finally,
Mr. Robert Menzies, of Scotland, caught the idea
that each inch represents a year, and that it had
somethingto do with the Bible teaching; then Mr. O.
T. Russell, of Pennsylvania,U. S;, thought he saw the
plan of the ages laid out in it, and he wrote a chapter about it and added on new points, and I have
used many of his points and thoughts (rearranged)
in my chapter about it and have added links which
other writers had overlooked. Another, has written
about the Pyramid and Freemasonry. Thus it goes
from one to another. Stacks of money and much
time have been expended in investigating it. Great
societies in Europe and also here in America have
been formed to study it. It has been the wonder of
earth. Like a foot-ball, it has been‘ kicked at from
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all sides to sound it. The prophets Isaiah and Jeromiah knew its greatness and spoke of it 2,500 years
ago. So it is out of order for any one man to claim
thathe is the originator of all the ideas now put forth
about the Pyramid or any other thing.
THE AUTHOR.
August, 1896.
I
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TRACING THE THREAD.
The world has spiritualized every thing inthe
an extent that it is looked upon as‘ a.
sky book entirely—not having anything to do with
this earth; and, as a consequence, it has lost its
charmandworthinthemindsofthepeople,as they regard it as an extremely foreign document, belonging
to a far-off and high-up world, and hence its narratives are not interesting (to their minds) and, in most
cases, not even believed as real/ities, but are regarded
as mere fiction, manufactured by some unknown
persons to make a plausible story. The constant
spiritualizing of every thinghas paralyzed the statements in the Book so that they fall flat without even
a notice. But few people seem to know that the
cities, rivers, mountains and countries mentioned in
the Bible are located on this earth; and when we
take up our Bible and commence to read and have
our geographies and histories lying open by our side
so as to trace as we read, the world stands astonished to think that the Book is talking about movements here on earth. They thought it was gabbling
about the sky where there could be no hope of ever
locating the places mentioned. So long as a person
i ignorant of the exact location of the cities, rivers,
mountains, countries, etc., mentioned in it and the
dates when occurrences took place, he can not follow the thread of the narratives, and, of course, he
loses interest in them at once-—especially so if he
attends the Sunday-schools and churches of to-day,
as they always give the Book and its subjects a farojf touch and leave the impression that it contains

Bible to such
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much which was not intended for us to know. Their
preacher has often talked about the River Jordan’
but always left them under the impression that it
was that imaginary line between this life and the
life “over there,” after death. I never shall forget
how delighted I was (several years ago) when I first
learned thatthe same River of Jordan as mentioned
in the Bible is in existence, here on this earth, and
that it starts up in the Lebanon mountains, in the
north end of Palestine, and runs south through the
Galilee country and empties into the Dead Sea,
which is some miles southeast of Jerusalem. Of
course I had studied geography and various other
things in school and was a school teacher in my
younger days, and yet I was intensely ignorant on all
Bible subjects. I knew nothing at all on that line
and did not want to know any thing about it, as I
had the idea that the Bible ‘and its talk had nothing
to do with this earth, but that it dealt entirely with
dead persons, and as I was not dead I cared nothing
about it. That is, I thought I was not dead; but 1
see now that I was dead, although I was walking
around and talking like other people. I meet many
dead persons nowadays walking around and arguing
that it is the Tariff, or the Gold Standard or the
Free Coinage or the Republican or Democratic or
Populist parties or some foreign country that is
foausing all this uproar on the earth; and that their
crop failed last year becauseit “happened” to be too
dry or too many floods or that the cyclone took them
or some other thing “happened” to strike. Such persons are dead. They know not any thing. They
see not that theday of the world's trouble, mentioned by Jesus, is now here. They think the Bible
is all sky and that it applies to them after they are

3,
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buried. They see not the great fact that the Bible
contains a record of the movementswhich the various
nations and individuals are to make on this earth incoming to perfection, which is God. Nothing but a
terrible grinding (already starting) will make them
see this factand wake them up out of their leep of
death, so that they can see thatthe great day of the
battle of God Almighty is commenced. The sayings
of Jesus to the young man are now clear. He saith
to him, “Follow Me.” The young man replied, “Let
me go back and bury my father, who is dead."
Jesus said, “Let the dead bury the dead.” Jesus,
with His wonderful illumination,knew thatthe people were all dead and had no Life or knowledge in
them, and that they could attend to burying that
boy’s father, who was simply colder and less active
than the others around him. They were all dead
together and knew not any thing. That saying of
J esus about thedead burying the dead always looked
to me as being foolish and extremely absurd until I
came out of darkness into light so that I could see
how intensely dead the people are and how decidedly wrong they regard the Bible and its teachings.
Church-members and all others (except the spirit-.
ually illuminated) are just the same. They are all
dead together and are waiting for burial. Their
idea is that they must be buried and go away “over
there” in order to see the Lord, not seeing the startling fact thatthe Lord is here and that the kingdom
of God is within. us; and if the kingdom is within
us, thenit is plainthatthe King resides in His kingdom. The president of the United States does not
reside in Germany; neither does the czar of Russia.
reside in England. They live and have theirhabitation in their own governments, where they belong.
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it I want to see the president of the United States I
certainly will not leave this land and go of! to another country to find him. Up to this time theteaching has always been pointing us to the “over there”
beyond the grave, and holding out the idea that it is
impossible to speak with God or know Him until we
arrive at that far-ofl' country. This puts the Lord
and the Bible and all our good time away off and»
uninteresting; and I am writing this book and digging up the ancient things and locating places: and
giving dates, etc., to force your mind to see that the
King rides up and down through the earth and hank
dles the nations and individuals and turns governments up or down to suit His own purposes. You
must know that the redemption of mankind is to
take place here on earth, and that it is already commenced with great force and velocity while dead
men are walking around arguing that it is the Tariff
or Free Trade or paper money or some other imaginary thing that is washing our foundation from
under us. They see not that it is the River of Life
turned on and that it is running through and around
the Tree of Life and washing therubbish away. The
Bible tells us that the Tree of Life is to be in the
center of the River of Life and also on both sides of
it so that the water runs through it. Rev. 2221-6.
The Tree of Life is mankind planted in the center of
God with His powerful Spirit running through and‘
around them; therefore, the trashy stuff now piled
up around men and nations is being torn away by the
irresistible River. Jesus was in the middle of this
River, and this is why He said “The Father is in Me
and I am in the Father.” All willing mankind is
(eventually) to'come into the middle of this River,
here on earth; and by producing facts, figures, dates

10
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places I hope to break your false ideas about
wanting to be buried and go away to see God when
God is here. A very little circumstance, sometimes,
starts the mind on a new line of thought. For instance, some years ago I picked up a little book that
was thrown around, and, as I always examine every
thing,I_began to read it and found thatit was a sort
of comment on the general character of the Jordan
River, etc. Facts and figures were set forth which
made it plain to my mind that it was the real river
mentioned in the Bible. New light flashed across
my mind, and I felt that I had discovered a great
and

I

fact. The idea that the Bible occurrences had a
foundation on this earth brought the Book closer
home to me and I then began to think about it and
look into it; and I have gone on, from one thing to
another, until I find that it is a home Book entirely.
This is why I have so much to say in my publications about the tribes, nations and different peoples.
I know that if persons can be disentangled on all
these things they will see the Bible in a new light
which brings it closer home to them so that they can
take it into their minds and comprehend the movements of God, as He handles the nations and turns
governments up or down and changes ‘the affairs of
earth. It is an astonishing study and will show that
every thing goes on like clock-work, with each wheel
turning around in its place to produce its share of
they work in the general outcome. Some of the
wheels revolve rapidly and keep up a great friction
and clatter, while others go very slow and unnoticable. These seem/ingly greatly mixed movementscause the people to thinkthat the world drifts on in
a haphazard way without management or order; but
let me tell you that a careful tracing of things down
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positive and perfect order and purknit
together in the smoothest way. When
poses
their time comes they are there present, ready to
drop into the notch mad-e for them, and there is no
such a thing as preventing them. You can catch
hold of 9. spoke in the wheel and push backward, but"
it will run over you and sweep you down. But if
you have suflicient foresight to see what is the matter and what a certain movement means, and if you
will then take hold and urge it on you thereby put
yourself in the current of spiritual force hovering
around that movement, and you become not only
enlightened but powerful. But you must be certain
‘that you understand the purpose of God and take
His side of the case; and in making up your mind
on this point you dare not judge by appearances, as
it is scarcely ever, I might say never the smooth or
best looking side that is God’s side when viewing the
great movements of nations, etc., for the reason that
mankind is turned just half way around so that its
face looks in an opposite direction from God and sees
things withthe map turned upside down; hence the
movements and pictures on the right-hand side appear on the left and are standing on their heads,
which looks to the deluded human eye as ridiculous;
while the mixed and upside-down affairs of men on
the left hand are given a correct appearance on
account of being viewed from the wrong direction.
It is the turning of men’s faces around right that
canes the uproar and clashing among them. They
think evil is then striking them and they will fight
theturning with a vengeance and do every thing in
their power to defeat it, so as to be left in their old
and upside-down condition. This is exactly the sitthe ages shows

'

nation at this time throughout the ea.rth~—ee»pecifl11y.

'
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among the Anglo-Saxon nations (United States,
Canada, England, etc.), where the great body of the
Lost Ten Tribes of Israel reside, as the Lord chose
them and set them apart as the leaders in the Millennial Kingdom which is now being prepared for the
world, and therefore, the commotion attending the
preparation naturally strikes more lively and notice
able among those people, as a complete change is to
take place in the afl’airs of earth, and as they are to
lead it, the stirring and breaking are greatest among

We, the Lost Ten Tribes of Israel, were
brought to England and‘to America and were given
advantages for a purpose and we would better be
fulfillingthat purpose inmwdiatelg.

them.

The Lord will set thee on high above all nations of the
earth, and make thee the head and not the tail, and thou.
shalt be above and not beneath.—Deut. 28:1, 10, 13. The
Lord hath chosen the to be a special people unto himself
above all other people thht are upon the face of the earth.
Thou shalt be blessed above all people.—Deut. 7 :6-14. I am
not sent but unto the lost sheep of the House of Israel
(Lost Ten '1‘ribes).—Ollr€aI in llatt. 15:9;
Therefore, we being the people to whom He entrusted His doctrines, we would better right ourselves and not be caught napping or playing with
pretensions in the form of present church creeds.
We started in the Garden of Eden and have finally
landed here in the United States for a purpose. We
know just where we are located. We can find the
spot on the map; therefore, let us hunt for our starting point. It is an actual spot of land on the earth,
although most people think it was a sky location or
a fictitious story manufactured to suit the occasion,
and when we talk about hunting for the exact location of the Garden of Eden here on earth people open
their eyes in astonishment. The Bible account of

'
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creation and of the Eden transaction makes no pretension of being inspired. It simply tarts out andbegin to tell things without saying who is telling
them or when it occurred. It is generally believed
thatMoses wrote the first five books in the Old Testament; and we know thatMoses was born about 1572
B. C. and that he resided the first 40 years of his
life in Egypt, when he killed an Egyptian and had
to run away and hide from the sherifl 40 years
(see Exodus 2:11-16 and Ex. 4:18-20). -This would
make him 80 years old. He then returned to his old
home and led the Twelve Tribes across the wilderness 40 years, which would make him 120 years
old, and it is quite probable that he wrote the
book of Genesis just before his death, which occurred when he was 120 years of age. This would
make the date of the writing of Genesis 1452 B. G.
And we know that Adam was created a little over
2,600 years before this period; therefore, the record
of the creation of Adam and Eve was written 2,500
years after the occurrences took place; but it is just
as easy for spiritual Wisdom to look backward and
see what has occurred as to look forward and tell
what will occur. And whoever wrote the flrst five
books of the Old Testament was either inspired or
else an extraordinary good gueser, as statements
are there made about the.divisions of the people and
what the outcome would be in future that present
facts verify as truth. This being the case, we have
a reasonable right to examine the statements about
locations and the transactions which took place before Genesis was written and we naturally begin at
the Garden of Eden where Adam was planted, as it
is generally believed that we are his descendants
and, therefore, we go to the Garden for our starting

14
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"But where was it located?” you will ask.
“Did it, as a spot of ground, ever really exist on
earth?” I am forced to believe that it did. I am.
aware of the fact that persons are now teaching the
idea that the Garden of Eden was not a section of
country, but that it was a race or races of people in
whom God worked out certain purposes; therefore,
those people were the “garden.” This, in one sense,
is true, but there certainly was a particular location
_called the Garden of Eden, as the Bible mentions
certain well known rivers as flowing out of the Gar«
den and this indicates that it was a section of country. There is a tendency nowadays to symbolize
every Bible statement and make it vanish into thin
air so that there is nothing to it. There are a great
host of people who believe or pretend to believe that
no such a person as Jesus ever lived. They argue
that it was simply a principle and was named Jesus,
but that the real flesh man Jesus was not on earth.
This shows how far people will carry a thing when
once they start out to spiritualize every thing in the
Bible. They do away with every man, city, river,
mountain, sea, house, etc., etc., and declare that no
such thingsexisted, but that they were simply principles called by those names, and thatthe real things
never existed.
They declare that there was no
Moses; no Twelve Tribes o&_ Israel; no city of Jerusalem; no David; no Israel Kingdom; no Jeus; ‘I9twelve apostles; no real crucifixion of a man on a.
cross; mo prophet Daniel; no anything. They saythat none of these things existed, although the discoveries of to-day are digging up old bricks and pottery with names and dates; and recently some old
gates were dug up in Jerusalem, after having been
buried nearly forty feet deep some 3,000 years. The.

point.
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spiritualizing

friends_ say that it was all “principles” and symbols

gate, no city, no man living in the city
existed; but we dig up the gates just the same.
I admit that nearly every thing which took place in
ancient time represented some spiritual purpose, but
and that no

ever

it is the most absurd foolishness to say that the
actual thing or occurrence never was on earth. Political parties strive over a certain principle. Each
party has its candidate up, who is supposed to stand
flor or against that principle as they desire. The
vote is taken on the men, with nothing said on the
ticxet about the principle, as that is understood.
Afterthe election i all over will any person pretend
to say that the actual real flesh men, as candidates,
never existed? All the Bible symbols were acted
out by men,‘ women, cities, etc., and it will not do to
say that these agents of the symbols never existed,
although there are people who are teaching just
such foolishness, and it has a tendency to run Bible
statements into 3. nothing, so that people regard the
Bible as gabbling about the air in the sky. This is
why I am writing a book of this kind. I want the
people to see that the Bible deals with God's movements among men and governments. Jesus represented a grand spiritual principle, He was that
principle, and He brought it to light. Jerusalem
stood for a principle or was a symbol; but will any
person make himself ridiculous by saying that the
real flesh man Jesus and the real city of houses never
existed? There is a tendency just now for the people to argue themselves and every thing else out of
existence. No God;_ no world; no Jesus; no men.
They leave every thing a great big blank, beyond all
possibility of ever learning. Such trashy doctrine

G
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is destructive to men’s moral and spiritual makeup.
It is possible to become acquainted with God and
talk with Him and He to talk with us and this will
be done within the next few ‘years. It is done now
by a few persons scattered over the earth. But we
must lay down every thing and ourselves too and
give up to Him completely and then He will act as
our King. Many of the seeming impossibilities are
coming under our control already and many more
will follow. The Garden of Eden has long been
looked upon as a nothing. A mysterious figure of
speech with no basi or foundation at any particular
place, but the writer of Genesis describes characteristics about it that make it certain that it was located somewhere along the banks of the Euphrates
river which rises at the foot of Mt. Ararat (in central Armenia) and zigzags southwest, south and
southeast, 1,800 miles long, to the Persian Gulf.
Now go along that river and look for other earmarks
that belonged to the Garden, accordingto the record
which reads as follows:
And a. river went out of Eden to water the garden; and
from thence it was parted and became Into four heads. The
name of the first is Pison, which compasseth the whole
land of Havilah, where there is gold, bdellium and the onyxstone.
(Remember this point.) The name of the second
river is Gihon, which eompasseth the whole land of Ethiopia.
(hot Ethiopia of Africa, but of Asia.) The name of the
third river is Hiddekel (the Tigris river), which goeth toward
the east of Assyria. And the fourth river is Euphrates.Gen. 2:10-15.

Therefore, by the above description we see that
four great rivers are brought into the account of the
Garden location. Can any such a spot, fitting the
above description, be found on earth to-day? Yes.
One of the rivers (Euphrates) is a certainty. The
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Hiddekel (now called the Tigris river), “which goeth
toward the east of Assyria,” is another certainty. It

into the Euphrates about 120 miles northwet
of the Persian Gulf. So here are two of the great
rivers joined together. Go down the Euphrates five
miles further and another great river (the Kerkhah,
500 miles long) comes in from the northeast (rather
north) where it has its head in the Elam country and
near a broken chain of mountains where it is possi~
ble the gold, onyx-stone and bdellium were found as
reported in the description quoted above in reference to the Pison river which was one of the four.
belonging to the Eden description. This Kerkhah
river may be the Pison mentioned; and if such is the
case, we have three of the rivers located. Go on
down the Euphrates further and another large river
(the Kuran river) comes in from the east or northeast. It may be the Gih.on river which the Bible
mentions as one of the four. The Bible says the
Gihon ran clear through the land of Ethiopia. The
word Ethiopia means burnt faces (black like sunburn); that is, the people were dark‘ color. These
people came from Cush, the eldest son of Ham (see
Gen. 10 :6); and Ham was one of the sons of Noah (see
Gen. 10:1). And wheresoever these Cush people
(black color) resided, the ancients designated that
country the land of Cush. Cusln means black and
Ethiopia means burnt faces (dark) and hence the
country would be called Ethiopia (burnt faces) or
Cush (black faces). For this reason (black color)
three countries, in ancient times, were called Ethiopie. or land, of Cash. One of thee Gush (Ethiopia)
countries joined the Persian Gulf on the north and
extended northward along the Tigris river in Persia,
to Media, which is south of the Caspian Sea. The
runs

18
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river Kerkhah, heretofore discussed as possibly the
ancient Pison river, runs clear through this Cush
country. The Bible tells us that the Pison river ran
clear through the land of Havilah where there is
gold, onyx-stone, etc. Havilah was one of the sons
of Cush. See Gen. 10:7. In ancient times the
coun-'
try was named after or for the leading man or race
occupying it, and it is quite likely thatHavilah lived‘
near or in the vicinity of his father, Cush, and therefore Havilah and his descendants had a tract 0!.‘
country named Havilah near or in or joining the
land of Cush. This would account for the Bible
record which says that the Pison river ran through
the land of Havilah and that the Gihon river ran
through the land of Ethiopia (meaning burnt
faces), which, as I have shown, is the same as
Cush, which means black. Therefore, it is not hard_
to understand how these names are associated with
each other, Havilah being the son of Cush andCush being black, which brings the same result as
Ethiopia, which means burnt faces. Therefore, the
Pison river could run through the Havilah country,
while the Gihon river could run through the Ethiopia country, which is the same as the Cush country.
Thi would put one river in the land of Cush, the
father, while the other river would be in the land:
of Havilah, the son. This could be possible with the
two rivers (the Kerkhah and the Kuran) «which I
have named as possibly the Pison and the Gihon
connected with the Garden of Eden description, as
the Kerkhah and the Kuran both run through the
Cush country; and if it was divided between the
father’s descendants (Cushites) and the son’s descendants (Havilahites) it i reasonable to think one
river was in the Havilah land and the other river in

_
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the Cush (Ethiopia) land; and we have Bible evidence that this Cush country lay north and northwest of the Persian Gulf in Persia, Asia, and that it
was traversed by rivers. See Zeph. 3:10. Isa. 11:11.
Ezek. 38:5. Here then we have four rivers which
fulfill, reasonably well, the description laid down
in the Bible about the Garden of Eden; and two of
these rivers (the Euphrates and the Tigris) are
counted certainties, as the Euphrates is named outright as one and the Tigris is called Hiddekel “which
goeth towards the east of Assyria,” and this just fits
the description of the Tigris. And we know thatthe
land of Cush in Asia was on the north coast of the
Persian Gulf, just where all these rivers have their
way; therefore, we have the Garden of Eden run
down to a. close quarter on earth. We have the
Euphrates and the Tigris rivers as certainties; and
two other rivers which fit, reasonably well, the description laid down in Genesis 2:11,13. We have
the land of Havilah and the land of Ethiopia or
Cush; but as to this (the land of Ethiopia) you are
not to get the idea that it is the Ethiopia in Africa.
That, in Africa, is an entirely difierent tract of country which was also occupied by Cush and his descendants. It is now called Abyssinia, Nubia and
Sennaar. These tracts lie south of Egypt in Africa;
but this is not the Ethiopia mentioned in connection
with the Garden of Eden. It seems that there were
three’tract of country occupied by the Cush (black)
descendants, and each tract or vicinity was called
Ethiopia (burnt faces). One of these places was in
Africa, as just described, while the other two neighborhoods were in Asia; and we know that one of
them in Asia was on the north coast of the Persian
Gulf in the vicinity of the four rivers just named.
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There is another spot in Asia where the Garden‘

of Eden may have been located. At the head of the
Euphrates river, up in Armenia, is a place where
four great rivers rise within a few miles of each
other. The Euphrate, Tigris, Araxes and the Phasis. The first two flow southward into the Persian
Gulf, while the Araxes flows northeast into the Gaspian Sea, while the Phasis flows northwest into the
Black Sea. The Araxes and the Phasis may have
been the Piso-n and the Gihon. Here, within a small
area are the heads of four great rivers, the Euphrates and the Tigris being. two of them and which I
have heretofore shown are certainties that belonged
to the Garden according to the Bible account.
The spot of country where the four rivers (in
Armenia) rise is yet a beautiful location, just west
of Mt. Ararat where Noah’s Ark rested after the
Flood. This fact is circumstantial evidence that
Adam’s race lived near there, as it is not probable
thatthe Ark floated away far from where it started.
But there is one objection to this spot as the Eden.
It is (now at least) rather cold there. Snow covers
Mt. Ararat all the time; and the climate is not so
well adapted to Adam and Eve’s fig-leaf clothing as
the north coast of the Persian Gulf (heretofore described as the probable Eden spot) would be. However, we can not form conclusions from this standpoint, as the changes in the lay of the country, produced by theFlood, might have changed climatic conditions also. But it is reasonably certain that the
Garden of Eden was located at or near one or the
other of these two places. One was at or near the
mouth orf the Euphrates river, where four great rivers
come

together; while the other spot is at the head

7
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of the Euphrates where three other rivers rise and
start out in different directions.
And a river went out of Eden to water the garden: and
from
it was parted, and became into four heads.-

2tli(e)nce

This reading hardly fits the Armenia spot near
Mt. Ararat, as these (thefour) rivers rise in a tract of
country and start out in different directions so that
their mouths are many hundreds of miles apart.
The Bible description does not say that the rivers
parted into {our mouths, but it says that a river went
out of Eden and from thence parted into four heads.
From this it would be necessary for the Garden to
be.on the main river at a point near where the other
three rivers came together and joined the Garden
river. The mouths of these rivers would be together
or near each other, but their four heads would be
widely apart and located in different directions.
This greatly favors the idea that the Garden was on
the Euphrates, northwest of the Persian Gulf, where
the Cush (Ethiopia in Asia) and the Havilah land
was, as heretofore shown. Therefore, having
found, pretty closely, the place where theAdam people started, let us brieflytrace thethread to its main
places, leaving out all theminor points, and note the
peculiar circumstances which would arise to scatter
and drive the people to difierent parts of earth. The
flrst notable occurrence of this kind was when they
conceived the idea that they would build a high
monument (called the Tower of Babel) to perpetuate
their name.

And the whole earth was of

one

language and of

one

speech. And as they journeyed from the east they found a
plain in the land of shinar and they dwelt there. And they

said one to another. Let us build a city and a tower and
make us a name, lest we be scattered abroad upon the race
of the earth.-Gen. 11:1-6.

‘
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After the Flood the descendants of Noah located
in the rich valley in Shinar along the Euphrates
river, northwest of the Persian Gulf, and intended to
concentrate themselves there into a close settlement
and stay on that one spot of earth and build up great
improvements to perpetuate their name. All this
was contrary to the divine plan, as it would leave
the remainder of earth not populated; therefore,
after the people had commenced their great monument (Tower of Babel) the Lord confused their language so that one could not understand the other,
and of course their associations were decidedly uninteresting to each other, and they divided off into little squads—each of which contained, probably,
only such persons as could speak and understand
the language of that squad.
And the Lord said, Behold, the people are one and they
have all one language; let us go down and confound their
language, that they may not understand one another’:
speech. 80 the Lord scattered them abroad from thence
upon the face of the earth.-Gen. 11:6-_8.

It would be natural for them then to seek a loca-

tion, eadi squad to itself; and to do this they would
scatter out and hunt up a location for each colony.
This is just what the Lord wanted, so thatthe earth
would be populated. A careful tracking of these

movements shows that as the time would come for
section of country to be settled some circumstance would arise to divide the people in opinion so
that one part would pull out and hunt up a new location. It is highly interesting to run over history
and notice how mysteriously these things have oca new

curred. Afterthe Noah descendants were scattered,
one of them (Abraham) was chosen by the Lord to
be the head or commencement of a special nation of

.
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‘people

to lead in things godly, and, of course,
they had to be specially taught and, therefore, they were separated from other people right
from the start, beginning with Abraham. He resided at Ur (on or near the Euphrates river) in Mesopotamia, several hundred miles north (and a. little
east) of Jerusalem. The Lord commanded him to

leave his kindred and his old home and go southward
into Palestine.
The Lord said unto Abram, Get thee out of thy country
from thy kindred and from thy father's
house unto a land that I will shew thee, and I will make thee
a great nation and I will bles thee and make thy name
great, and in thee shall all families of the earth be blessed.
And Abram took Sarah his wife ' * ' and they went
forth to go into the land of Canaan (Palestine), and into
Canaan they came.—Gen. 12:1-6.

llidesopotamia) and

They and their descendants lived in Canaan until their allotted time came to go Egypt, as God had
told Abraham that his descendants would be driven
to a strange land not belonging to them, and that
they would stay in the strange land 400 years and
be servants or slaves.
And he (God) said unto Abram, Know of a surety that
thy seed shall be a stranger in a land not theirs: and they
(the Egyptians) shall afllict them 400 yea.rs.—Gen. 15:13.
A famine in Palestine (at the proper time) forced
them to move to Egypt (in Africa) as this was the
“strange land” mentioned by the Lord and they did
stay there 400 years (from 1900 B. C. to 1500 B. C.)
and towards the expiration of thattime the kings of
Egypt became so extremely pinching on them that
they could hardly live there. Their time had come
for them to move out of Egypt to Palestine which
was ready for them, and Moses was down in the
desert (alone) taking lessons in the spiritual school
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so as to be ready to lead the Israelites out

of God
when their last hour had expired for them to be
there. They were grumbling and growling about
the “hard times,” but never even susplcioned that
God had the man (Moses) who was to lead them out
down in the desert teaching him how to be a great
captain over them and speak the commands of God
to them. They thought a great evil had struck
them in Egypt. They did not know that by moving out from there and going to Palestine they could
have a government of their own withGod (in the prophets) talkingwiththem. Their condition was to be
bettered instead of being made worse, but they could
not see that point, even though God had their leader
(Moses) away preparing him for the move then.
They moved over into Palestine and were established into a government of their own, but when the
time came for a change in their affairs a difficulty
arose among themselves and general dissatisfaction set in and grew worse and worse many years.
Their kingdom had run its course and had ‘come
to its jumping-oi! place. God permitted the kings,
one after another, to, act in what we would call an
unreasonable manner. They were hard and cruel
on the people and over-taxed them and burdened
them down in every way, and the more the people
complained the harder the king burdened them, until finally a majority of the people rose up and left
the government and scattered‘ out to some other
point and set up a new thing. It is positively stated
in 1 Kings 12:1-25 and 1 Kings 11:31-36 and Zech.
11:14 that God caused the division of the Israelitish
kingdom. He had a purpose in it. Zech. 11:14 says
He wanted to break the brotherhood between Israel
(Ten Tribes) and Judah (Jews). The purpose is not
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V

stated, but by looking back at the movements which
have taken place since then we can get a little hint
as to what some of the purpose was. England and
all Europe were lying there west of them needing
these people to develop the resource of the land and
at the same time spread the godly instructions which
they had received many hundreds of years through
Moses and the prophets. They finally drifted over
that way and things went well and flourishing for a
time until their time came to “move on,” then religious bigotry and oppression set in upon them and
became so galling that they looked for a. new location where they could worship God in their own way

without dictation. Here was all this rich North
American country lying idle with every thing favorable in it for spiritual development and His chosen
familyof Israel well started in spiritual schooling. It
seemed proper to bring these people and this coun'try together, and circumstances arose that accomplished it, and the result is, we find‘ here in the
United States the most advanced spiritual people-—
a select number of whom are to lead in the Millennial Kingdom and act as the “governors of Judah.”
Zech. 12:6.
After settling in America things went on in a:
flourishing way a few hundred years until about all
of the desirable parts were settled and then a condition arose that gradually agitated the people to discontentment; and a disrupted condition will be the
result, just as each change has brought during‘ the
last 6,000 years. Before the change occurred in
Egypt the rulers (Pharaohs) bound them down
harder and more severe until they became discontented and willing to leave. In Palestine the same
thing occurred. In England the oppression took on
«

'
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forced to a certain religious belief until the situation
became a burden. Now the oppression is of a financial, social and political nature, just as it was in
Egypt from 1900 B. C. to 1500 B. C. and in Palestine
from 1025 B. C. to 975 B. 0., which was 50 years of
oppression and stubborn rulers who lashed the people right and left with tasks, taxes and trouble until
they rose up and broke the kingdom. See 1 Kings
11 and 12. These chapters show that the people
here now are complaining of the same things which
disturbed and split the Irael kingdom 975 B. 0.;
and the Bible positively declares that God did it.
You see their time had come for dissolution and
scattering. The same smothered upheaval is growing among us now as grew between us 975 B. 0. Esactly the same. People now are cursing théir rulers,
and the more they curse and froththe more contrary
and pinching the rulers become. You see our time
for dissolution and disruption is nearly here. A
new thing is to be started up again. Palestine and
Jerusalem are being cleared out and lifted up for us
again. There they lie waiting for us to come back.
0, ye mountains of Israel, ye shall shoot forth your
branches and yield your fruit to my people of Israel, for
they are at hand to come. I am for you and I will turn
unto you (Palestine) and ye shall be tilled and sown; and
I will multiply men upon you—all the House of Israel.Ezek. 36:8-13.

Every thinggoes on two, and when the time comes
breaking up the old order of things and scattering and collecting to a new spot on earth the causes
that will produce it begin to set in and grow
up to such proportion as to rift every thing
open; and this is the sole and only cause of
the present disrupted condition of politics, churches

for
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society.

Our time has

put it down

or

come
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and

nothing

prevent it. You might

as

well try to lasso the moon. It will plow right on
through; the clouds undisturbed while you pound‘
the air and curse at the pinched condition of things
and blame this ruler and that ruler, etc., etc. But
you are not to draw from this that I advocate that
God works evil. God is Love and doeth no evil, but
His movements often seem to the human intellect as
evil. No doubt Noah’s descendants thought that a
great evil had struck them when the confusion of
tongues fell upon them and made their associations’
l1np1easant—so much so that they gave up their old
home and left, to other parts of earth. The Israelites thought a great evil had struck them when
things became so pinching that they could not live
in Egypt and had to move out; and afterwards they
had to rebel against the king at J erualem and split
the government in two. The Twelve Tribes hadbeen living together about 1,000 years, and then to
have a disruption and family quarrel seemed bad
indeed, but God in His book (the Bible) says, “This
thing is from Me.” 1 Kings 12:16-25. Zech. 11:14.
The Bible positively declares that God confused the
tongues at the Tower of Babel and saxttered the people. Gen. 1-1 :1-10. The Bible tells us that? God
caused Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, to come
over to Jerusalem and break up and carry away the
Jewish kingdom. Jer. 25.
Of course the Jews
them.
had
struck
evil
a
thought great
People want to hold on to the old way. They
can not see the good being prepared for them..
Those who are to lead theNew Nation are now in the
spiritual chool of God, as Moses was, and the great
movement will occur ere long after things become
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more and more pinching. Mankind is so constituted that it has to be pressed and broken almost
into atoms to wake it up to a sense of duty. Give
men good health, a good bed in which to sleep and
plenty to eat and they care nothing for God, spiritual things or any body. You can not even get their
attention to listen to any thing spiritual. Talk on
the subject makes them angry. It is only when they
are sick or distressed in other ways and can not
get relief that they are even willing to hear about
the Good or the Unseen. This is one of the reasons
why such terible oppression and disruptions have to
come to create dissatisfaction and make them willing to let go the old and hear about the new; but
breaking them loose from the old way is looked upon
by them asevil striking them. Viewing things
from this standpoint makes us look at some peculiar
expressions in the Bible, in which it is positively declared that God creates evil.
I tom the light and create darkness. I make peace
and create evil. I, the Lord, do all these things.—Isa.iah
45:7. Shall there be evil in a city and the Load hath not
done it?—Amos 3:6.

The above scripture, if properly translated, has
meaning, but I am satisfied that mankind (at
present) is not fit to pass judgment on the question,
as people always look at things from a humtm standpoint which is always wrong and short-sighted.
some

For my thoughts are not your thoughts. neither are your
way: my ways. with the Lord. For as the heavens are Mgher
than the earth, so are my ways Mghor than your ways and my
thoughts higher than your thoughts.—Isaiah 55:84).

The people are complaining and fearful that the
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present system of governments, churches and society
will perish, as it is beingparalyzed now before their
eyes and they think they would be ruined it the
-present order of things were taken away from them.
They can not see that a better thing—thebest thing

that was ever established on this earth. for mankind
is to take the place of the present unsatifactory
condition. They look at all this breaking up now as
evil. In the springtimethe warm atmosphere causes
the ice in the rivers to break loose, and the pieces
rear and plunge and roll over each other and sweep
away bridges and every thing before it. It is destructive. You must keep out of its way. Within
itself it is a highwayman, full of slaughter’; but
what caused it? What is coming behindit? Growth,
beautyand bountifulness. The grass, the leaves on
the trees, the fine fruit, the grain and bountiful crops
are coming along immediately behind all the slaughter and madness. They could not have come had
the ice remained frozen and hard. It had to give
way flrst; and the same atmospheric conditions that
caused the ice to rise up and strike at things brought
the grass and the golden grain. We are just now
coming to the golden harvest of all past ages. The
great climax of perfection is about to commence and
the same spiritual conditions overhead that are
bringing it are also breaking up the long frozen, icy
condition that has held things down on the beastly
plane 6,000 years. This breaking up is already causing suffering and slaughter to every thing in its
way, just as the ice in the rivers does in its springtime breaking. Climb out of the way and hinder it
not if you would not be destroyed by it. It is coming with irresistible force. Stand still and watch
I

'
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the redemption of Man and the earth, and see the
rising of the New Nation that is to lead the world.
Drop the foolish habit ot spiritualizing every thing
in the Bible and putting every thing away “up
there,” out of your reach. God is within you.

The Great

Pyrangid of Egypt.

BRIEF EXPLANATION ABOUT THE
PYRAMID OF EGYPT.

81

GREAT

Before a. person can fully understand the de
scription of a. piece of workmanship the plan of it
must be thoroughly imprinted on the mind; therefore, it is necessary that you read this carefully and
trace it on the diagram set in this book.
The Pyramid covers 13} square acres and is 484‘
feet high.

Entrance 50 feet above ground and 25 feet east of
Entrance door 47.3 inches high and 41.5
inches wide.
The Pit is 46 feet long and 28 feet broad, and‘ is
located 100 feet below the center of the base of the

center.

Pyramid.

Mosaic Hall is 47 inches high (to ceiling) and 41
inches wide and slants 26 degrees.
Floor length of Christian Hall, 1881.2 inches.
Ceiling nearly 28 feet high. Door leading into hall,
53 inches high. Door leading out at top end of ball,
43; inches. Short passage from top end of Christian
Hall to Ante-Chamber, 52.19 inches. Length of

Ante-Chamber, 116.26 inches; width, 65; height,
King’s Chamber length, 412 inches; width,
206; height, 230. Temperature, 50 degrees. 180
feet of solid masonry between it and outside air;
and 50 courses of masonry from base of Pyramid to
this chamber. The stone box inside of it, and which
is supposed to represent the Ark of the Covenant, is
89.62 inches long, 38.61 wide and 41.13 deep.

149.
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Age of Pyramid something over 4,000 years.
Built about 300 years after Noa.h’s Flood, according
to the best calculations that can be found, although
nothing positively certain can be stated on this
point. It is largely conjecture, made up from mere
The ancient prophets
circumstantial evidence.
seemed to have a knowledge of its meaning, as the
following hints from them show:
In that day shall there be an altar to the‘ Lord in the
land of Egypt and a pillar at the border thereof. And it
a. sign and for a. witness unto the Lord.—Isa.ia.h
:1 ,
Ah Lord God! there is nothing too hard for Thee. The
Lad of Hosts is His name, who has set sinus and wonder:
in the land of Egypt, even unto this da.y.—-Jeremiah 32.

fin]; bzeofor
.

You will notice that the above language of Isaiah
says that there shall be a pillar at the border of
Egypt for a “sign” and for a “witness” unto the Lord,
but he carefully concealed what it was to “witness.”
The time had not come than for it to be understood
and the prophets’ words were veiled. And it is prob»
able that much of its meaning is yet hidden from the
minds of men. However this may be, it is a. curious
mystery and is hard evidence against a class of people who are now spiritualizing every thing in the
Bible so that its statements are argued into thin air
with no foundation under it, according to their

teaching.
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THE GREAT MYSTERYU-NVEIIIED.
In the northern part of Africa stands the great
wonder of the world. Generations have come and
gone; they have looked and figured, guessed and
studied with amazement—all to no purpose. The
'lock that sealed its lips, four thousand years ago,
guarded carefully the hidden secrets in its care un(til the time would come for the voice within it to
speak out to an astonished world. It has spoken,
and all the earth stand in breathless amazement at
its revelation. The veil is lifted sufficiently to expose aome of its lo'ng-hidden treasures. Silent as
the tomb at midnight it is, yet its great message
rolls out upon us at an opportune moment when
most needed. Its speechless oratory melts men
down like sand. Well they may wonder in its presence, as Jehovah’s tracks are there, but He covered
them from the eyes of men, and sealed the wisdom
of the ages in solid stone so. that neither time nor
the elements of weather can erase His secret path.
Will you read this secret history? Come with me to
the great Pyramid of Egypt—gray-headed with age.
Take off your shoes and uncover your head in. its towering presence, as Jehovah has been there. He was
the architect whoe plans and specifications were
formed before the flrst morning stars sang together.
He gave the orders and the foundation for this mysterious building was laid before the grandparents of
Abraham were born. What is the measurement
thereof? 764 feet square at its base and 486 feet high
—covering about thirteen acres of ground. Built of
stone laid solid within and without. Some of the
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stones beingthirty feet in length and flt down upon
each other so closely that the point of a pocket-knife
blade can be run over them and not detect the joints
—although no mortar was used in building. Where
is the machinery today that will dress a 30-foot
stone so accuratelyas to make such a joint? And the
weight of such a stone! Some in the building are
estimated to weigh 800 tons. What machinery canlift such a stone over 400 feet high and let it down
so accurately as to make an almost unnoticeable
joint? A common freight car will carry 20 tons; and
at this rate it would require 40 cars to carry one
stone. All the steam engines in the world could not
pull this 13-acre building in one lump. Storms can
not shake it, as it is solid through from side to side
and from top to bottom except three or four little
halls running through it at various angles; and in
those some of the mysteries are built. It is shaped
for strength—its four sides being tapered and
slanted from its foundation upward until they all
meet in a sharp point, 486 feet high; it is the very
acme of wisdom in form and structure.
When was it built? What was the purpose?
Who did the work? How many thousand men were
engaged upon it? All these questions were asked
thousands of years before Jesus was born. Away
back in Jacob’s time this great building troubled
the heads of men, but Jehovah kept still; the time
for unveilingits deep secret had not yet come.
Who built it? It is not positively known, but
circumstantial evidence seems to show that Melchizedek (the great peaceful king of Salem) managed the work; but he received the pattern, inside
and outside, directly from God. The Bible men-

tions Melchizedek as having been a

type of Christ-
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that is, he was a great personage inspired by God.
He lived about 2,000 or 2,500 years before Christ.
Genesis 14:18,19 tells us that he was a priest of God
and blessed Abraham’; therefore, we know that Melchizedek was on earth at the beginning of Abraham’s time. Abraham was born about 2021 B. G.
How many thousand men worked on this great stone
building? It is almost beyond the reach of human
intellect to figure out an answer to this question.
The stone had to be quarried and some of them
hauled a long distance; and how thi hauling was
done no human power can answer, as it has already
been shown that one stone would weigh over 800
tons, and require 40 freight cars to carry it. The
‘dmesaing of the stone would be an immense task. It
could not be done by hand, as no workman nowadays can dre two stones (each thirty feet long)
suflicientlytrue to make them lie together without
showing the joint. Then the raising of an 800-ton
stone into that high building and letting it down to
its ewact spot wa a task which shows that the people of those days had ways and means unknown to

to-day.
How long time was consumed and what was the
expense in erecting it? The Holy Ghost only can answer. If all the property in Egypt were sold the
price would not be suflicientto hire workmento tear
down this great tone monument. The Designer
(God) never intended that it should be torn down.
It was.to stand a a “witness” from generation to
generation. It is the great hub of the world—-standing in the center of all the land surface of earth.
North and South America were not, at that time,
known to exist and yet they were taken into considus

eration when the foundation spot

was

selected.

‘
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What was the purpose in building it? Ah, here
is the great question that has been asked all through
the ages, the last four thousand years, but never answered until the Lord was ready to let men into some
of His secret plans. The prophet Daniel, writing
under inspiration, declared that a time would come
when “men would run to and fro and knowledge
would be increased”; and sure enough that day is
upon us and men are having their eyes opened on
the mysteries of God and His universe. Railroad
trains are carrying people to all parts of earth, and
the scene at our great depots in large cities shows
thatthe prophecies are now being fulfilled by people
running to and fro—some going one way and some
another. It is one continuous hurry and stir.
Every body seems to be on the move. Trains, going
in all directions, are crowded. People are discontented and want to be going; audit they can not go
on railroads they go in wagons and on foot. Knowledge is being increased too. The Lord is dropping
crumbs of wisdom into the minds of men as rapidly
as they are willing to receive it, and this new current of force running through the thoughts creates
fermentation while it is breaking people away from
their old ideas, and this change causes a disturbed
condition among the people; thus we see that the
fulfillment of Da.niel’s prophecy is now going on;
and with the increasing of knowledge, predicted by
him, comes new knowledge about this great stone
mystery in Egypt. The Lord has not permitted all
its secrets to flow into one man; He has divided“ it
among them by dropping a point to one and another
point to another, and so on. The first discovery
about it was that it contained scientific lessons in
various lines of wisdom. It gives us the key to a.
94
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correct system of weights and measures and to
mathematical problems. It answers questions in
astronomy. It points us to deep secrets in earth
and sky. It show the cycles or periods of revolution of the heavenly bodies. Its measurements and
angles (when understood) point out the path of man
and note the time when certain occurrences take
place on earth. Although it was built more‘ than
two thousand years before Jesus Christ was born,
yet it marks the exact date when that great event
would occur. It shows His death and resurrection
and the upward path of man towards perfection and
notes the time when the Millennial Age will set in,
and its great and final glory. It marks the calling
of the Twelve Tribes of Israel and the wonderful
dealings God has had with them and what is yet to
occur. The path of all nations is shown and what
their final destiny shall be. It hows the Holy and
the Most Holy places, as they were pictured out before the Twelve Tribes of Israel during their celebrated journey of forty years in the wilderness. At
that time the symbols were constructed of cloth and
linen hung up to form chambers and ante-chambers,
with curtains drawn between them; but in this great
solid mystery in Egypt all these things and many
more are shown in stone. Dates of occurrences are
most ingeniously marked and yet not a picture, not
a word, not a figure is to be found about it. The history and destiny of the world are carefully written
in it and yet not a word is cut, painted or shown. It
speaks in thundering tones to the ages, and yet its
voice is silent as the grave. No human eye can read
its astonishing story for the reason that no reading
can be found there. Its wonderful messages never
would be noticed by the sight, hearing, touch, taste

.38,
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or smell. These five senses of man are dumb in its
presence. Jehovah has a way of concealing things
and at the same time holding them up to full view.

None of the wicked shall understand, but the wise

(spirit;-'

ually wise) shall 1mderstand.—Da.nlel 12:10.
The great secret and history dwelling in this

Egyptian monument are brought to light by measurements. and calculating its angles. If you know
any thing about geometry and trigonometry you
know that there is a way of measuring distances by:
a,process called triangulation. Civil engineers use
this method in figuring the distances across rivers
or through mountain where the chain can not be

carried. The rule works with exactness and shows
distance more accurately than chain measurements;
therefore, by applying this and other mathematical
rules to the great stone Pyramid of Egypt it reveals
wonders. It speaks out in thunderingtones, and yet
says not a word. For instance, by measuring the
distance from its northeast corner (at base) to southwest corner, and adding it to the distance fromnorthwest corner to southeast corner will show (in
inches) the exact numberof years in the precessional
cycle (which is 25,827 years). The precessional cy.cle or period is the time required for the sun to
make one revolution or circle around a central point,
supposed to be Pleiades. Our earth and a great
many other worlds circle around the sun. It is a
center for them; but while they are whirling around
the sun, the sun is moving in a large circle around
Pleiades; and the time required to make this great
circle is 25,827 years. Long before the wonders of
the stone Pyramid of Egypt had been discovered, astronomers had figured out the time required for the
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sun to make this great

journey, and
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figures
Pyramid.

their

were the same as are now discovered in the
Of course Jehovah knew all about the times

and
movements goingon in the heavens and He secretly
wrote them in this great stone building by making
each inch count as one year; it is claimed therefore,
when you want to know the length of time in any
certain dispensation of God, or desire the date when
a certain important event will occur, just pick up
your tape-line and start around or through or over
the Pyramid -and note its measurements and angles

and your question will be answered in inches or
cubits.
Would you know the distance from this earth to
the sun? Just measure the distance from thetop
point of the Pyramid to its base and note the slant
of its sides and then apply the known rules of arithmetic, geometry and trigonometry in triangulation,
heretofore mentioned, and‘ your answer will be
91,840,270 miles as the distance between these two
worlds. Long before the secrets of the Pyramid
were unveiled astronomers had settled on the distance as 92 million miles, or thereabout. When
the angles are given as a starting point, it is just as
easy to calculate the distance from one world to another as it is to find the distance across a river without carrying the chain across the space, as triangulation rules are accurate, same as other mathematical rules; therefore, just lay your line on this stone
Pyramid and your answer is sure. This is what the
Bible is hinting at when it says:
Who hath lwtd the measures thereof and who both stretched
the line upon uI—Job 3825.

God was aking Job certain mysterious questions to set Job to thinking about the wonderful
thingsof theuniverse and the great wisdom required
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to construct them, and God used a building as a symbol to represent this earth, and asks the questions:
Where wast than when I laid the foundation of the north!
are the foundations thavof fastened! and who
laid the corner stone thereo/fl—Job38.

Whoreupon

Investigation shows that the foundation for the
Pyramid was carefully leveled on natural rock and
a hole or socket cut down into the rock bottom, at

each of the four foundation corners, so that the
workmen could shape the first layer of dressed stone
to fit into the sockets; representing by this that it
should never slip off its foundation. The Lord was
hinting to Job about these things.

Whorodpon

an the foundation: themof
laid the corner stone thereof!

fostonddl Who

This stone Pyramid may be considered this earth
built on a. small scale" and containing a full history
of man and hi winding path and the key to a system of weights and measures best adapted to man’s
use; and also marking the hidden dates when great
change or dispensations would set in, eto., etc.
The measurements of the four sides (at its base)
added together gives the exact time in four years, to
the very fraction.-—and makes due allowance for the

leap-year.

There is but one opening into the Pyramid, and
that is on the north side, and fifty feet above the
base. From this entrance-door one starts into a
_

narrow, straight, declining passage or hall-way,
4044 inches (337 feet) long. The slant is regular
and rather steep and passes downward through the
foundation of the Pyramid and goes on its downward
course, through the natural rock, a distance of 100
feet below the base line until it meets a little room
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or “pit,” 46x28 ft. cut in the solid natural rock under
the Pyramid. As before stated, the distance from
this “pit” room to the entrance door in the north
side of Pyramid, is 4044 inches (337 feet). This is an
important point to. remember, as the length of this
hall-way, expressed in inches, is supposed to give us
thenumberof years the human race would be going
down the slanting road towards the “pit” of trou.ble and disaster—counting from the time when the
Pyramid was finished; now if we know when that
building was completed we can start at that date
and run down 4044 years and find when the time of

trouble, spoken of by Christ and Bible writers, will
begin. Their words on this turbulent time are as
follows:
Walt, saith the Lord, until the day that I rise up to the
prey, for my determination is to gather the nations to pour
out upon them mine indignatlon.—Zeph. 3:8.
At that time there shall be a time of trouble such as
never was since there was a nation.—Dan. 12:1.
For there shall be great tribulation, such as was not
since the beginning or the world.-Matt. 24:21.

When was the Pyramid built? This is the
point to be learned in order to get a starting
point for the 4044 years. Ah, the date of the build-

ing of'that great stone witness has troubled the
heads of generations, but God had it marked in a
hidden way so that when “knowledge would be increased,” as spoken of by Daniel, the Lord would let
men into the important secret.
Mr. John Taylor, of England, was the first person to prove that the Pyramid was built for some
good purpose, to teach mankind‘ some lessons of importance. but his discoveries were all on the scientific branch of its

teachings; and he published some-
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thing about it in A. D. 1859. Since then many men
have figured on it and written about it until many
books and pamphlets on the subject are now in existence. Each man discovers some new point. Astronomers have been greatly interested in it for the
reason that it teaches many things in their line.
Prof. Piazzi Smyth,Astronomer Royal for Scotland,
went to Egypt and made a study of it and took careful measurements of its angles and parts and made
drawings of it-—showing locations and lengths of
halls and all the important points about it and
wrote a book on it, entitled “Our Inheritance in The
Great Pyramid.” Part of the figures and drawings
set out in this work are taken from his book. He
was looking at it entirely from the basis of astronomy, without thinkingthat it had any thing to do

with theBible or God’s plans; and while so engaged
in figuring out the lessons in astronomy, as taught
by the Pyramid, he noticed that the long, narrow
"slanting hall-way (entrance passage) resembled a
telescope, pointing to a certain place in the heavens.
He figured backward in astronomy to find when any
planet had been at that spot in the sky; in other
words, he turned the wheels of the universe backward until somethingwould come in range withthat
.ha1l-way in the Pyramid. He found that at midnight of the autumnal equinox, B. C. 2170, the
Dragon star had been in direct line with the hallway which points upward toward the north. There
is another narrow hall leading off from the entrance
hall and points upward towards the south. He figured backwards to find what planet would be in
range with it, and he found thatthe cluster of seven
stars called Pleiades was the object to which the
south-pointing hall was calling on the night of

~
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He therefore concluded that the

Pyramid was built (finished) 2170 B. C. After Prof.
Smyth had discovered these lesson in astronomy,
another gentleman named Robert Menzies caught
the idea that the length of those halls had something to do with the mysteries of God’s plan of the
ages; and that by counting each inch as a year an
astonishing message from God would be revealed.
This new idea caused Prof. Smythto do more measuring from a diiferent starting point, to see whether
the number of inches would tell when the pyramid
was built. The entrance hall (starting in from the
north side of the Pyramid) runs south and downward, as before stated, 4044 inches, but 628 inches
from its starting point another hall sets in and runs
upward 1,542 inches to where it meets and runs into
a gallery whose ceiling is twenty-eight feet high:

'

from the floor of it. Mr. Menzies claimed that this
high gallery was to represent the Christian Age, and
that the point where the hall ceiling suddenly
jumped up to such a great height was to represent
the birth of Christ. Astronomer Smyth saw at
once that if Menzies’ theory was correct, then by
starting at that high ceiling point and measuring
downward 1,542 inches, to where the hall joined and
ran into the entrance hall, and from there upward to
the door on north side of the Pyramid the number
of inches would express the date when the Pyramid
was built. He had already figured it out by astronomy that certain planets were in range with those
two halls in the autumn of 2170 B. 0., and he took
that as the date of building; now would the number
of inches from that high ceiling point to the outside
entrance doorvshow the same figures? This was a
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breathlesstest, but if Menzies’ theory was right the
figures would correspond with those already produced by calculations in astronomy. The end of the
measuring line was laid at the point where the high
ceiling gallery set in (birth of Christ point) and
stretched downward along the floor to the point
where that hall joined or ran into the other hall, and
the figures on the tape showed 1,542 inches to that
junction point where the two halls met. By: this
they knew that they were already to a point 1,542
years before the birth of Christ, and~they were yet
far from the .outside (entrance) door of the Pyramid;
so they laid the line at the 1,542 mark (junction point
of halls) and started upward, in the other hall, toward the outside doorway; and just as they arrived
at the edge of the entrance door they noticed a finely
ruled line on the wall of the hall, and the figures on
the meauring line to that marked point on the wall
showed 628 inches. They had gone 628 years farther
away from the birth of Christ. They had already
come down the other hall 1,542 years from Christ’s
birth-, and by adding the 628 inches (years) to the
1,542 would give the numberof inches from Christ’s
birthpoint to the ruled line on the wall at the edge
of the door. 628 added‘ to 1,542 makes 2,170——exactly the number which Prof. Smyth had found by
calculationsvin astronomy. This was stunning proof
that each inch in the hall-ways represents a year
and thatthe stone Pyramid was built (finished) 2170
B. C. Abraham was born near that time, and the

Lord called him to be the head or father of a special
race of people through whom the Lord would work
to raise the nations of earth to a higher plane of life

and come into closer relations with God.
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The Lord aaidto Abram, Get thee away from thy lundred and from thy father’: house, and I will make of thee a
great nation, and in thee all fammea of the earth shall be
bleoaed.—Gen. 12:1-3.

Abraham had‘ a on named Isaac. Isaac had 9.
named Jacob. Jacob had twelve sons who became the heads of the Twelve Tribes of Israel.
These Twelve Tribes were the specially choen
race which was to work out God’s purpose. They,
son

THE TWELVE TRIBES OF ISRAEL MOVING.
They left Egypt, under the leadership of Moses, 1492
B. 0., and arrived in Palestine 40 years -later and took possession of the land set oil! to them. This was their firs!
return. There is to be a second return, which is just now
(1896) being prepared and will probably take place somewhere near 1915 A. D., when the Millennial Kingdom will
be set up

on

this earth to rule the world.

lived’ among the Egyptians and other people untili
God told Moses to lead them out of Egypt and take
them to Palestine where they could have a govern-.
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ment of their own and live to themselves and not
mix with- other nations. This date when they cut
loose from other nations is marked in the stone

'

Pyramid by the hall-way branching oil? from the entrance hall at a point just 1,542 inches (years) before the birth-ofChrist point which is shown further
up the hall at a. point where the high ceiling commences. But the branching of! of the hall ‘at 1,542
inches (years) before the birth-of-Christ point must
not be taken as the time and point where the Israelites left Egypt, as they were set apart from other
nations and especially called of God 430 years before they left Egypt. The setting apart was done
when God called Abraham to leave his father's
house and his country and his kindred and go to the
land set apart for him by the Lord. This was about
1922 B. 0., and 430 years of “sojournings” subtracted from this would make the time of leaving
Egypt somewhere near 1492 B. 0.; and this point
must be remembered when reading hereafter in this
book about the hall which I have named the Mosaic
Hall, simply for can/venienoe and not to mean that
the hall started in when Moses started with the
Israelites out of Egypt, as such‘ an understanding
would mislead as to dates and measurements. And
just so with the Christian Hall further up in the
Pyramid. I have simply named it to distinguish one
from the other without giving figures and lengths
of dispensations, as it confuses the reader to lay too
many figures and complicated calculations before
him all at once. The 1542-inch hall slants upward
at a steep rate and its ceiling is only four feet high
above its floor, making it diflicult to walk up. A
person must stoop quite low and also watch his footstep that he does not slip. This, according to G. T.
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Russell’s interpretation, represents the Mosaic Law
Dispensation which governed theIsrael family from
the time the Law was given, up to the time when
Christ came and set it aside and started the Christian age of Repentance, Faith and Grace. If this
is‘ the case, then for convenience we will call that
1542-inch hall the “Mosaic Hall.” During that 1,542
years they had a hard time of it trying to climb up
the godly path It hampered them down. and their
feet would slip and they grew weary under it; but
when Christ came and set before them the new order of things by Repentance, Faith and Grace, then
they ‘could straighten up and walk unhampered, as
represented by the sudden rising of the ceiling to
twenty-eight feet high. It will be noticed that the
ceiling of the “Mosaic Hall” is only four feet high,
while the ceiling of the “Christian Hall” is twentyeight feet hig-h—just seven times the height of the
“Mosaic Hall.” Seven is a peculiar number; it is
odd and yet it balances when placed in a straight
line or in a circle. Lay down seven silver dollars in
a straight line; one will act as center and have three
on each side of it. Leave the center one lie and place
the other six around it, so that each of the six will
touch it. and also touch each other; then draw a
pencil mark around all of them while so arranged
together and you will have a perfect circle, with the
center of the center dollar as the exact center of the
circle; and this circle would balance on a needlepoint if it were placed in the central spot. No other
number will form‘ a circle and at the same time fill
up the center. A circle is a complete thing; it has
neither beginning nor end; it is perfection and goes
on and’ on forever. Seven is the law of construction.
We read about seven in many places in the Bible.
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Some one has looked at this point and writes it
out as follows:
“John to the seven churches. Seven candlesticks. The mystery of the seven» stars. The Seven
Spirits of God. On the seventh day God ended His
work. On the seventhmonth Noah's ark touched the
ground. In seven days a dove was sent forth.
Abraham pleaded seven times for Sodom. Jacob
served seven years for Rachel‘ and seven years more
for Leah. Jacob mourned seven days for Joseph.
Jacob was pursued seven days’ journey by Laban.
An abundant season of seven years and a famine of
seven years were foretold in Pharaoh’s dream by
seven fat and seven lean beasts, -and seven full and
seven thin ear of corn. On the seventh day of the
seventh month» the children of Israel fasted seven
days, and remained seven days in tents. Every seventh year the land rested. Every seventhyear all
bondmen were set free. Every seventh year the
law was read to the people. In the destruction of

Jericho, seven priests bore seven trumpets seven
days; on the seventh day they surrounded the
wall seven times; at the end of the seventh

round the wall fell. Solomon was seven years
building the Temple and tasted seven days at its
dedication. In the Tabernacle were seven lamps,
and the golden candlestick had seven branches.
Naaman washed seven times in Jordan’. Our Savior spoke seven times from the cross, on which He
hung seven hours, and after His resurrection appeared on seven different occasions. In the Lord’s
prayer are seven petitions, containing seven times
seven words.”—Ew.
There is a mystical meaning in numbers, and the
ancients used them in connection with their alpha-
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bet so that their written words expressed secrets
accordingly; and this key is now being discovered,
and it is claimed by those who have studied it that
thewhole Bible is dove-tailedand locked together by

numbers which reveal the marvelous wisdom of God
in dealing with hidden points.
Christ was the complete one, as represented by
the circle which was composed of the seven parts
heretofore shown, and, therefore, He has neither
beginning nor end.
,

I am the first and the last. I
Rev. 1:17. 18.

am

alive forever

more.-

Therefore, it was a most fitting thingto make the
ceiling of the Christian Hall in the Pyramid seven
times higher than that of the Mosaic Hall, as the
Mosaic Law Dispensation was imperfect and needed
only a four feet ceiling to represent it. You will
remember that I have heretofore shown that Prof.

Smythfigured back in astronomy and found that in

the year 2170 B. C. the seven stars called Pleiades
in exact range with this high-ceiling Christian
Hall, so that if the hall could have been extended
several million miles into the sky it would have run
straight into Pleiades. Pleiades is supposed to be
the center of things generally, for this system at
least; and our sun and all the planets which we see
in the sky circle around Pleiades and draw from it
a good substance of some kind. The Bible gives us
a hint that such is the case. The Lord was teaching
Job a few lessons to show to him how little Job was;
and to press it on" J ob’s mind thoroughly, the Lord
framed up many questions and put them at the atflioted‘ man, and here is one of them:
were

aufianst thou bind the «goat influences of Pleiades.?—Job
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From this we know that the influences from
Pleiades are sweet (wholesome) and that they are
powerful so that no man can “bind” them; therefore, the Mosaic and Christian Halls branched 01!
from the 4044-inch General World Hall and started
upward toward Pleiades, so thatall who walk in the
Mosaic and Christian Hall will eventually arrive at
the center of the “sweet influences.” As to this center there is a dispute among men. Some say the
North Star is the center of all the heavenly planets,
and that the sun, moon and stars (except six stars
around the North Star) travel around it and that
the other six not visible companions of the North
Star form the real seven combination which is the
center of things. Many times I have watched the
movements around the North Star and it does seem
that every thing goes around it. However this may
be, we know that Pleiades gives 01! sweet influences.
.It has some uncommon power residing within it.
What can it be? The many millions of stars seen
in the sky may be worlds-some of them being many
times larger than this earth, so astronomers tell us.
It may be that each of these worlds is inhabited by
living beings, working out the purposes of God according to their grade of intelligence and spiritual
development—-each grade occupying a world of its
own, with the seven worlds all bundled together,
called Pleiades, acting as the “sweet” center for all.
All this, mind you, is simply speculation. It wouldnot require much shrewd twisting of Chrit’s words
to make them mean something of this kind, as He
says:
In my Father's house

are

many

mansions.—John 142.

The whole universe is God’s house and these mil-
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lions of star-worlds may be the mansions for all we
we know nothing about these sayings of

know, as

“Behold, I go to prepare a place for thee.”
Suppose that God makes His central abode in the
seven bundled Pleiades (perfected place)? It would
be easy to understand then why the “sweet influJesus.

ences” flow out from Pleiades, and that Job or any
other man could not check or “bind”them. It would
also be easy to understand why the donut of the Christian Hall in the stone Pyramid leads straight into
Pleiades. In mentioning these things I am not forgetting the fact that “Christ in you is the hope of
glory” and that it is not “Lo over here or 10 over
there, but that the kingdom of God is within you.”
Yes, the spiritual Christ must be in each person and
then that person is in the kingdom of God, whether
he be on this earth or elsewhere. The kingdom of
God is wherever the man is with Christ in» him; but
the Eather’s house with its many mansions are
worthy of thought, even though it may not refer to

locations.
At the point where the Mosaic Hall branches 0!
from theGeneral World Hall a large stone plug, 179
inches long is tightly fitted into the Mosaic Hall so
thatthe only way to gain entrance to theMosaic Hall
is by a passageway cut throughthe rock at the side of
the plug so that one can walk around the obstruction (plug) and start up the Mosaic Hall. Mr. Russell, who has carefully studied the matter, claims
that God intended that the 179-inch plug length
should be added onto the length of the hall to make
it express the correct number of years that elapsed
from the time the Twelve Tribesof Israel left Egypt
to the year 36 A. D. He claims thatthe plug should
be drawn out its full length, like drawing out a tele-
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scope before taking the measure of the hall, and
that the plug should be counted as hall. You will
naturally wonder why God did not make the Pyra—
mid a little larger so that the hall could be its full
length without the plug. This may be easily answered when you know that the foundation or base
of the Pyramid had to be just so many feet square
to express the exact length of time in four years,
and also to make the diagonal measurements express
the number of years (25,827) in the precessional
period—the length of time required for the sun to
make a circle around Pleiades. At the end of the
Mosaic Hall and on a level with it and going upward at the same angle, sets in the Christian Hall
(I name it thisfor convenience). It is simply an extension of the Mosaic Hall, only the Christian Hall
ceiling is twenty-eight feet high; and the length of
the hall (measured on the floor line) is represented
by three sets of figures as follows: 1874 inches from
north end to a stone step at south end; then omitting
the rise of the step by raising the measuring line to
the top edge of step and going on to end of hall.
The next measurement is 1881 inches by going
through the step as though it were not there.
The next is 1910 inches by commencing at north
end of hall and going to the step——then measuring
upward to top of step; then. back to south end of
hall.
That stone step was put therefor a purpose, evidently, and the measurements to it, over it and
through it certainly have a meaning; and some have
ventured an interpretation, but I shall pass thematter without comment. It is enough to know that
we have arrived almost to the point where the four
winds will be let loose as described in Rev. 7:1, 2,

.
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3, and that the most dreadful and scorching tril-

ulation that ever struck this earth will then be upon
grasping, proud and foolish people; and it will
probably mow down two-thirds of the inhabitants of
the world, while the remaining third will be brought
through the fires of purification and made pure.
And it shall come to pass that in all the land, two parts
therein shall be cut off and die, but the third shall be left.
And I will bring the third part through the fire and will
refine them as silver is refined, and will try them as gold
is tried. They shall call on my name and I will hear them.
I will say, It is my people; and they shall say, The Lord
is our God.—Zech. 13:8, 9.
The choosing and sifting of the Elect Body of
persons are now going on and the Lord is testing
them and putting them through what He is pleased
to call the reflner’s fire.
a

‘

-

He is like

a

refiner’: fire. He shall sit

as 11

refine:

purifler.—Ma.l. 3:2, 3.
All this training seems to be marked in the stone
Pyramid in a peculiar way. The stone step, heretofore mentioned, is located near the end of the Christian Hall. The traveler comes to the step which is
three feet high, and after climbing up to its top surface he finds himself on a level floor, not slanting; a
few feet further is the end of the hall with a very
low door-way through which the pilgrim passes into
a little room called the Ante-Chamber with a granite
floor. The floor all the way up through the Mosaic
and Christian Halls is of limestone, but the pilgrim
and

havingstood thetestingandself-sacrificeandkeptthe
straight path, the Lord now gives him a granite (fine)
floor and makes it horizontal without any slant up-

ward; but before he could reach this foundation for
his feet he had to bow down very low

through the
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Reflner’s fire to pass through the low door leading
from the Christian Hall to the Ante-Chamber; here
he finds himself with plenty of room and probably,
remains a short time to receive further teaching
from God. Each of the four walls of this Chamber
has peculiarities belonging to itself and not found
in any of the other walls. In some, grooves are cut.
God has not yet- let men into the mysteries carved"
in them. We are just now about to pass out of the
Christian Hall. We have gone through the fires of
affliction, trouble and distraction, in order to sweep
from us our old ways, but we are not yet through.
We must make further sacrifices. A few more years
yet and that Ante-Chamber will be understood.
Having received its lessons, the pilgrim passes on
and comes to another low door leading out of it.
He bows down while passing a short distance
through it and suddenly finds himself in an elegant
room, a' brief description of which Mr. Henry F.
Gordon writes as follows:
“It is a very noble apartment 34 feet long, 17 feet
broad and 19 feet high; of polished red granite
throughout;‘walls,floorand ceilingin blocks squared
true and joined together with such exquisite skill
that no autocrat emperor of modern times could
desire anything more solidly noble and refined.
The only thing this chamber contains is an empty
(granite) coifer (stone box) without a lid; and it is
worthy of notice that this coifer corresponds with
thesacred Ark of theMosaic Tabernaclein capacity."
Thus we see that the pilgrim of God, after climbing up the steep slanted Mosaic and the Christian
Halls and stooping very low to pass through the low
doors leading into the Ante~Chamber and from there
into this great King’s Chamber, finds himself sur-
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rounded by polished surfaces on all sides»—belov-w,
above and at the sides. He has landed, at last, in
the King’s Chamber sure enough. He is dwelling
in the same room with God, as the granite box sitting there indicates. When the Twelve Tribes of
Israel were ou- their forty years journey from Egypt
to Palestine they carried with them the Ark of the
Covenant, which was a box covered inside and outside with gold. The Lord claimed that He would be
in the box which was kept in a room made for it.
No one but Aaron, the High Priest, was allowed to
go into that room. If any other persons touched the
box it would kill them. Some ventured to it, but
they fell over dead. It was to represent the Lord
and His dwelling place; and the stone box in the
King’s Chamber tells the weary pilgrim that he has
at last arrived at the headquarters of God. This
greatKing’s Chamber and also the Ante-room are in
the center of the Pyramid. Ventilating passages
lead from the outside into these rooms.
Having traced the balls from the outside entrance of the Pyramid up to the flnal end called the
King’s Chamber, let us now go back to an important
spot which I purposely omitted in tracing them upward, as I was calling attention to lengths principally, in order to show dates and times ‘when this
dispensation or Age would close and when the Millennial Age will set in, as that seems to be the absorbing question with the people, although in reality, the mac‘/n point is the gaining of the high spiritual eondition (on this earth) that will lead us up
into the King’s Chamber and dwell with God (here,
on earth). It is that high spiritual goodness pointed
out by the Lord’s Prayer:
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Thy kingdom come when Thy will be done in earth as
it is done in heaven.—Lord’a Prayer.
You must not forget that the kingdom of God is
within you and that your body is earthy and that
when the Spirit is working through you and commanding you then the King (Christ) is in earth and
you are doing the will or going according to the
‘directions of the Spirit, and then His will is being
done in earth as in heaven. This is the kingdom of
God in earth. This i why Christ told the apotles
to say unto the people that the kingdom of God had
come nigh unto them. The Spirit (God) working
through the apostles, and they following Its or His
dictates was the kingdom of God, as the King had
full control,and as an apostle would come near a person that person was near the workings of the kingdom of God. Th-is particular point about the kingdom of God, as to where it is and what it is, oan not
be mentioned too often, as the general belief of the
people on this subject is- all wrong; and it has done
untold damage to the world in many ways. The
people imagine that the kingdom of God is located
away of, and that a person must die before he can
go to it; and when we tell them that men should be
so closely in union withGod as to hear His voice and
be directed by Him and talk with Him they thinkit
is the rankest kind of insanity; and they are quick
to say that “the day of miracles is past,” and that
God could not and will not speak to any person on
earth nowadays. They give the “lie” to Christ’s
words at once when He says:
The kingdom of God is within you.—Luke 17:21. God's
will be done in earth (not in the sky) as it is done in heaven.
--Lord's Prayer. Ye are the temple of God.—2 Cor. 6:16.
Your body is the temple of the Holy Ghost which is in you.
-1 Cor. 6:19.
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this mystery, about the close relation of
God, which Christ came to teach. God

was

to

(Christ)

took on flesh and walked around‘ among
and ate and talked with them to show to them
who and what they were, and that it is possible for
flesh-men to be in union with and under the direct
guidance of the Supreme King.
men

‘

He

that belleveth on me, the works that I do shall he
do also, and greater works than these shall he do.—John
14:12.
'

‘

The time for the revealing of this mystery’ of God
is marked in the halls of the Pyramid. The
Twelve Tribes of Israel had journeyed up the long
period .of over 1,500 years,~as represented by the
Mosaic Hall; and suddenly the ceiling rose to twenty-eight feet; here the Christ (God in the flesh)
stepped on earth to reveal to men the Mystery about
God dwelling in man.
in

man

Even the mystery which hath been hid flom ages and
generations. but now is made manifest to his saints: which
is Christ (God) in you, the hope of g1ory—Co1ossians 1:26, 27.
There (where the high ceiling commenced) the
God-man (Jesus) was born. He dwelt among men
until He was thirty-threeyears old, when His /leshly
career ended; this is marked in the stone floor by a
hole or rough aperture located just thirty-three
inches from the point where the Christian Hall (high
ceiling) begins. It has the appearance of having
been blasted out, as it is irregular and torn, as
though the explosion had been powerful. Mr. Russell holds that the exploded appearance was made
there by the builders to represent the resurrection
of Christ. Nothing could hold Him. Death had no
power over Him. The bounds of the tomb broke
away and He came forth with victory.
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All power in heaven and in earth is given unto
Mwtt. 28:18.

me.-

This explosion point is called, by writers of tothe “well.” From it leads, almost straight
down, another passage through the rock and passes
far below the foundation of the Pyramid and meets
theGeneral World, 4044 inch, halL The New Testament (Matt. 12:40) tells us that as Jonah was three
days and nights in the belly of the fish so was Christ
three days and nights in the heart of the earth. It
is also stated that while the fleshly body of Jesus
was lying in the tomb those three days His spirit
or real self was away, preaching to the spirits of
persons who were in prison ever since the Flood.
(See 1 Peter 3 :19, 20.) No doubt they were persons.
whorefused to heed Noah’s warnings, and, of course,
theFloo‘dcameand swept them to death; and-as they
had never paid any attention to spiritual thingsthey
were ignorant of God’s spiritual laws and, of course,
had no knowledge of their way out of their terrible
predicament They were in prison sure enough.
They had wasted their time on this earth in: just
such foolishness as people are now doing and when
thedisaster took them they had no Helper,and Christ
left His body lie therein the tomb whileHe descended
to where these prisoners were and preached to them.
This passage leading down from the “exploded”
aperture (the“well”) may represent His journey to
the prisoners, as they were, evidently, on a lower
plane of existence than He was and He would be
represented as going down to them; and the fact
that this downward passage runs into the descending General World Hall shows that He had to go to
the same level of life as those prisoners had occupied beforethe Flood took them. This theory about

day,
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this downward hall is purely speculation. While
speaking of these prisoners it seems proper to call
attention to the fact that God did not put them in
prison; they put themselves there by their own foolishness. While they were in the flesh, on earth, they
sought nothing but gratification on the material
line, such as good things to eat, fine, showy things

to wear and sexual associationsto their heart’s content and a general wasted life, such as the people
now are living; and when the flesh bodies were
taken from them by death they had no education in
the spiritual line, and their likes and dislikes were
not in harmony with the spiritual company over
there, and there was no attraction to draw them together into the company of Love. There was a wide
gulf betweenthe two classes and those on the lower
or beastly plane had no “magnet” to draw them

“gulf.” They were actuallyimprisoned,
help them out of their low
plane. They had been there ever since the Flood,
and Christ went to teach them. While they
were on earth they would not hear teaching on spiritual subjects. Noah tried 120 years to reach
them with a bit of knowledge, but they turned their
backs to him and said, “That old ‘bank’ is always
harping about spiritual things and such ‘stufl.’- He
is a regular nuisance in the neighborhood. We care
nothingforhis ‘gab.’ We are going to have a good (?)
across that
with no attractions to

time.”
The ideas the people have‘ -about 9. “good time”
are a delusion. It is actual insanity. The criminal
who delights in robbing trains, killing people, becoming intoxicated and rolling in the mud is looked
upon as being deluded and not knowing what a

'
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“good time” is. He looks at it through wrong eyes
and with a. wrong mind, therefore, he is insane5 but
those who condemn him are doing the same thing,
only on a little different plane. They are running
afterthingsjust asworthlessand as ‘destructive, and
yet they say they are having a “good time.” Insan-

ity again. .The criminal violates the law and the
law hangs him‘. Just so it is on the spiritual line.
A person violates and runs across the spiritual laws
and they cut him in pieces, and he has no power to
climb out because -he is ignorant of spiritual things.

The person who refuses to go to school and learn
arithmetic knows nothing of its rules by which
problems can be solved. He is left to the mercy
of others to help him out of his troubles. He
is in prison when he falls into business troubles requiring arithmetic to help him out. He can not
handle it; neither can it handle him, as it can not
come in touch with his mind. God did not put him
in such a predicament; he put himself there by refusing to learn the mysterious rules which would
lift him out. At the time when he should have
learned them his mind was deluded into the idea of
having a “good time,” never realizing the day of
trouble just ahead that would require a knowledge
of arithmetic. The world to-day is in the same delusion—grabbing after dollars and piling up great
.’.heaps of property and living for the stomach and
fleshly gratifications-—never realizing the day of
trouble just ahead that will require a perfect knowledge of the spiritual laws of faith in God to shield
them‘ from the plagues and terrible tribulations
which will sweep over the earth between 1896 to
1915, after which there will be more “prisoners,”
made such by their own acts—just as it was in the
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days of Noah. The Pyramid seems to show all this,
but before passing to that point another hall comes
in for its share of teaching. It starts at the ‘‘well’’
(exploded aperture) and runs horizontally to the
center of the Pyramid, where it terminates in a. room

called the Queen’s Chamber. I shall venture no interpretation on this hall and its room. It has a purpose, whatever that purpose may be, as it was not
put there by chance.
We now come to the General World Hall, which,
as heretofore mentioned, is 4044 inches long. The
human family has been coming down that hall ever
since 2170 B. C. You will remember that Prof.
Smyth, the astronomer, figured it back and found
thattheslant of thehall pointed towards the Dragon
star at that date; if the hall could have been extended millions of miles into the sky it would have
run straight into the Dragon. The Scriptures always refer to dragon as evil.
And I saw an angel come down from heaven, having the
key of the bottomless pit, and a great chain in his hand:
and he laid hold on the dragon, that old serpent, which is
the devil, and Satan, and bound him a thousand years. and
cast him into the bottomless pit.—Rev. 20:1-3.

Thus we see that this General World Hall was in
line with the evil named star, and that the people
would travel down that line towards the “pit,” which
is at the end of the hall and 100 feet below the foundation of the Pyramid. The “pit” is a room 46:28
feet out in the natural rock of the earth. All the
other rooms heretofore mentioned are in the Pyramid proper and were built there as the stone were
laid by the workmen; but this “pit” is down in the
natural rock 100 feet below the base line of the Pyramid—showing that the human family would not
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stop at the floor line of God’s solid house, but would
go on lower into the earth. “Earth” and “earthy”
are al.ways mentioned as the opposite of spiritual
things; and indeed history and general observation
at this time show this to be the case. The people

like the “earthy” things—thingsof this earth.‘ The
heavenly things—thingsof the Spirit are not attractive to the general public. There is no “fun” in it
they say. No gratification of the fleshly wants and
lusts and appetites. They prefer the “earthy.” They
want to go on down in the earth. Every thing that
is foolish, absurd and destructive is sought after,
now, with intense delight. If any of the grand and
powerful things of the Spirit are mentioned the
company will scatter as though small-pox had been
thrown among them. Some will have important
household duties to look after immediately; others
will see some very “funny” thingoccurring out doors,
while anotherwill be anxious to know how the marriage turned out in the lovestory. I mention these
things to show that the world is going in precisely
the same way that it did in Noah’s time. They
would not hear or heed. They rushed on to the mad
dance of death and found themselves in. “prison”
afterwards while Noah’ and his family escaped the
disaster by. relying on God. They were the Elect
family at that turn of the dispensations; whereas
the Elect Body of people, who are to escape the
plagues and disaster soon to set in, are just now
being brought together and trained for the terrible
ordeal. They are those who give up everything and
turn themselves over to do His will regardless of
the scofilng of the world. Lot did this and hurried
out of the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah, and the
earth opened and, with fiery blasts, swallowed those
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cities as though they were gnats; and their locations are marked to this day by salt-encrusted and
sulphur lumps lying around their sites.
The people of Pompeii and Herculaneum were
living a riotous life and seeking the “earthy” things
and they got them, but not as they wished. It was
more “earthy” than was pleasant The great fiery
volcano bursted out and spewed thevbowels of the
earth up into the air to falidown in a red-hot melted
condition and cover up and bury those cities. The
workmen who are now digging down to the ancient
foundations find loaves of bread in the ovens. They
were baking when the disaster struck the cities in
the year 74 A. D. The people then were at their
daily work—never even dreaming of the terrible up~
heaval that was going on in the earth to burst out
and cover them.
While these two cities have no bearing on th
Pyramid subject now being treated, except to show
the desperate and downward course of the people
into ungodliness and the fearful end to which they.
come, as marked by the slant of the General World
Hall with its “pit” at the lower end, 100 feet below
the surface of earth, I think I will be excused and
justifled for digressing from the main subject a
moment to set out a brief history of the terrible calamity which struck these cities, so that your mind
can better realize what the prophecies are talking
about when they say that the Lord will come forth
out of His holy habitation to shake terribly the
earth——Isa. 2:12, 19; and that those who are proud
and haughty will be brought low; and the unearthing of those two cities (Pompeii and Herculaneum)
hows the miserable condition into which the people
The description of the
were plunged unaware.
-
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findings now being uncovered is written by Mr. H.
B. Brumbaugh, of Pennsylvania, U. S., who visited
the ruins a few months ago and writes from there
under date of Sept. 24, 1895, and the Gospel Messenger publishes the letter as follows:
We are now at Naples, known the world over for her
volcano and buried cities Pompeii and Herculaneum. The
buried cities, however, are sights of no ordinary character,
and no one should miss seeing Pompeii when passing
through Naples. The founding of the city dates away back
some four or flve hundred years before Christ. About the
year 72 A. D. it was partly destroyed by an earthquake, but
was rebuilt, and two years afterwards it was covered over
or buried in ashes from an eruption of Vesuvius, some
twenty feet deep, when over twenty thousand of the in-

habitants were destroyed. For centuries the dead slept in
their unknown tombs, but gradually discoveries of the
buried city were made. Excavations were made, but not
to any_ considerable extent until A. D. 1872. Since then,
the work has been pushed forward more rapidly until the
greater part of the city is now uncovered. As we entered
this resurrected city, we experienced feelings that were
peculiar and sad. We imagined a. city of fifty thousand or
more, all astir at their callings. The chariots, with spirited
horses in si1ver—embellished harness, seemed rushing through
the streets; the merchants busy selling their wares; the
shopmen attending to their trade; the barber plying the
razor and the scissors; the soap manufacturer busy preparing his material; the baker just put his bread in the
oven: the lady of leisure at her toilet, and .the promenaders,
in full dress, on the street. All at once the thunderings of
Vesuvius are heard, the heavens are darkened, and the hot
ashes, in stifling thickness, descend upon the now terrorstricken inhabitants. In a. few moments the King of
Terrors waved over the fated city his sword of power, and
all was quite. A deep sleep had fallen upon the inhabitants, and the living, active, pleasure-loving city of a few
moments before is now the dead and buried city of Pompeii.
Such seems to have been the ending of this city, as we
would infer from the evidences found in the excavations
made. In the museum are seen casts of the bodies of men
and beasts. just as they were when death so suddenly met
them. As they were thus buried. the moisture from the
bodies dampened the ashes by which they were surrounded.
As it then dried. it hardened, thus forming a perfect mould
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ing around with the remainder of the world, withor‘
any spirituality or even sound mommy. They know
not God. Organizations of every conceivable kind
are being formed and will be “in line” to perform
their part in the mad dance. And while things on
earth are being shaped.for the fell sweep the elements of the atmosphere are changing, so that frosts
steal in on us during the hot days of summer, and
floods and drouths walk hand in hand, with scarcely
a line between them, so that one farm‘ will burn up
for want of moisture while the one joining it will
drown to death. The whole heavens are rumbling
with trouble that will shake to pieces the kingdoms

of this world and sweep them into the “pit”—never
as the dark room under the Pyramid
indicates.
Starting in at'the upper end of
‘clearly
the hall, at the finely ruled line near the door, on
north side of the Pyramid, they came downward 628
years (inches); then Abraham, Fatherof the Twelve
Tribes of Israel, withdrew from the other nations
and turned oflf and upward into another hall, which,
for convenience, I have named Mosa/ix: Hall. He
and his descendants through Jacob went upward
through that hall, learning the ways of God, 1,500
years or more, while the general world kept straight
on downward 3,092 years (inches) further until the
hall suddenly ceases to slant by running horizontally (on a level) 324 inches (years), and then comes
the “pit” (darkroom cut in natural rock).
The point where the hall ceased slanting downward is 1,550 inches (years) past the birthof Christ;
(hence it should read 1550 A. D. Here something
took place that put a stop to the downward course
of the people, spiritually. They did not run upward
into light, but theysimplykept on alevel-—no.t falling

again to rise,
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into any further darkness. They had been, during
the previous 1,400 years, falling into darkness more
and more, but now, at this point, they ceased to go
lower. None but the close students of history have
any knowledge of the terrible and dreadful darkness of the people from about 300 years after Christ’s
ascension to 1800 A. D. It was too terrible to describe. All writers now refer to that period as the

Dark Age. The teachings of Christ had been almost
exterminated, root and branch; there was just a.
mere speck left and that even had to be kept) cov-

ered and hidden away from the great beast that
roamed over the earth 1,260 years, devouring every
thing. The history of that thing almost stops 3. person’s heart from beating and takes the breath. Its
career was one of general terror, confiscation and
murder. Its path, from beginning to end, was
strewn withblood and tears. It is beyond the power
of the human mind to understand why God permitted
such a terrible hyena to spring out upon the people
and devour them and destroy the seeds of goodness
which Christ had sown. But I am not finding fault
with God, mind you, as His way is perfect, but our
human understanding does not grasp His reasons
for permitting certain things which we, as human
beings, would dash to pieces instantly; but God is
both patient and merciful. He fully understood, of
course, that such a thing as this hyena. would be, as
He inspired His prophets, hundreds of years before,
and also His apostles, to write its history hundreds
of years before the beast appeared. It came walking in on time, as set by them, and it commenced its
bloody career by drawing its razor across the throat
of the world and sitting down on it and holding possession the dreadfully long period of 1,260 years. It
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.was like an eclipse on the sun during all that time.
It shut off the light and the people fell into theblackness of night and stampeded and devoured each
other in the most horrifying manner. All the books
now in the world could not contain a complete history of the devastating deeds and horrors produced by thisbeast. It was a monster. God’s prophets, who were on earth many hundred years before
the beast came, wrote- out a brief description of
what it would be, as follows:
I saw in the vision a fourth beast, dreadful and terrible
and strong exceedingly. Ithad great iron teeth and devoured and brake in pieces and stamped the residue. It had

ten horns. There came up among the ten horns another
little horn; it had eyes like the eyes of man and a mouth
speaking great things; and it made war with the saints
(Christ's followers) and it prevailed against them.
He shall speak great words against the Most High and
change times and laws and wear out the Saints of the Most
High and theyshall be given over into his (thebeast’s) hand
until a time and times and the dividing of time (1260 years).
—Daniel 7.

The little horn that sprang up and became a monster is thebeast to which I draw attention especially,
as it grew and spread over the world and spoke
great things; and you will notice that the prophet
said that it would make war with the saints and
overcome them and wear them out and change times
and laws to suit its own purposes.
It cast down the Truth to the ground and it (the beast)
practiced and prospered and magnified itself even greats
Prince (Christ) and it (the beast) waxed great.than

thg

Daniel

Thae beasfi finally pmolaimed itself greater than
Christ and cast His teachings down to the ground

and propered greatly. Much more is said in the
prophecies about this great beast, but I pass on to a

time several hundred years later and note what the
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apostles saw concerning thi beast that would arise
after they (the apostles) would leave the earth.
Saint John the revelator in his vision describes
it

as

follows:

I saw a beast rise up having seven heads and ten horns
and upon his heads the name of BLASPHEMY. And the
d/rayon (devil) gave the beast Ms power and his seat and
great authority;and all the world wondered after the beast;
and they worshiped the dragon (devil) which gave power

-

unto the beast; and they worshiped the beast, and said,
Who is like the beast? Who is able to war with him?
And there was given'to the beast a mouth speaking great
things and blasphexnies. And he opened his mouth in
blasphemy aaarlowt God to blaspheme His name and His
tabernacle. And it was given unto the beast to make war
with the saints and ovemome them. And power was given
the beast over all natlons.—Rev. 13.

‘

Notice that the Scripture positively points out
that the beast was a tool or agent of the dragon
(devil) and that the dragon gave up his own seat to
thebeast and turned over his power to the beast and
that it (the beast) ruled over all nations, and became so great that people declared that nothing
could war with it. It had every body completely
under it, so that if any thing came up against the.
beast the whole world had to come to its help and
slay the opposition. The beast boycotted and murdered every body who refused to stand up for it. If
a merchant or any kind of a business man was a little weak about standing up for the beast, orders
went out to boycott him, so that no one dare buy
any thing from him or sell to him unless he would
come into the ranks and agree with the beast.
‘And he (the beast) caused all, both small and great, rich
and poor, free and slave, to receive a mark (the cross) in
their riyat hand or in their forehead, so that no man might
buy or sell unless he had the mark or the name of the
beast or the number of his name, for his number is the
number of a man; and his numberis 666.—Bev. 13.
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Now you will say that if we could only understand the above description of the beast and his
number (666) we could find -him on the earth somewhere and could then see who he is and what he
looks like. Well, by a queer circumstance, I am
pleased to be able to lay before you some part
of the mystery and exhibit a photograph of the man
himself, as the above scripture tells us that it is a.
man, and that his number is 666. This chapter was
written, and this beast: was thoroughly discussed
and shown and the manuscript laid away, ready for
the printer, when, _suddenly and unexpectedly, a
California paper ca.me floartintg Wang through the
mail to me, and, on examining its columns, I found
an article discussing this identical beast and figuring out his number (666) and showing a. picture of its
head man, the pope. The article had been copied
from The American, published at San Diego, California, from which (by permission) I copy it in full
although it is not entirely correct as I view it, as the
scriptures seem to say there is a beastand an image
and a number, etc. But this article brings forth a.clew which leads to a starting point, from which the
mystery may be unraveled. It is proper to state here
that in ancient time the letters of their alphabet
had a certain value in figures. That is, each letter
represented a certain number, so that when certain
letters were put together to -spell a name, the number of thatname would depend on what letters were
used in it

6 6 6.
THENUIIBEROFTHEBMSTISTEATOFAIIAII’.
Editor of The American:
The Bible. with its wonderful store of information, is
every day being more thoroughly understood and appreci-
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by the thoughtful students of God's word‘;

ar-

'6

.
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which is “A SUBSEITUTE FOR THE SON OF GOD.”
Now this Iatln inscription in Latin letters has another six
niflcaflon, which at first sight is likely to be overlooked. For

insta.nce,ma.nyIAtinletterswereuseda.snumeraJsaswell

as

letters. To illustrate this tact just take out your watch

andyouwillilndonitntaeethehnzinlel1:er“I” for-one,
two “II’s” stand for 2. “V” or “U" are used indiscriminately
and either one stands for 6. “X" stands for 10. All the

hourmarksonyourwau:horc1ockareBoma.norLatln

letters which also denote the numha of the hour, yet there
are many lerwers in the man alphabet which have no
significance at all as numerals.
The quotation from Revelation says “the numberof the
beast which is the numberof a. man is 666." Now let us see
ittheWordotGod does notpointouttousthebeastand
clm:lyprovethepopeofRometobet’ne666,from the
very words inscribed on his a-own, "Vicarlus Filii Del.”
the Roman numerals reading as follows:
Vmeana
6
Fmransonmeanslioo
ll
I!
E
0
(l
ll
I
D-l
1

8H

u-atclIn-

u
I6

8|n~u

__

501

'1'he numerals invicarius are 112
The numerals in 11111 are
53
The numerals in Del are
501
666

'1‘helettersARFSEandmanyothersoftheLafln

alphabet do not represent any number-"and never did.

A

By adding these togetha we find the number 666, the
exact number which God has declared to be the “numberof
the beast which is the number of a. man,” making it eonclusively evident that the pope and the papacy are the
beastreferred to. Such being the case, is it not astonishing
how little our ministers of the gospel have to say upon the
subject? Why do not they preach openly against this
great arch-enemy of Christianity, of progress, and of civilization? Can it be because they fear to suirer, as Peter
feared when he denied our Lord? If so, let them act with
more courage in the future, as Peter did.
I
‘

TherearesomePaubamongnsstillwhodmutoprueh,_
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openly and boldly, without fear or favor, the whole truth
of God's Word. How much better for the world would it be
if there were more of them.
Chaplain.

Having shown his number and photograph, let
look for his mark, which prophecy says he will
have. I quote from the same paper (The American)
us

onthispoimt.

THE MARK.
THE SIGN OF THE CROSS MADE WITH ASHES.

Placed

on

All Good Catholics on Ash
of the Roman Beast.

Wednesday—More

Editor American:

That the pope and the Roman hierarchy represent the
beast referred to in the last verse of the 13th chapttr of
Revelation, has been proven; let us show another of the
many existing proofs to the same eltect.
Read Rev. 13:16 and you will find these words in reference to the poplsh power (the beast): “And he causeth
111, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to.
receive the mark in their right hand or in their foreheads”
Let us see how this appllm to the Roman hierarchy. What
is this mark in thdr right hands or in their foreheads which
the followers of the beast are said to receive? Well, it is
simply as scripture states, “:3. mar " which is made by the
pflests of Rome upon the foreheads of all the followers of
the pope “small and great, rich and poor," every Ash
Wednesday, which lsthe first day of Lent, and is called by
the priests caput jeimwi.
Now let us quote from the American ncyclopedia, Vol.
II. Under the heading “Ash Wednesday” it says: “In the
Roman Catholic Church on this day the priest makes the
sign of the cross with ashes on the foreheads of the people,
repeating the words, Memento homo quad puivia es, et in
pulxverem reoerteris." This is the mark of the beast and is
practiced over the whole world where Roman Catholics are
to be found.
In Ireland, Italy, French Canada, Mexico, Newfoundland and other countries, where the masses of the people
are
and intensely ignorant, this “mark upon their

Catholics
foreheads’isda.nbedonsoastobeseenmanyyardsdis-
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«mt upon the public streets and none would think of removing it for fear of committing what they call a. mortal

sin. Nature and time alone are allowedto eflface it. soap
and water never. But here in enlightened America, where
education and Protestantism prevail, these. “holy ashes,” as
they call them, are laid on with a lighter hand by the Romlsh
clergy. The writer knows of a case where a refined young ,Catholic lady, a native daughter, had to devote several dollars to a. saint before she could induce the “holy father" to
make the smutmark on her forehead as light as possible.
This smntmark is “the mark of -the beast," and that beast
is the papacy.
Chaplain.
_

.

Let us now examine another peculiar feature
which the beast was to have. He was to" have a peculiar or unusual month which would speak greaq
things and blasphemeagainst God by appropriating
to himself (the beast) the things belonging to God;
that is, the beast would call himself God and the
Most High and the Supreme Ruler and Holy Father
and other great names and powers which belong to
none other than God.
And there was given unto him (the beast) a. mouth,
speaking great things. And he shall speak great words
agaiiist the Most High and blaspheme God's name.—Bev.
13:5, 6. Daniel 7:8-25.

Now turn to all of the histories and other books
of church, written by Roman Catholics, and your
hair will almost stand up and bristle as you read the
high swelling titles and names which they give to
pope of Rome. They call him “Christ by Unc-

!the
tion”; “Holy Father”; “Physician of Souls”; “Apos-

tol/io Lor ”; “Prince of the Universe”; “Priest and
Kixng”; “Head of All the Hoty Priests of God”; “KeyBearer of the Kingdom of Heaven” and many other
high names which apply to none but God, yet this
beast takes them unto himself. And the high othoers of the Catholic church, when writing of the
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pope, iieclare that the pope has “power to shut heaven
and send the ywilty to hell”; and: that “he can judge

all persons, but can not be judged by any”; and that
“he is only a little lmpor than an angel.”
I

“He is amwned no that the faithful may has his feet.”
“Thou art he to whom the keys of heaven are atom." “C'aawt
than not shut up heaven!" “The pope is of such daigwlty and

Mghneaathathe£anotalmplyaman,butGod,andlcorowMd

king of heaven, of earth and of hell.”
If the Catholicwriters who wrote all of the above
high-sounding titles would have stopped at the last
one, which says “thepope is king of hell,” they would
have been in better line, as theBible tells us that the
devil got up out of his seat and told the pope
(“beast”)to sit down in it and commence to rule in
the devil's place.
And I saw a beast of seven heads (seven hills of Rome):
and the dragon gave him his seat and his poww and great
a.u.thorlty.—Rev. 13:1, 2.
As further evidence that the Roman Catholic
church with its popes is the great beast having a
blasphemous mouth speaking great swelling words
and blasphemy against the Most High, just as St.
John’s book of Revelation declares it would, I now
introduce some of the popes’ writings from time to
time, declaring themselves God, Christ, All in All
and Above All and many other terrible and astounding =b1a.spheImies. They almost make one’s heart
flutter while reading them. Now hear their printed
utterances copied from histories and other books
and set forth by the English authorH. G. Guinness.
Think as you read and you will see how true St.
John’s visions were.
as

A ROMAN CATHOLIC POPE’S DEGREE.
to Peter, and to
he then in all the

Wherefore. seeing such power is given

me in

Peter, being his successor, who is

7.6
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worldthatonghtnotwbosubjecttomydea-ee,whichhave

such power in heaven, in hell, in earth, with the quick and
also the dead? By the jurisdiction of which key the fullness
of my power is so great that, whereas all others are subjects
—-yea, and emperors themselves ought to subdue their executions to mehonly I am subject to no creature, no, not
to myself; so my Papal majesty ever remalneth undiminished: superior to all men, whom all persons ought to obey
and follow. whom no man must judge or accuse of any
crime, no man depose but I myself. No man can excommunicate me, yea, though I commune with the excommunicated; for no man bindethme: whom no man must lie
to, for he that hath to me is a heretic, and an excommuni-

mfedperson. ’I‘hus,then,itappeareththatthegrenrtness
priesthood began in Melchisedec, was solemnized in
Aaron, perfectionated in Christ, represented in Peter,
exalted in the universal jurisdiction and manifested in the
Pope. So that through this preeminence of my priesthood
having all things subject to me, it may seem well verified
in me, that was spoken of Christ, Thou hast subdued all
things under his feet.
And likewise, it is to be presumed thatthe bishop of that
church is always good and holy. Yea, though he (all into
homicide or adultery, he may sin, but yet he cannot be accused, but rather excused by the murders of Samson, the
Iiefts of the Hebrews, etc. All the earth is my diocese, and‘
I have the authorityof the King of all kings upon subjects.
Ia.ma1llnall,andaboveall,sothatGodhimse1f.and I,
the vicar of God, have both one consistory, and I am able
todoa.lmosta.llthatGodcando. Inanthingsihatllist
my wiilistostand to:-reason, torlamabieby the law to
dispense above the law, and of wrong to make justice in
correcting laws and changing them. Wherefotwta, it those
thingsthatldobesaidnottobedoneof
man, but.o£God—
What can you make me but God? Again, if prelates or the
church be called and counted of Constantine for God, I then,
being above all prelates. seem by this mason to be above
all Gods. Wherefore, no marvel if it be in my powa to
change time, to alter and abrogate laws, to dispense with
all things, yea, with the precepts of Christ: (Yes. the Roman
Oimrch sets aside Christ’: teaching) for where Christ bidde-th
Peter put up his sword, and admonishes His disciples not to
use any outward force in revengting themselves, do not I,
Pope Nicholas writing to the bishops of France. exhort them
to draw out their material swords? ' ' ‘ And, whereas
of

'

-
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Galilee, do not 1, Pope Martin, in my dmtinciion, inhibit the
spiritual clergy to be present at marriage-raisin, and also
to marry? Moreover, where Christ biddeth us lend without
hope or gain, do not I, Pope Martin, give dispensation for
the same? What should I speak or murder, making it to
be no murder or homicide to slay- them that be excommunicated? Likewise, against the law of nature, item against
the apostles, I can and do dispense; for where they command a priest for fornication to be deposed, I,'through the
authorityof Sylvester, do alter the rigor of that ctmstituflon,
considering the minck and bodies also of men now to be
weakrrthanthey werethen. Ityelistbrieiiytohear-the
whole number of all such cases as properly do appertain to
my Papal dispensation, which come to the number of oneand-fifty points, that no man may meddle with but only
I myself alone, I will recite them. (Here follows the list)
After that I have now sufliciently declared my power in
earth, in heaven, in pllrgatery, how great it is, and what
is the fullness thereof in binding, loosing, commanding, permitting, electing, confirming, dispensing, doing and undoing,
etc. I will speak now a little of my riches and oi.‘ my great
possessions, that every man may see my wealth and
abundance of all things-—-rents,tithes, tributes; my silks, my
purple xnitres, crowns, gold, silver, pearls and gems, lands
and lordships.
These are exactlythe things which St. John says
the seven-headed beast (the Roman church) would
have.
Alas, that great city (Rome and the pope) that was
clothed in flne linen, purple and scarlet and decked with
gold, precious stones and pea.rls.—Rev. 18:16. And the
woman (pope and his church) was arrayed in purple and
scarlet color and decked with gold and precious stones and
pearls, having a goldm cup in her hand, full of abominations.—Rev. 17:4.

-

golden cup, mentioned above, is probably
golden cup now used by the Roman Catholic
priests at their Mass, when the cup is filled withwine
and the priest holds it up in» front of a gold image
The

the

and claims that the wine is transformed into pure
blood of Christ. The priest then drinks it for the
congregation and they claim that it is a new saori-u
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commanding, declaring, and pronouncing, to stand upon
necessity of salvation, for every human creature to be subject
to

me.

According to the above decree no one can have
show of- salvation except through the pope
at Rome. Here is where he is using that peculiar
mouth and swelling words to blasphemeagainst the
Most High. just as St. John declared" the beast or

even a

harlot would do.

And there was given unto him a mouth speaking great
things and blasphemies; and power to continue forty-two
months.—Rev. 13:5.

‘

Thus we see that he was to have control of the
earth 42 months. 42 months at 30 days to each

days. That is,

this beast
and run out and
smother the true church of Christ, which is called
(in this case) a woman, because Christ’s true church
is His bride. This bride of Christ (His church) was
to suffer violence from this beast (Roman church) so
that she (the Christ bride) would -have to run away
and hide 1260 days (years).

month would make 1260

(Roman church)

was

to come

on

And the woman fled into the wilderness, where she hath
place prepared for her by God, that they should feed her
there 1260 days.—Rev. 12:6.
In my No. 3 book, called OUR NEAR FUTURE,
I have shown that 1260 is the same thing as “a time,
times and half a time,” as mentioned by the prophet
Daniel, who also describes how this beast would
come on and scatter and break down the Christly
church “a time, times and half a time,” which means
.1260 years.
He sware by Him that liveth that it shall be for a time,
times and nalt a time. And when he (the beast. Roman
of the
church) shall have accomplished to scatter the power be
finshall
all
these
things
church)
(Chrlst’s
holy people
a

-

ish

.—Danlel 12:7.
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Inthe No. 3 book, which treats on other and div!ferent branches of Bible subject, it is shown how
it is that the Bible calls 360 years a “t£me,”so that
one “time” is 360, and two more “times” are 720, and
a. half a “time” is half of 360, which is 180. Now add
these together, 360, 720, 180=1260 years, which is
exactly the same as 42 months of 30 «hys each,
which makes 1260 days. Raise each day to a. year
as the prophet Ezekiel declares.
I have laid upon thee the years or their iniquity. accord-

ing to the numba of the days. I have appointed thee
each day for a. year.—-Ezek. 4:5, 6.
Therefore, -the 42 months of 30 days each (making 1260 days) are to mean 1260 years, as each day is
to be a year. Therefore, when St. John, in his
great revelation, declared that the seven-headed
beast (meaning the city of Rome on seven hills and
the Catholicpopes therein)was to continue‘ in power
42 months he meant 1260 years, as the above figures
show that 42 months are 1260 days; and the prophet
Ezekiel comes in and instructs us that each day
‘

means a

year. And

we

have the further evidence

(calculated and explained in the No. 3 book on another subject) that a “time,” as mentioned in the Bible, means 360. Sometimes it is 360 days, while at
other times (on other cases) it is 360 years. And St.
John says that the “woman” (meaning Christ's
church or bride) had to run out in the wilderness

and hide away from the monstrous seven-headed
beast (Roman church) “a time, times and half a time.”
This makes one “ttme”—two more “times” and a, half
of one “time,” which, added together, makes three
and a half “times” ; and if 360 is a “ti/me.” multiply it
(360) by three and onehalf and it will make 1260.
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And.the woman (Christ's church or bride) fled into the
wilderness, where she had a place prepared for her by
God, that they should feed her there a thousand two hundred
and sixty days.—Rev. 12:6.
And as each day means a year, she was- to be
hid away and smothered out by the (Roman beast),
1260 years, during all of which time the beast was
to cut and slash and behead the true followers of

Christ, called saints.
And it was given unto him (the Roman beast) to make
with the saints (true followers of Christ) and to overcome them. And power was given him over all kindreds
and tongues and nations; and all that dwell upon the earth
shall worship him (the Roman beast).-—Rev. 13:7, 8.
war

g

I

have, in previous pages, shown that the dragon

(devil) arose from his seat and gave it over to this
beastand told it to run thingsas he (thedevil) would
run them; and history shows that this Roman beast
carried out the devil’s instructions to the very letter. This is why it murdered and tortured the folowers of Christ and made war with them and overcame them, just as St. John says it would do. It
takes the seat of Christ and pretends to hand out
salvation and forgiveness of sins, and creates a new
sacrifice of its own by using that golden cup full of
“abomi/nations.” That is, filling the cup with wine
and pretending, by some mysterious hocus-poous, to
change the wine into actual blood and drinking it as
a new sacrifice and setting aside Christ’s sacrifice,
which was to last forever. St. John gives a careful
outline as to what will befallthis Roman beast; and
the time is drawing near for it and all its young
ones to meet their fate. The Protestant churches
(all of them)‘ are slivers split ofl’ from the Roman
beast and they had to come onto earth to hold the
world from going headlong into the “pit,” as the

.
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Roman beast was pushing things down that GENERAL WORLD HALL, set out in the Pryamid, as
pictured in this book. By_ turning to the picture
you will see thatthe hall ceases to slant at a. point
1550 inches this side of the Birth of Christ Point.
And if each inch in the hall represents a year, the
meaning of it is that 1550 years after the birth of
Christ the world would turn or cease to go on do
into further darkness. Right there, at that turn
the hall (1550 years after Christ’s birth), is where
the present Protestant churches stepped on theear
to hold the world from going on down. The Roman.
beast lost its grip on the people at that point, as I
have heretofore shown, and Protestantism sprang
up and began to make inroads through the Catholic
world. By this we see, as before stated, that the
present Protestant church system is only about 350
years old. They imagine that they have been in
existence ever since the time of the apostles and
that they are simply the continuation of the Apostolic church, but it is all imagiznation with them.
They are, as I have stated, simply the chips which
flew off from the old Roman beast, commonly called the Roman Catholic church; and this is why
she is called the Mother of Harlots; and these
Protestant churches are the ymmg harlots. This
is why they are called Protestant. They split
olf and protested against some of the ways of the
Roman church.
They were Pro-test-a/nts. And
this protesting], commented about 1550 A. D.—right
;'_."2amifitum hme Py;-amid hall _is shown. The
can more like the mil-lstlx
.

ggrflfim-&
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on the look-out; and this is why I am showing up
church history so that people will no longer be deceived by them. They know nothing at all about
spiritual things. It you talk to them about spiritual power, such as healing the sick and getting revelations from God, they become flghting mad and
call you had names and want to jail you or kill you.
They never lose an opportunity to strike at anythingspiritual. I have on my desk, at this writing,
a church paper which has_ a large circulation, and it
strikes against spiritual healing and all other kinds
of spiritual things. Yet it is the regular authorizedchnrch paper and the only one belonging to the entire denomination in the United States; and all the
writers for it claim that their denomination is the
only real genuine Apostolic church. They claim it
continually and boldly, and yet they fight with a vengenoe against all of the valuable doctrine of Jesus,
Whose whole gospel is powerfully spiritual and
teaches that we must come into actual communication with God and get revelations and visions from
Him and let Him be our King in every little detail;
and that we must lay hands on the sick and. heal
them, and raise the dead and remove mountains
and subdue all things. Instead of upholding all
this g-'ran‘d' -doctrine of Jesus we find these churches
teaching that the day of miracles is past and! you
oannevnergetaxnytihiingfrom God; alndth.astGodhns
gone away so that no man can ever find Him. If
such trash is Apostolic teaching,then these churches
are Apostolic as they claim to be. You see they
leave out Chrlst’s teachings and manufacture a gospel of their own like their old mother (Roman

church) does when she forgives sins and creates new.
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blood for a. new sacrifice of their own manufacture
and sets Christ aside. Do you see the similarity
between these young lmrlots and their old mother?
The world has now arrived at the point where the old
mother harlot (Roman church) and all her young
ones (Protestant churches) must go down, and be
thrown away so that we may know the true God‘ and
His Christ and get revelations and power from Him
and subdue the world and overcome death and gain

vioboryoveritandbeRoyaJHlghP1-ieuzsofthegreat
spiritual King. The Protestant churches have accomplished that for which! they were sent, and the
world now demands a higher spiritual church and it

will come. It is'noIw on the way, but it will not be
the old churches made over or reformed. No, no.
Christ tells us that it is not proper to put new wine
into old bottles. The old bottles must ‘be thrown
away and new bottle: for the new wine must come
on. They are now being prepared. The filling is
taking place. When they are full they will step out
as a new nation to rule theworld and take charge of
all religious, political and social‘ affairs. The old
bottles will be no more. The old mother harlot and all her young ones will be obliterated.
The old mother held -her full time of 1,260 years
and used her peculiar mouth and great swelling
words with such cunning eflect as to deceive the
whole world and entrap it. And it fixed up such a
line scheme of doctrine that it worked the greater
part of the human family under its clutches so as to
get large sums of money out of the people, until it
becamethe most gigantic financial concern on earth.
It (the pope and his church) owned country after
country and gold, diamonds, jewels, silver and piles
’
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and stacks of all kinds of material wealth. But
how did the beast get hold of all this wealth? you
will ask. -Ah, here is the secret golden cup filled
with “abom/£nat1'ons,”as St. John calls it‘. You know
the Bible tells us tint the beast would prosper and
become mighty and gather unto itself such power
as to overcome the followers of Christ and wear
them out, and this beast set itself to gaining financial power. It formulated a doctrine and taught it
to the people that the pope had power to forgive
sins and he (in the aforesaid mentioned decree) declares it openly and notoriously that popes can
change times and laws and set aside “the precepts of
Christ.” After a. few generations of this teaching
the whole public believed it, as the beast would not
allow any otherkind of teaching. When all the people came to thoroughly believing this abominable
teaching it gave a. terrible and dreadful advantage
into the hands of the pope and he used it for every
cent there was in it. He gave out the decree that he
could grant Indulgences to people. That is, he could
remit Purgatorial penalties. Of course the whole
public rushedtohiurtoget the-irreligious “titles clear"
through that awful ordeal of Purgatory. But, hold
on. Do you thinkso great a. benefit could be dished
out for nothing? Not a bit of it. The income from
these sales of Indulgences was enormous—beyond
all human imagination. People would rake up
every cent on the premises to pay for help through
Purgatory after death. Henry IV. of Castile received, in four years, as profit on Indulgences, ONE
HUNDRED MILLION DOLLARS. This was only
a commission on the amount and not the amount itself. The pope, as head over the ohm-ch, would contract with the kings over the governments to allow
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them a commission on sales of Indulgence, etc. The

kings would traffic with the pope for his favors by
paying to him large sums of money to have him" issue
“religious” orders to the people to make them‘ submissive to the government This kept the people in
the traces so they could be managed. Kings would
pay heavily for this out of the taxes collected from
the people themsehvea. Then the pope would come in
and fleece them on a. “religious” charge to pay him
for Imtulgences issued to them to help them-' out of
their sins. Kings could do nothing with the people
without this pope's aid, as they (the whole public)
looked upon the pope as God, and they would obey
the pope and let the kings go. This brought hundreds of millions and billions of dollars to the pope,
as kings were at his mercy. Another scheme which
brought much money to the pope was the sale of
Privileges. You remember the above decree of the
pope declares that he has power to set aside any-

thing he desires and change times and laws, and

whenever anything arises that conflicts with his
wishes he strikes it down. If the law says that persons shall not marry their cousins or close relatives
the pope sets the law aside and issues a Privilege to
the person, provided that a large sum of money be
paid to the pope for doing this. This scheme
brought in great riches. It is reported that a certain person in Italy desired to marry his niece, just
recently, but the law was against it, 0 he paid the
pope twenty thousand dollars to get him to set the
law aside in this particular case. The Catholic
church has a regular list of fees for doing certain
things So much for baptism and so much for saying masses and so on clear through the list. The

[Roman Catholicstmch that when

a.

person dies he

.
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Purgatory and that if the priest will say a
massithelpstihe deadperson outofhfistrouble, and

goes to

that the more masses that are said the better it is
for the dead. This, of course, makes a. person rake
up all the money he can get and put it in the hands

ofaprieattopayflirmassesafierthepemondies.
When you consider the fact that nearly the whole
.world was under the aut-hority of the Roman church
you can then imagine what a.‘ great sum of money
this scheme brought in, as every body wants to es
cape punishment, and if you can just make him believe that a pope can bring him through all right the
person will pay out his last dollar. The more dollars
-he pays the more masses he can get; and where a
priest is paid a. large amount of money for several
thousand masses he cannot say. them all in a lifetime, therefore, he has to hunt up some poor priest,
who lives in an out-of-the-way place, to help him
through with these masses. If the original charge
for a mass be two dollars he pays the poor priest
twenty-flve cents for each mass. You will remember thatnot long ago a. certain woman of Spain paid
over to the church a sufficient amount of money to
pay for five thousand masses for herself and live
thousand for her husband.
In addition to these schemes, rich Catholicpeople
will all their property to the church to get masses
said over them when dead. The priests and popes
permit theirmembers to keep money which they get
unlawfully,provided that a part of the money be paid
to the church. Mr. I. J. Lansing, who has given the
Oamholic schemes much study, says: “I find that
moneys obtained for false witnes, for cheating in
gambling, for cheating in weights and measures. and
money obtained under false pretenses, and money
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madeat prostitution, and many otherthingsareper-

mittedbythechurchtobekept, providedthepersons

who made these unlawful gains would pay a part of
themoneytothechurch. Thisissowell substantiated that it is beyond doubt or question.” This
bringsinalargepileotmoneyalso. Another
scheme to get money is by selling certain articles,
which Catholics claim have wonderful powers.

Thereisalong listoithesearfiole. Sometlmeago
a Catholicpriest wrote in a New York paper thatit
is right to sell these things on account of the great
good they do. He claims that one of these Catholic
medals put in wateringtroughs will keep cattle from
getting sick, and thatif one of themedals be carried
by a person it will protect that person from sickness
and from storms and accidts and will even keep
away death. A certain priest, whom I could name,
gained several hundred thousand dollars by selling
these trinkets. You can buy them by the hundred
in Catholic stores, which make a specialty or keeping them, and they bring in thousands and millions
of dollars. This is why St. John says the merchants
will mourn for the beast when she is destroyed from
the face of the earth. They will not then have any
trinkets to sell to the dupes. Nobody will buy them.
And the merchant; of the earth shall

mourn over her
more.

(the beast), for no man huyeth -their merchandise any

-397. 18:11.

The people of this country (United States) have
not the slightest knowledge of thismonstrousanimal
(the seven-headed Roman beast) and the wonderful
schemes and pretensions it puts forth to deceive and
fleece the people. This is why St. John declares that
all nations were deceived by it.
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By thy sorcerles were all nations deceived and in her
(the old mother harlot) was found the blood of prophets

and of saints and of all that were slain upon the earth.Rev. 18:23. 24.

When you understand the ways and schemes of
the beast and how she sells masses, indulgences,
privileges, dispensations andl decrees and grows
rich from her abominations, and how the pope held
the kings of theearth in hi grasp so thattheywould
be compelled to pay him large sums of money to induce him to issue decrees to keep thepeople from rising up against the governments; when you understand all of this you will then see what the book of
Revelation is talking about when it mentions the old
harlot and how: the kings of the earth committed
fornicationwith her, which means that theypaid her
money to get her to do certain things in their favor.
All nations have drunk of the wine of the wrath of her

fornication, and the kings of the earth have committed
fornication with her, and the merchants becamerich through
her delicacies (that is, they sold her goods and trinkets which
she taught the people were necessary for their welfare).Bev. 18:3.

Of course these secrets of the church doctrine
and her woolly ways are not intended to get out to
the general public, but we do get hold of them in
various ways, so that our statement are founded on
theirdecrees and books and rules of the church, and
it will surprise the people of this country to learn
the truth about this beast. Those who desire to
look into her history will find the writings of Henry
G. Lea, H. G. Guinness, I. J. Lansing, Dr. McGlynn
and others of great value, and it would pay the people well to investigate this subject, as it will throw
much light on Bible statements and will also show
why the beast is the mother of harlots, as it will be
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thatthe present Protestant churches

were

born

out of her and that they carry her ear—marks and
ways and many of her false ideas, and that the only
way for the genuine Christian to gain the true spiritual God is to cut loose from all thechurches now on
earth and have nothing at all to do with them, as
they are, in many respects, the deadly enemy of God,

becoming

and no one can mix in with them without
more or less tainted with their evil ideas and

teach-

ings. While it is true that the Protestant churches
are an improvement on the old mother beast, and
they have done much toward breaking her back
(just as God designed that they should) yet they,
the Protestant churches of to-day, are not at all fit
or competent to lead the people to that high and
grand spiritual power of the Holy Ghost, who will
show us visions and talk with- us and give us power
to heal the sick, raise the dead, remove mountains
and do all things. All these things are open and
ready for us, but we never can gain them by following the methods and teachings of the present church
system, as every one of them thoroughly believes
and teaches that “the day of miracles is past” and
that it is not possible for us, in this day, to do the
wonderful things that’ Jesus and the apostles did,
although Jesus himself declares that we shall and
must do greater things than ever He did‘, but the
churches of to-day give the lie right to His face by
teaching us that it cannot be done, and they use
every effort to keep the people from believing anything of the kind, and when we insist upon it they
say that we are teaching spiritism and that we are
possessed of the devil, and all this kind of stuff.
They use earactly the same argument that the
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churches used against Jesus when He was here on
earth. They said He was possessed of the devil and
that He was casting out sickness by the power of a
big devil spirit which they called Beelzebub. If they
slandered Him and used their mouths against the
Perfect and Holy One (Christ Jesus), what can acummon personage like I expect from them? The world
has come to the point where it must go up higher
spiritually, and to do this it must cut down and
destroy the old errors; and this process always
causes daggers in the air, as error is always popular and has the great majority on its side, so that
whoever draws his butcher-knife against it has the
entire public to fight, so that nothing but the powerful spiritual sword of the Most High; can stand
against it, but His whizzing sickle. is abundantly
able to cut down the multitude, and on this I rely.
I have pointed out the beast Have shown his number to be 666. I have shown you her blasphemous
mouth that utters great swelling words against the
Most High. I have shown_ to you her fornications
and sorceries and only a few of her many schemes,
which have deceived the whole earth. To show all
of her cunning sales and practices would make this
book too large and expensive to reach the people;
therefore, I now turn my attention to the clothes of
the beast, in order to identify him, as he was to wear
certain kinds and colors of garments. Let us now
examine them. But you will say, What does all this
have to do with -the Pyramid? I am showing why
the General World Hall slants downward and runs
into the dark pit, underground. The “beast,” now
under consideration, was given the devil’s seat and
authority and killed the followers of the true God
and led off, downward, into darkness of the pit;

‘
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understand

this mighty subject you must
and to
know who and what the beast is; and for this purpose we are identifying him by looking at his number
(666) and his mark and his mouth and-his higlh titles
and pretensions. Now we will examine his clothes
and showy trinkets. It will be noticed that all the
way through, the prophets and the Apostle John describe it as a beast and a. prostitute; and this is why
they apply the name “Scarlet Woman” to it. Notice
how accurately the pope’s dress and fixtures are
described.
I saw a woman (prostiturte) sit upon a. scarlet colored
beast, full of names of blasphemy. having seven heads
(seven hills of Rome), and the “woman" was arrayed in
purple and scarlet color and decked with gold and precious
stones and pearls, having 9. golden cup in her hand, ml! of
-

.

abominations and fllthiness of her tornicatlons; and upon
her forehead (in his mind) was a. name written. MYSTERY,
BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS
And the
AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH.
woman (city of Rome and the pope) were drunken with the
blood of the martyrs of Jesus.—Rev. 17.
.

You. will notice thatthe above prophecy declares
that the “woman” (meaning the pope, who sells decrees and favors for money) would’ be dressed» in
purple, scarlet, etc., etc., decked with gold and precious stones, etc. If you have ever attended high
mass or solemn high mass or any great pow-wow in
the large Oa:t-lmolic.ca:thedra.lsyou will be forced to
remember St. Joh.n’s vision of the dress and ornaments the “beast” would wear, as the whole prophecy is acted out to the very letter. I have watched
it. The cardinals, bishops, priests and high oiiicers
of the church, dressed in their magnificent robes of
many colored silks, braids, etc., come out beforethe
audienceand use thatpeculiar mouth, which we have
just discumed, in blasphemyagainst the Most High.
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bring us theaccount of the in-

inaugurationof a new cardinal. The ceremony took

place here

in the United States and the Catholics
marched in procession with great display and) the
daily papers, in describing it, have somethingto say
about the rich dress and robes of the high oflicers of
the church. I clip from the papers a little of it, that
you may see, in actual operation, what St. John saw
in vision about the purple, gold, scarlet, etc., which
the beast would wear. Here is what the papers say
of the parade.
CHURCH DIGNITARIES IN PROCESSION.
After these came about fifty bishops and 9. score or more
of archbishops. the purple and gold of their rich vestments
glistening in the cold, clear air, their immense 11-sins held
up by little boys, in brilliantvestments. Upon his shoulders
hung the beautiful cloak of cardinal silk and ermine. Half
a dozen train-bearers clad in cardinal velvet and silt braid
followed in his wake.

C

As further comment on the identification of the
pope and his great blasphemous organization. being
the “Scarlet Woman,”the “Harlot,” the “Beost,”e’cc.,
mentioned in Revelation, as wearing purple, gold,
precious stones and speaking great things against
the Most High, I now introduce the account of a
great convention of high Roman dignitaries, held in
Rome, in July, 1870 A. D., and at which meeting
they framed a decree that the pope was infallible,
which means that he can not err, but that he is always right in all things,. the same as God. After
voting this decree through,they set a day when they
would have a big pow-wow over it and declare it publicly before all the world. Dr. Cummings, of England, describes the big demonstration at Rome as
follows:
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Thepopehadagrandthroneerectedinfrontofthe

eastern window in St. Peter's, and arrayed himself in a
perfect blaze of precious stones, and surrounded himself
with cardinals and patriarchs and bishops in gorgeous apparel for 9. magnificent spectacular scene. He had chosen
the early morning hour and the eastern window,—that‘the
rising sun should flash its beams full upon his magnificence,
and by it his diamonds, rubies and emeralds (see how his
dress flts the description of Rev. 17:4 and Rev. 18:16) be so
retracted and reflected that he should appear to be not a
man, but what the decree proclaimed him, one having all
the glory of God. The pope posted himself at an early hour
at the eastern window, but the sun refused to
shine.
The dismal dawn darkened rapidly to a deeper and deeper
gloom. The dazzle of glory could not be produced. The
aged eyes of the would be God could not see to read by
daylight, and he had to send for candles. Candle-light
strained his nerves of vision too much, and he handed the
reading over to a cardinal. The cardinal began to read
amid an ever blackening gloom, but had not read many lines
before such a glare of lurid ‘fire and such a crash burst
from the inky heavens as was never equaled at Rome before.
Terror fell upon all. The reading ceased. One cardinal
jumped trembling from his chair, and exclaimed, “It is the
voice of God speaking, theothunders of Sinai."
.

.

.

Ha.ving'identified the great “beast” and his peculiar mouth speaking great things and blaspheming
against the Most High, by applying to himself the
titles “Ruler of the Universe,” “Holy Father of Fathers,” “King of Heaven, Earth and Hell” and many
other high names belonging to none but God; and
having found his number (666), and his mark, made
with ashes, crossed on the forehead; and having
examined his clothes (robes) with; the purple, scarlet, gold, precious stones and other trimmings; and
his great riches and prosperity, as mentioned by St.
J ohm, the next question is to find his location.
Where was he to dwell on earth? St. J ohn’s vision
answers the question, by telling us that the “beast”
or “harlot” would live in a city, which would" sit on
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seven hills or knobs or mountains, and Rome-is just
The Great

such a location, as she sits on seven hills.
The prophet saw ten horns coming out of the
seven heads. These horns were kings ruling the
pnovinces round about. Now notice that “horn”
means king. Now go back and read the prophecy,
quoted herein, and see how another “little horn”
sprang up among the ten. That little horn was the
beginning of the RomanCath.olicpope and his church
--a mere speck at first-—just a little “horn” or king
over a small church organization. It began to germinate, 100 years after Christ’s resurrection, and it
ran along, gathering power, over 400 years more,
and, flnally,hatched out, withits center (pope) on the
seven hills of Rome (seven heads) and- took possession of the earth, so that all the kings had to bow
down to it and get its consent before taking any action on any thing. This caused the kings to make
leagues with and bribes to the pope to get his influenoe in carrying out their bold -schemes to hamper
thepeople and bleed them. The pope and his church
would favor any body or any thing for ga.in—just
like any other prostitute; and this is why the New
Testament’ calls it the great ‘harlot. Kings had to
buy favors from it or else lose their position and
also their-heads. This was all shown to Saint J ohn
in the vision, 500 years before it took place.
And one of the seven angels talked with me, saying:
Come, and I will shew thee the judgment of the great

,

whore that sltteth upon many waters—and with whom the
kings of the earth have committed fornication, and the
inhabitants of the earth have been made drunk (disorderly
and reckless) with the wine of her fornicatlon.—Rev. 17.

Not only kings had to bribe it with money and
presents to get favors from it, but every merchant
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and business man was boycotted and made come to
time. And if the merchant or any other man, after
being boycotted and starved out, still refused to
agree with the “beast,” orders went out to kill the
man.

Thatasmanyaswouldnotworship theimageotthe

beast should be 1oilled.—Rev. 13:15.

Saint John foresaw just how the beast would
work it by slaughtering men who insisted on holding to Christ and His teachings. The beast beheaded them.
Isawunderthealtarthesoulsotthemthatwereshin
tor the word of God and for the testimony (belief) which
they held.—Rev. 6:9.

The desperate tortures and slaughter which: this
beast inflieted on all who would not agree with it
is beyond the power of words to describe. It hung
on so many hundred years (1,260 years) and became
so extremely vicious and murderous, that the souls
of those who» were butchered looked out from under
the altar and in great agony cried unto God to
stop it
And they cried with a loud voice, saying. How long,
0 Lord, dost thou not Judge and avenge our blood
that dwell on eaz'th?—Rev. 6:10.

on

them

With these preludes and explanations I now
bring forth the testimony of St. John; in his own
words, as to the place where the “beast,” “harlot” or
“woman” or “666” man would make his
quarters. Rev. 17 speaks as follows:

or

her head-

VERSE 18. The woman is that great city (city of Rome)
which migneth over the kings of the earth. VERSE 9.
The seven heads are seven mountains on which the woman
(city of Rome) sitteth. VERSE 15. The waters where the
whore sitteth are peoples, multitudes, nations and tongues.
VERSE 12. The ten horns are ten kings.

.,.J
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Babylon means confusion. The pope and his
church had turned Christ’s teachings upside down
and twisted them all out of their proper meaning
and filled in their own doctrine, which came from the
dragon (devil), as the scripture heretofore quotedsays that the dragon (devil) gave his own seat to the
beast (pope) and turned over all his power to the
beast (the pope) and told_ him to run things as he
himself (the devil) would run it, and the pope and
his many successors d/id run it with a vengeance and
slaughtered every body and every thing who held to
the Christly way. This is why theicripture above
quoted says thatthe city of Rome and the pope were
drunken with the blood of the followers of Jesus.
Rev. 18 describes the desperate wickedness of this
beast (the Roman church), sometimes called Baby-.
lon on account of the terrible confusion which it
caused. The very worst elements of society took
shelter in it. This was clearly shown to Saint John
in his vision.
I saw an angel come down from heaven, and he cried
with a strong voice, saying, Babylon (Roman Church) is
become the habitation of devils and every foul spirit, and
is a cage for every unclean and hateful thing; for all nations
have drunk of the wine of her fornication, and the kings
of the earth have committed fornication with her. (Paid
her money for favors in helping them with their schemes.)
Come out of her, my people, that ye be not partakers or her
sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues; for her sins
have reached unto heaven. Her plagues shall come in a
day, death and mourning and famine, and she shall be
utterly burned with flre.-Rev. 18.

The lines are now being formed to sweep her
from the earth—not leaving a speck of her. The
great beastis on its last legs. It has carried on high
carnival and soaked itself in the blood of the followers of Christ about 1,500 years, 1,260 of which it

‘
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had full possession of the earth and ran the people
down into the most vile and ignorant condition, so
that scarcely any one could read or write. They
marauded around and reveled in murder, rapine and
blood. They made war on the saints (followers of
Christ) and wore them out and beheaded them. The
pope set himself up as the successor of Saint Peter,
and as such pretended to hold the keys to the Kingdom of God, as set out in Matt. 16:18, 19, as follows:
And Jesus said: Thou art Peter, and upon this rock I
will build my church and the gates of hell shall not prevail
against it; and I will give to the the keys of the kingdom
of heaven. and whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth shall
be bound in heaven, and whatsoever thou shalt loose on
earth shall be loosed in heaven.

This idw, was taught to the people, and children
born and raised under it during all that long
and-dreadful period of 1,500 years, sothat every one
thoroughly believed that whatever the pope said
had to be done, as he held those keys to the kingdom
of heavenand he could bind you or loose you at his
own sweet will; and that to disobey orders was disobeying God. And the pope claimed that he was
in constant communication with St. Peter and that
all the pope’s orders were dc‘/rect from Peter. And
all the world believing this gave the pope complete
authorityover kings and every body. He had his
bishops and his priests stationed in every neighborhood throughout Europe, amd whenever a person
refused to worship the “beast” (the pope and the
church) he was reported to headquarters, and orders
would come back to kill him; and as nearly every
one regarded the orders as direct from God, the
whole neighborhood would gladly execute the orders
with intense delight. They regarded the pope and
were
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the church as the kingdom of God, and the church
taught this continually. It was a great way for the
kingdom of God to act; murder, torture and slaughter

people.

But

perhaps

you

are

wondering again

what all thisargument has to do with the Pyramid.
As heretofore stated, I am howing what caused the

General World Hall to slant downwazrd towards the
in the earth). It will be remembered that the hall was in direct line with!and
pointed to the dragon star. It was the road of the
dragon (devil). It will also be remembered that the
dragon (the devil) arose from his seat and gave it
to the beast with seven heads (city of Rome on seven
hills and the pope located therein); and it has been
shown that the pope sat down in the devil’s seat,
with the devil’s authority and ran things in the
ground in the most horrible manner, so that the
world became ignorant and dark and “beastly” vicious. The people were on the downward road to
the “pit,” under gwund. God is symbolized in
scripture as the sun, on account of the brilliant light
thrown 01? from Him or by Him. The peopk of the
earth are represented as the moon, on account of the
reflection of light. The great beast (the pope and
his church) were like an eclipse, which prevented
the light of the sun (God) from shining. Now notice
thatSt. John, in his vision, saw what blackdarkness
the beast would spread over the earth and how it
would shut off the light of God (Sun) and murder the
people (moon) so that their blood would flow freely
every where before all eyes.
And I beheld, when he had opened the sixth seal the sun
(God) became black (out of sight) and the moon (people)

“pit” (the dark room

became as blood.—Rev. 6:12.

The general public is not at all acquainted With

'
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the bloody history of the monstrous beast or harlot.
There is much more to be said on this subject, but
enough has been shown to give a reason for the
downward slant of the hall in the Pyramid. ‘As
heretofore explained, Martin Luther and others
broke in against the “beast” and began to start a.

reformation, and, flnally,Napoleon Bonaparte came

onto the earth (for an express purpose); and he was
a man who cared nothing for God, man nor the
devil. He took the bit in his mouth and‘ roamed
over the earth and trampled everything down,
according to his own sweet will, and declared himself Dictator and held possession, and drove kings,
princes and potentates off their thronesand appointed his own relatives and friends to take their places.
He made the pope and his church dance to the
music of the dagger, and, finally, seized the pope
and put him in prison and kept him there till the
pope died-. This shocked the people of earth as
though an earthquake had struck them. The idea.
that any ma/n would have the audacity to “tackle”

god
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h‘eaven against any one who refused to do the pope's
will, and the people, finally, rose up and began to

slash the church and behead the bishops and priests
and confiscate their property in a general mad
scramble, so that the Catholic kings, priests, oflicers
and members had to “take to the woods” and hide,
to escape themad w-rath of the public. This terrible
slaughter and cotnjiscation lasted twenty-five years
(from 1789 to 1815 A. D.). Words cannot describe
it. History calls it the French Revolution.
The kings of the earth, and the great men, and the rich
men, and the chief captains, and the mighty men, and every
bond man, and every free man, hid themselves in dens and
in rocks of the mountains; and said to the mountains and
rocks, Fall on us and hide us from the wrath of the lamb

(Chrlst).—Rev. 6:16, 16.
The beast with seven heads (Rome and the
church) had been slaughtering the followers of
Christ and carrying on highway robbery and murder
during all its allotted time of 1260years (a time, times
and half a time. See Daniel 12:7 and Rev. 12:14.
As to the explanation of thisand how it is calculated,
see my No. 3 book, entitled Our Nea/r Future); and
the souls of those beheaded looked out from under
the altar and cried unto God, “How long, 0 Lord,
how long dost thou not avenge our blood on them
that dwell on earth?” and vengeance came onto the
pope, bishops, priests, members, city, country,
property, and every thing; and Napoleon put the
cap-sheaf on it by putting the pope in jail and keeping him there. The pope had been the supreme ruler
over not only the church, all over Europe, but also
ruler over all kings and governments; and such a
terrible disaster as the public and Napoleon heaped
upon the beastbrokeits back-bone. It lost its power
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and has been
ever

dwindling down

with spinal disease

since, so that now it is a. very weak thing, com-

pared to what it used to be, when it ruled the earth
and chewed up every body and every thing with its

iron teeth.
Its fall and disappearance goes on gradually,
and by spells, the same as was its rise and growth.
While it was coming on the earth, circumstances
combinedto push it upward into power; and after it
had held possession its allotted time of 1260 years,
circumstances began to combineagainst it to destroy
it. Martin Luther and others hit it a stunning blow
religiously; then Napoleon stabbed it politically and
every way. Then Garibaldi came on and struck it
another hard lick, September 20, 1870, by declaring
that the pope (thereafter) must keep his hand out of
government matters. Then King Victor Emmanuel
of Italy said something similar to the pope; King
Humbert also refused to: hand back to the “Holy
Father” (as the pope is called) any authorityto rule
over government. Thus the “Holy Father” finds
himself cut off all around, and he thinksit is an outrage. He holds to the idea that he shso-uld be not only
the head of the church, but the head of the governments also; and after Garibaldi cut off the power of
the pope, the “Holy Father”issued an order that all
Catholicsshould enter into politics and labor to have
the constitutions and laws changed so as to restore
the old-timed authority to him (the pope and the
church). This would put all the governments of
earth in the control of the Roman pope; and to prevent this, an organization called the American Protective Association (known as the A. P. A.), was formed
in the United States. Its chief aim is to prevent
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Catholics from being elected to any omoes, and by
this means offset the efforts and orders of the
pope.
This A. P. A. organization is already becoming
a,
mighty influence in elections, as is shown by the 1501lowing interview, which I clip from the Kansas City
Star of September 23, 1895:
MILLIONS IN THE A. P. A.
Starfling Claims of the Order's National ViceP1-esident.
The Society Win Go into National Politics Next Year and
Will Cast Its Whole Strength with the Party
That Favors Its Principles.
J. H. Jackson of Fort Worth. Tex., national v.ice-praident of the American Protective Association, came to
Kansas
City last night and will lecture at Turner Hall to-night.
When asked about the condition of the A. P. A., he said:
“The order is growing rapidLv in numbers. We are
getting the conservative men, the very best class of citizens,
.

now. People who a. year or two ago
us about joining the order are coming

would not talk with
to us now. We have
in round numbers 3% million members. In California we
have 200,000 and in the older States farther east the number
of members we have is enormous and growing daily. We
won't vote with a party that condemns our principles, and
we won't support any party that makes a. bid for the Roman
Catholic vote. We will take hold with whoever wants to
Join us in securing honest men in ofllce and men who place
their loyalty to the United States above their allegiance to
any pope, prince or potentate or any other power on earth.
Under our form of government too much liberty is enjoyed for the pope to rule the actions of the people Who
brought on this fight? Why, the Catholics. Pope Leo
issued an order in 1885 that all Catholics should labor
as far as possible to have the constitutions of the States
framed in accordance with the laws of the church and that
Catholics should enter into politics everywhere. They say
we began this fight, but we didn't. The A. P. A.
organized in 1887 and Pope Leo issued his order in 1885.was

Thus we see that the gun is being loaded again
to fire at the seven-headed beast with the peculiar

month, speaking blasphemy against the Most High;
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and the beast sees this and is making a. desperate
effort to run into a safe place of its own so that it
can stand with its back to the wall and prevent the
pursuers from running in behind it and firing from
the rear, as the following clipping from London
to the New York World shows:
TO BUY ROME FOR THE POPE.
A Circular Issued to Catholics Proposing the Plan.
Bankrupt Italy Might Surrender the Eternal City for a
Ransom of One Billion Dollars, and the Temporal
Power Might Thus he Restored.
London, Sept. 16.—Somewhat over a month ago the
World published from here a cabled synopsis of a proposition that had been submitted to leading Roman Catholics
in Europe to take advantage of the serious financial dlmcultles in Italy and raise a fund for purchasing Rome, with the
idea of re-establishing the temporal power of the pope.
Nothing less is proposed than that the Catholic countries
and peoples of the world should combine to ransom Rome.
To those familiar with the organization and the working of
the Roman Catholic communion, and with the intensity of
desire which animates the Catholic church to secure the
perfect independmce of its spiritual head. it would not be
diflicult to believe that if the scheme is once set on foot
in. large sum or money may be collected and placed in the
hands of Leo XIII.

Cardinal Satolli, a. direct agent of the pope, and
in the United States, was interviewed on the
subject, and the newspapers represent him as saying as follows:
The Holy Father regards the Italian king as an usurper.
and as one who unlawfully withholds that which belongs
to the representative of Christ, and, as such, it would be
beneath his high and lofty position to make any overtures
There has been some discussion in certain
whatever.
to
political circles of asking the Italian government to sell of
a committee appointed for that purpose, a certain part
Rome, known as the Lenine city, and it was proposed to
dead it to the present Holy Father and to his successors as
a private state entailed on their oiiiee. This section includes

now
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the great Vatican and its magnificent gardens, the castle or
San Angelo and the church of St. Peter. The agitators of
it are not inclined to ask that the pope be granted any
small principality, nor anything less than the whole of the
confiscated papal possessions."

And thus the ball rolls on for trouble and death
to the beast, but it is trying to stand: against it.
September20, 1870, was the date when Garibaldi
took away the temporal or political power of the
pope and it is made a holiday by the anti element
and is observed each year by celebrations and
parades. The last one caused the factions to become angry, and general disturbance was the result
The Catholics regard the celebrations as an outrage, and they protest in bitter words and actions.
New York, Sept. 21.—Archbishop Corrigau has forwarded
to Pope Leo XIII. a beautifully illuminated parchment on
which is inscribed an address by the German Catholim of
New York to the Holy Father. It begins by alluding to the
blessings of religious freedom enjoyed by Catholics in this
country and protests solemnly, “before the face of the
whole world, against the sacrileglousviolation done to the
patrimony of St. Peter in September, 1870.” It is bound in
vellum and inclosed in an elaborate and expensive case,
wrapped in canvas and wood before shipment
ay.

grgfully

Thus

we see

that the seven-headed beast dies

]hard; but that it will die completely is positively certain,

as

it

was

shown to St. John the reveiator and

fully described in the 17th and 18th chapters of
Revelation, part of which has already come to pass
and the remainder will follow, but, trouble first.
In reading the brief extract which I copy from
those two chapters, you must remember that the
woman mentioned there means the city of Rome,
where the pope has always resided and ruled over

is

the earth.

A
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The woman is that great city, which reigneth over the
kings of earth.—Bev. 17:18.

And the beast with seven heads is also the city
of Rome and the pope and his church. Rome, remember, sits on seven high knobs or hills.
«

The

seven

heads

are seven

mountains

on

which the

(city) sitteth.—-Rev. 17:9.
It must also be rememberedthat the ‘‘Babylon’‘
mentioned there means conf1m'on—thatis, the city
woman

odRomebeing1:heheada,ndoen:tero«ftheRaoma.n

'

Catholic church, confused the gospel of Christ and
tone it into pieces and turned it around to suit its
own purposes, so that now there are hundreds of
denominations, and some are teaching just the reverse of the others; no two are alike, yet they all
claim to be the mouth.-pieces of God. It is a. general
mixture of all kinds of stufl'. No wonder it is called
confusion (Babylon) by the Revelator. And the city
of Rome (called the woman) was the starter of all
this confusion of doctrines, and I {have heretofore
shown that this is why the city (and the pope) are
called the Mother of Harlots, as all the present church
organizations sprang out of her, and the Revelator
positively proclaims that they are the young hm-lots;
while the Roman church is the old mother harlot
“full of blasphemy Mid abominations.” It is conceded
by all men that the young ones inherit the traits of
character and dispositions of the mother; this be
ing the ease, let us just briefly trace the character
of the old mother harlot and then see whether the
young ones have any similarity to her. Elsewhere
in this chapter I have shown how the old mother
harlot (the beast with seven heads) ruled the entire
earth 1260 years (which is a. “time, times and half a
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as mentioned in Rev. 12:14) in full control,
besides 400 years more of only partial control;
and that while she thus ruled she cut -and slashed

_time”

and murdered and burned the followers of Christ
and all others who refused to accept her doctrines.
Her reacordgis one of blood and terror until Napoleon

struck ‘her and Garibaldi struck her and King
Emmanuel and King Humbert struck her and made
her behave more decently. Now examine’ her young
ones. I haveunuch evidence showing that the present Protestant church organizations (the young har-

,

lots) are out and after the men who are now teaching the doctrine that Christ is not ‘dead, but alive,
and will heal the sick, raise the dead and do as He

usedto-do if we will trust Him. They arrest and imprison these men and run them out of the town and
do violence to them, and try to prove them insane,
as an excuse to put them in the asylum and shut
them up, so as to prevent them from drawing their
congregations into this high spiritual faith and
trust in God. This trait of character the present

Protestant churches inherit from their mother, the
old harlot, which is the Roman Catholic church, as
she was always imprisoning an.d cutting theheads off
of those who disagreed with her. I am constantly
meeting her young ones (Protestant churches) and
they nearly always have anger in their hearts at me
for teaching the idea that they are not the mouth-

that, in reality, they are the
enemies of Christ by trying to strip Him of His power
by teaching their congregations that “the day of
miracles is past” and that Christ will not heal your
bodily afilictions or do any thing for you nowadays.
You know the Revelator, in chap. 17:3-7, says the
God,

but

“mother harlot”

was

pieces

of

full of

blasphemy and a.bomi--

'
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nable teaching; therefore, it is clear to see where the

young ones (Protestant churches) get their blasphemous teaching against Christ The old “mother”
harlot is all form and no spirit She calls her congregation together and goes through a long string
of forms, and they count their heads and bow and
make signs of the cross, etc., em, and then adjourn,
with the understanding that they have worshiped
the Spirit of God. Now look at the young harlots
(Protestant churches). They go to church and go
through with a set form and adjourn, believingthat
they have worshiped God too. They go right on
grabbing after dollars and indulging in sex relations
to their hearts’ content and give up nothing not
come close to God to hear His voice to get instructions; indeed they becomevery angry if any one tells
them that God will talk to men these days. They
rave and call such teaching “cranky” and arrest the
person for teaching it. They want to strip God of
His power and make Him a last year’s almanacout of date now, just as their old “motlwr” did when
she set the pope up in Christ’s place and done away
with His sacrifice, which was to last each day forever; so she trampled Ch.rist’s daily sacrifice under
foot and set up her own abominations that have
made the world desolate, so that scarcely any one
will allow Christ any power these days. They, all
(the church organizations), set Him aside as being
out of date.

From the time that the daily sacrifice shall be taken
away and the abomination that maketh desolate set up
‘there shall be 1290 yea.rs.—Dan.le1 12:11.

The above time

expired

some

years

ago, and

thi is why the old mother ha-‘riot is receiving so
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'm.anyst1-okesonflhehead. Andheryoungomes

(the Protestant churches) are going down. with
her. Their time is up. They have served their purpose -and must step down. They can: no longer
thrust a bar—rai1 between Christ-and the people by
teaching them that “the day of miracles is past.”
With their mouths they draw people towards Christ,
but when some earnest soul attempts to use Him to
heal sickness or act as King, to guide in little details of life, they sneer such person out of countenance and call him insane, cranky, and other pet
names. When broughxt right down, face to face
with Christ or no Christ, they fly the track every
time and sneer at Him and His power. They reject
Him. They get this trait of character from their
“mother,” the old harlot (the Roman church), who
makes great ceremony over the cross and such
things, but is careful to go to the Virgin Mary
or to the pope for help. They set aside Christ’s
great sacrificeand set up their own abominations in
its stead.
The present church organizations of the world
are simply the tail end of the “beast,” which has
its head in the great city of Rome, on seven hills;
and these tails are switching around all over the
earth and drawing people' with them and teaching
them that Christ has no power nowadays and that if
He has He will not use it for any body or any thing;
and when a poor oul denies such teaching and holds
up for Christ and His daily power, these tails switch
him in the face and blind‘ him and throw him down
to the earth. All these persons who are now holding up for Christ's power and are claiming that
Oh:-istwill,thesedaya,aotasKinga.ndheal, instruct
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and protect, they are called “stars of heaven,” for
the reason that they are higher, spiritually,than the

general mass of persons. They thinkand act more
in harmony with heaven. Now notice what the
Revelator says about the tails of the beast switch-

ing these “stars” down.

And there appeared a great red dragon, having seven
heads; and his tail drew the third part of the stars of

heaven and cast them down to earth.—Rev. 12:3, 4.

dragon and his tails have always stood and
standing, ready to defeat Christ and! His
When
the apostles started the real church
power.
and taiohings of Christ, the doctrine was scarcely
harnbeforeihedragom with sevemheads ranin
and gobbled it up and tore it in pieces and ran the
real Christly church out into the wilderness and
made it hide 1260 years. In reading the Revela.tor’s
account of it, you must know the word" “woman”
in this parrticular case means the real church of
Christ, which was to bring a Ch:-istly condition to
th»epeople0Ifean'ulm;buttheth'n.gonpreveninedit
The

are now

and killedthe starters of it and ran the whole structure out of the country.
‘And the dragon stood beforethe woman (Chrlst’s church)
which was ready to be delivered, for to devour her child so
soon as it was born. And the woman (church) fled into the
wilderness, where she hath a. place prepared or God, that
they should feed her there (hid) 1260 days (years).—Rev. 12:
4, 6.
And she is just now coming back, out of the
wilderness, after having been run: out and smothered all these many centuries; and the child is being
born. The new and real church of Christ is just
now being constructed. It is a body of persons
called the Elect. You willnotice thatthe Rovelator
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says it was a red dragon that ran the Christ church
out. Red means blood, and blood means murder;
therefore, the dragon was to be a murderous concern. This was just what the seven-headed beast
was; it slaughtered small and great if they refused
to agree with it. Red is one of the adopted colors
for the dress of the “beast.” Here is where the
name “cardinal red” came from. The cardinals are
high oflicers, next to the pope, in the Romans church,
and their robes are cardinal red; and many other
oflicers in the church must -also wear cardinal red
while at service. At the inauguration of the cardinal, heretofore mentioned in this chapter, they went
through a great pow-wow over a red beretta and
then placed it on the new cardinal as an emblem or
mark to show that he is new cardinal. They never
even dreamed that they were fulfilling" St. John's
revelation about the red’ dragon. How very accurately the Revelator describes the beast and its
dress, even down to colors (see Rev. 17:4), although
the vision was shown to St. John hundreds of years
before the beast became established on the seven
hills of Rome. This all goes to show that it was not
a happen case. Of course not. Nothing happens.
The present Protestant church organizations did

not just happen. They were permitted to come onto earth to hold the world from going down into the
pit. The seven-headed beast was rushing things
down, headlong, and the split off from it, called
Protestant, became necessary to hold things The
Protestant organizations deserve their reward for
holding the world in check and talking Christ at the
people to prevent them from forgetting Him; and
'

in this their labors have not been in

vain; but they
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are totally incompetent to teach the people the
spiritual side of Christ’s Gospel, for the reason. that
the organizations themselves have no knowledge of
God’s spiritual laws, and, therefore, they can never
lead the world upward. This is shown in the General World Hall of the Pyramid, where it ceases to go
down on a. slant, but turns and runs along on as
level. This turning of the hall probably -represents
the work" of the Protestant churches, started byl
Martin Luther and others, about 1550 A. D. After,
the lull turns it does not run upward-, burt continues
on the same level as it was at the turning point.
This is why the Elect, or Royal Body of High
Priests, with Christ as their Chief and King and

'

Head mlmt now come on and lead theworld upward. In using the words “High Priests” they
must not be taken to mean such priests as are now
operating on €'8ll"tIh. Far from it. I mean. a body
of persons who are thoroughly spiritualized and
understand the spiritual _laws and ways of God;
persons who received their education entirely from
God. They are sealed unto God. Melchizedek
was such a. person. Christ was an High Priest
after the order of Melchizedek. (See Heb. 6:20.)
This is the kind of High Priests I mean. God is
now preparing them, and when they come before
the world, the long rejected stone (Christ and His
power) will be made the chief capstone or top
corner stone; the finishing touch; the sharp point
at the top of the Pyramid; the pattern showing the
angles and slant from which the -foundation was
laid "for the building. During all these many
centuries He has been kept back and rejected as
having no power nowadays; but the Elect will
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acknowledgeHim as the Head of the corner. They
will do this not only with their mouths, but with
their actions, and -show to the world that He is
really King in fact and not by name only. This will
brea.k down and totally destroy all the present
church organizations (Protestant. and Catholic).
But in referring to these organizations, as I have
in this chapter, I do it not to slur them‘ or to condem.n them, as God permitted them to come on eartli,
and they have performed a. purpose and their day
is now closing. Their sun is setting. Even a. thing
»

terrible and murderous as the seven-headed
beast, God permitted it to come, and, through the
prophets and St. John, foretold the world that it
would come; and He even went so far as to describe
the robes of cardinal red, purple and scarlet that
it would wear; and told us about the fails it would
have .scat.teredv all over the earth to sweep down the
spiritual persons (stars of heaven); and -how a
great number of young ones (organizations) would
spring from it, so that it would be the mother of
hm-lots and abominable things generally. (Rev.
17:5.) Therefore, it is plain that the thing did‘
not come by chance; and when it had run its full
course, then a. terrible man‘ (Napoleon) came-"on
and struck it a paralyzing blow; and: history is
writing down Napoleon as a. bad man genera.lly—a
sort of highway robber—destitute of all moral
principle; and indeed, the prophet Daniel also
described a similar character, thousands of years
before Napoleon was born. And he came walking
in on time to strike the beast and turn the governments around for a purpose. And‘ then the Protestso

ant churches came

on

with all their conflicting
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doctrines and hundreds of denominations, so that
there is nothing but confusion and uncertainty
every where. It is like the confusion of tongues at
the '1lownetr of Babel (Gen. 11).
The “beast” had run every thing downward nntilthetimewhecn Martin Luther and others out across
its path and checked its horrible influence; and
this was followed by Napoleon, who thrust his dagger into it and let out its blood. In other words,
Napoleon extracted its poisonous i5a.ngs—just as
other ramtlesnakes are treated’ to prevent them
from doing injury. It is an operation that a timid
man would not undertake. Neither would any
ordtmarg person start out to throw the halter over
the head of the “beast” which had roamed" over the
eaartlh, devouring every thing in its path 1260 years.
But when God’s set time came to break the back of
the beast there came onto the earth a man with
just the right kind of a temper and disposition to do
the work. It took a beast to cope with the great
“beast,” and all writers of history set Napoleon
down as having a disposition as near “beastly” as
any

man ever

had.

AN ALL-ROUND BAD MAN.
IALPH WALDO EMERSOIVS OPINION OF NAPOLEON ‘IE1 FIRST.

Bonaparte was singularly destitute of generous sentiments. He was unjust to his generals, egotitic and monopolining, meanly stealing the credit of their great actions. He
was thoroughly unscrupulous. He would steal, slanda-,
assassinate, drown and’ poison, as his interest dictated.
He had no generosity, but mere vulgar hatred: he was intensely selfish; he was perfldlous; he cheated at‘ cards; he
was a prodigious gossip and opened letters and delighted in
his infamous police and rubbed his hands with Joy when
he had intercepted some morsel oi.‘ intelligence concerning
the men and women about him. boasting that he “knew
y

everything.”

.
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Of course he was a desperate man and the condition of the world at that time required just such a.
character to strike the beast, which had been: burning, murdering, beheading and to1'.turln=g G‘od’s followers over 1500 years. The old seven-headed
“beast” had a regular organized system of murder
built up and ofiicers-and agents established over the
earth, like spiders, to throw out nets and‘ catch the
weary innocent and drag them up to the post and
burn them alive. A great oflice, called the Holy
Oflice, was established to attend to the murdering
and torture of all who had not the markof thebeast
on them.
'Phe Inquisition or Holy Oflice, between 1480
and 1809, put to death by burning 31,912; burned
in efigy 17,659, and imprisoned 291,450. The mansacre of'St. Bartholomew was political as well as
religious in its motives; by it some 70,000 Huguenots were put to death. In England, Mary I. caused
277 persons to be burned to death, and .Elizabeth
put to death about 200 priests and put as many more
in prison. This is only a “drop in. the bucket”
when compared to the wholesale slaughter that
had been going on, hundreds of years, by direction
of the beast with seven heads.’ Napoleon stepped
onto the stage of action and slashed the beast and
every body, so thatin a short time 9,200 persons were
massacred, besides’ 2,122,402 soldiers were cut down
between 1792 and 1804 A. D. The mad dance was
going on all over Europe, and it ran into Asia and
Africa.at times. It is fully described in Revelation,
which was written 1700 years before the performance took place. When Napoleon had accomplished
the things for which he was born his power sud-

do
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denly left him and his enemies seized him and put
him out on an island to die there alone. He came to
his end and no one helped him, just as the prophecy otf Daniel dec-lared that he would; although
the prophecy was written 2300 years before Napoleon
was born. It described his character and what he
would do and how he would come to his end suddenly. In reading it over, remember that Napoleon
cared nothing for God in any way. He relied
entirely on powder and muskets and handled: them
to his own notion. Brute force was his .god.
And the king (Napoleon) shall do according to his will:
and he shall exalt himself and magnify himself above ever!
god, and shall speak marvelous things against the God of
gods; and shall prosper till the indignation be accomplished.
Neither shall he regard the God of his fathers, not regard
any god, for he shall magnify himself above all. But he
shall honor the god of forces (his armies). Thus shall he
do in the most strong holds, with a strange god, which he
shall acknowledge and increase.
(Increase his armies.)
And he shall cause them to rule over many, and shall
divide the land for ga.in.—Da.niel 11.

Napoleon subdivided kingdoms or threw them
together into om.~—just as suited his purpose best;
and he would put a. relative or a friend in charge
A

of

some new

subdivision which he had created.

At the time of the end, shall the king of the south push
at him (push at Napoleon); and the king of the north shall
come against him like a whirlwind and he (Napoleon) shall
enter into the cotmtries and shall overflow and pass over-.—
Daniel 11.

Egypt (south of him) came at him, and then the
countries north of him made a rush towards him,
but he entered into those countries and overflowed
or passed over them.
He (Napoleon) shall enter also into the glorious land
(Palestine) and many countries shall be overthrown. He

_

._Tm
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shall stretch forth his hand upon the countries and Egypt
shall not escape. He shall have power over the treasures
of gold, ilver and all precious things of Egypt. But tidings
out of the east and north shall trouble him (Napoleon) and
he shall go forth with great fury to destroy and utterly to
make away with ma.ny.—Da.niel 11:41 to -14.

While Napoleon was in Egypt taking possession
of the treasury and its gold and precious things and
doing as pleased him best, the countries around
his own home (France) rushed in to devour his
headquarters (at home); and this was the “tidings
out of the north and the east that troubled him,”
as set forthin the above prophecy ; and he hurried
back and slashed them and “utterly made away
with many,” as the prophet will he would.
He (Napoleon) shall

help

him.—Da.niel 11:45.

come

to his end and none shall

Andlhedidcometohisend auddenly,and=his

enemies rushed in and seized him and took him to
a. lonely island, where no one could reach him to
help him, just as the prophecy declared. How
marvelous is God and His words! He showed to
Daniel all the terrible and dramdful things which
the beast with seven heads would do, and also
pointed out how Napoleon would step onto the
earth and halter the beast and stab it and let it
bleed to death gradually. All this was shown to
Daniel, mind you, 2300 years before Napoleon was
born. Men have wondered and written about
Napoleon the last 100 years. They have said all
kinds of mean: things about him and called him all
manner of bad names, and have wondered‘ why he
was so successful im riding over the nations in the
most desperate manner. It never occurred to the
minds of historians that all his exploits and destiny
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written out by God’s inspired servants, thousands of years before they took place; and that
Napoleon was simply following the record laid out

were

for-him',a1thoughheneverevensuspioiomadthaitsuch
wastiheoase,as“hereg'a.rdednottheGodofhis
fathers (Abraham, Isaac and Jacob)nor any other.
god.” He regarded the “god of forces” (armies
and war), just as the prophet had declared. That
hall in the Pyramid turned where I have it marked
324, and thewcrld had toturn with it; and Martin
Luther and others, working on the religious line,
beating the beast with seven heads over the eyes;
and Napoleon coming on afterwards and stabbing
it with swords and turning the kingdoms around
stopped the beast from running the world further
down, as shown by the turn in the hall, where it
ceased to slant and started on a level (horizontally).
(See thehall at 324.) God was not only checking the
beast (the pope and his church), but was pouring out
upon it His indignation.
He (Napoleon) shall do according to his will and shall
exalt himself and shall prosper ml the indignation be accompllshed.—Da.niel 11:36.

This certainly answers the questions as to why
Napoleon succeeded so astonishingly; and also why
he came to his end suddenly, so that none could
help him. Just so soon as the indignation on. the
beast (pope and Roman church) was accomplished,
Napoleon came to his end. This should teach
politicians and the public a sharp lesson about what
causes this and that in governments; and why kingdoms go up or down, split or turn around. Politicians are always assigning some external cause for
this, that and the other thing. As I write this

The Great
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ex-congressman, residing within

flew miles from me, and well-informed he is

on

things political, is writing a book about Nalpoleon,
and in it he. is taking the position that Napoleon
was a worthless man to the world, and that his
success was caused by certain kinds of money in
circulation in those co.nntries at that time, and thafi
when Napoleon introduced a different kind of
monetary system it caused his defeat and brought
his career to an end. I mention this one circumstance to. show how badly deceived political people
are about causes of success or failures in governmmts. Those who have no knowledge of spiritual

things are always judging circumstances by outside a.ppea.raanees——never even dreaming that spiritual forces are constantly operating over us in our
daily afiafirs A man or a set of men will do a certain thing and all the world will rise up and strike
at them, with the understanding that those men are
fhecmweoftlheaotion. Ifwesbepinansdptroclaim
it that the real cause is spiritual and that it lies
behind the veil, unseen by the natural eye, we are
laughed at as being fit subjects for the insane
asylum. People can not or will not look behind the
veil for the spiritual forces which run the world and
turn governments, kingdoms and people up or
GGWIL

We wrestle not with flesh and blood, but with powers
and principalities (spirits) in the air.-—Ephesla.ns 6:12.

The people are ignorant ofnthis fact, and,

as a

they are constantly bumping their
heads against stone walls and receiving deadly
injuries; and they refuse to learn any thing on the
godly line, and‘ destruction continues to overtake
them, physically, politically and spiritually.
consequence,

‘
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My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge: because
they have rejected knowledge I will reject them. They
have forgotten the law of God and I will forget their
children. I will change their glory into shame. I will punish them for their ways. They shall eat and not have:
enough (famines and disaster strike them) because they
will not take heed of the I4ord.—Hosea 4.

'

The above scripture is forcing itself into action
at this date, but politicians (ignorant of prophecy
and spiritual things of course) think that it is the
silver question, or the Democratic party, or the
Populist party, or Republican party that is causing
all this upheaval and unrest among the people. 0,
how tiresome and foolish their argument is to those
who see behind the veil the forces at work to throw
down and destroy the present governments of earth
and establish a higher order of things. No political
party can prevent this. Christ and the prophet
and the apostles have declared that everything shall
give way to therule of Christ, andthisis the sole and
only cause for the present uproar and commotion
among men.
And in the days of these kings (governments) shall the
God of heaven set up a kingdom, which shall never be
destroyed, but it shall break in pieces and consume all
these (present) kingdoms.—Daniel 2:44.
And the seventh angel sounded, and there were great
voices in heaven, saying, The kingdoms of this world are
the kingdom of our Lord and of his Chrlst.—Rev.

tllile:15.come

And everything now is working to this destination. The people of earth are now dancing around
the“‘p1it” (the dark room under the Pyramid) each
trying to push the other in. The struggle is fierce,
as each person is determined to behead and grab the
dollars, even if he must destroy his neighbors and
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friends to- do it. The mad dance will commence in
powerful earnest within eighteen years from 1896.
And the nations were angry and _thy wrath is come.-—
Bev. 11:18.

Thsewor-ld hascomedown the long hall in the Pyramid, and the figures (in inches) indicate that this
dispensation is now closing and the New Age is
already taking root, to spread over the earth like a
great tree.

of

mustard
The kingdom of heaven is like unto a grain
seed planted in the ground. the least of all seeds, but when
it is grown it is the greatest among herbs and beeometb a.
tree. so that the birds of the air come and lodge in the
branches thereot.—Matt. 13:31, 32.

The foundation is already set up and the seed is
planted, the sprout is up and the buds are‘ swelling
and the great spiritual building is taking form now
on this earth, and yet the general public does not

notice it.
The kingdom of God cometh
Luke 1720.

not ,with observation..

The starting of it was represented to the prophet
Daniel as a little stone cut out of a mountain without hands, and it grew until it covered the earth,
See Daniel 2. It was the staxrti.-ng stone and it also
became the top or cap-stone over everything else.
Now notice how carefully this is represented in the
Pyramid. As the Pyramid stands to-day it has no
cap-stone. If the builders ever put it on it has been
removed; but it is plausibleto thinkthat is was left
off. It may be that it was hewn and brought onto
the ground where the building was to be erected,
and it served as a pattern for the whole structure.
A Pyramid, having four sides and slanting inward,
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will, of course, come together in a sharp point at a
certain ditance from the base. The height of this
point all depends on the slant. After a Pyramid is
finished, the top or peak can be sawed off a few feet
or many feet below and thattopvpart, so cut off, still
remains a perfect pyramid, only it is smaller. Its
slant is the sa.me as it was before being cut off, therefore, a. mathematiciancan take that top part (so cut
off) and by noting its slant, can figure out how many
feet further down it would have to be extended so
as to make a foundation a certain number of feet
square; and after the foundation is laid, the small
top peak, cut oil’, would show how much slant to
give the sides in order to make them come together
attheright height to meet the peak, so that it would
set on and run to a peak on the same slant as it had
been going. Thus nicely would this top-cap serve
as a pattern for the whole work, from the ground un
to the finishing point; and this being the case, the
cap point would be made first, although it could not
be put into the building until the very last, as it
would not flit in at any other place on account of its
peculiar shape; it would have flve corners and five
sides. The builders would, therefore, throw it
aside as being of no value on account of its odd shape.
It would be rejected. The workmen would consider
it a nuisance on account of its always lying around in
their way. They would stumble over it and swear at
it and kick at it. It would be offending them by
being in their way; but just wait until they run their
building up to a height where the sides, on account
of their slant, have come almost together at the top,
so that a square stone or a flat stone or a round stone
will not flt the place; then they will be at their wits’
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end to know what to do; finally,after trying to hunt

stone that will fit, one of the workmen will
up that five—co1-nered, peaked stone that had
been so often cursed, kicked and stumbled over, and,
in a half-angry, half-laughablemanner, pitch it over
to the other workmen and tell them to try it on. the
top of the building. Ah! It just flts the place.
The slant is right, the five corners are right and the
sharp peak is right. How nicely it completes the
building. Hurrah for the rejected stone! It has become the very head of the building—the top stone
over all. It occupies the highest seat. It gives
beautyand form to the building. It splits the lightnings and throwsthem ofl as .they dart down to destroy the great structure. It catches the first light
descending from the heavens and divides it to all
the sides. It kisses the clouds as they pass, and is
in constant communication with the angels. Its
high seat puts the world beneathit. All eyes are
directed to it as it is the head corner. Its high position puts it into the pure atmosphere of God, while
the lower (foundation)stones, which werefirstchosen,
are served last; thus the first have become last and
the last one becomes first. The wholeorder of things
is reversed. Just so it will be again with the inhabitants of this earth in the near future. The preparations are being made for it now. The commotion
is becoming greater and greater each year. Society
and governments are becoming obnoxious and disgusting in the extreme, and will finally fall to pieces.
Churches can no longer hold the confidence of the
people as they used to do when the world was more
ignorant than it is now. The morning light of the
New Age is peeping up over the hills and dispelling
out

a
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the darkness caused by the seven-headed beast, and
the people are catching glimpses of the perfect path
from which the world has wandered, and they are
gradually turning their backs on the old and dark
order of things. Those who have been giving themselves over entirely to spiritual things and learning
the ways and the will of God, and have been cursed,
kicked and rejected by the world on account of it, are
beginningto beelevatedtowards the top of thebuilding, where they can be associated with the cap-stone
in reigning over the earth. All eyes will be turned
towards them, as they will judge the world; and in
them will be deliverance or help to hand out to
those who, in days past, rejected and arrested them.
And it shall come to pass that whosoever shall call on
the name or the Lord shall be delivered: for in Mount Zion
shall be deliverance, and in the renmant whom the Lord shall
oall.—Joel 2:32.
They shall be priests of God and of Christ and shall
reign with him a thousand years.—Rev. 20:6.
The tabernacle or God is with men, and He will dwell
with them, and they shall be His people, and God himself
shall be with them. I make all things new.—Rev. 21:3-5.

'

.

The last (those rejected ones) will come first and
the flrst ones last. Those who are piling up great
heaps of property and grabbing after every material
or worldly thing,and those who are striving for high
political or social positions among men are now
looked upon by the world as leader. They must be
first at everything. They get the first invitations to
the banquets andare given seats at the head of the
table. They lead the ball and dance next to the
music. There is scarcely any deviltry going on over
the earth without their presence to lead it. Their
names always appear first at the top of newspaper

I
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Royal Highness Soso
While all these degrading things
are going on everywhere the rejected ones (called religious cranks) are at home in their cabins meditating
in the deep silence to get the will of God in every
little daily transaction. They are seeking the voice
of the King to guide them, and when that Voice
speaks then the kingdom of God is in earth (fleshly
bodies) and God’s will is being done in earth (in flesh)
as it is done in heaven.. The King is then in command. The Cap-Stoneghas been put on that person
and all his steps are guided by It and his wisdom
colum-ns. “Hon. Soso and Her
were

present.”

flowsfmmlrtandheisapartofltandltisapart

of him. It is the head of him. He is in God and
God is in him. “He that hath seen Me hath seen the
Father.” “The mystery that hath been hidden since
the foundation of the world but now revealed, viz.,
Christin you.”--Colossians 1:26, 27. And these people who have gone back into the caves and cabinsand
have cut loose from the world to commune with the
silence of God will, ere long, become first with the
head Cap-Stone and rule the world; whilethe“Hon."
and “Her Royal Highness” and “Judge” and “Gov.”
and “Senator,” etc., etc., will be last and not sit at the
head of the table. “Behold I make all things new.”
—Rev. 21:5. These people who are to be associated
with the head Cap-Stone are now beginningto gradually come together here in the United Stateso-I America. It is merely the mustard seed yet, but time will
bring out its branches to cover the earth. In his vision, Dem-iel saw the starting of it as a little stone
which grew until it covered the ‘earth and broke up
all other kingdoms. Those who are coming together
to form the body of Christ (composed of many parts)

.
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are not seen at any of the present church services, as
each person has the“church”within him,and,therefore, needs no outside house in which to worship,

as the worship goes on within himself. The revelation of God in theflesh is the rock on which Christ’s
church is built. The congregation, thehouse and the
Preacher are all bound up within. yourself. Your
real spiritual self is the congregation to sit and listen.
The Holy Ghost is the Preacher to instruct you, and
your fleshly body is the temple in which the church
services are carried on; therefore,_ you always have
the house, the Preacher and the congregation with
you.
The kingdom of God cometh not with observation.
Neither is it over there or over here. for the kingdom of
God is within you.‘-—Luke 17:21. The mystery that hath

been hidden from generations but now revealed, viz.: Christ
in you.—Col. 1:26, 27. I am with you always, even unto
the end of the world.——Matt. 28:20. Know ye not that your
body is the temple of God.—1 Cor. 6:19. On this Rock
(God in the flesh) I will build My Church and the gates of
hell shall not prevail against it.—Matt. 16:18.

This solid church is now being brought together
and carefully laid up, piece by piece, and it is composed of those who have discarded and cut loose
from all the present church organizations and all
preachers except the one great Preacher (Holy Ghost
within), who teaches the same doctrine at all times
and to all persons-—-leaving no open or doubtful
places for the gates of hell to run in and pry open
the building and divide it, as is the case with the
church organizations of earth, who have Tom, Dick
and Harry as preachers, who are simply feeding the
people with intellectual -opinions, so that there are
almost as many opinions and different denominations
as there are preachers Their building has been
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dashed to many pieces and i sinking beneath
the waves of unbeliefand formaJity—caused by not
having the Teacher (Holy Ghost). They cut themselves out of this Teacher by saying that “the day
of miracles is past and that no man can communi-_
cate with God nowadays.”
The present great building that is being laid up
is the Tabernacleof God shown to St. John in his
vision.
And I heard a great voice out of heaven saying, Behold,
the tabernacleof God is with men and He will dwell with
them and be their God (teacher).—Rev. 21:3.

It is the same structure as referred to by Isaiah
and by Jesus as the Elect.
Having the Holy Ghost as their Teacher,of course
they cannot be deceived by anybody or anythingthat
may arise on earth. Deceptions and miraculous

thingsare already starting up, but these people cannot be touched by any of them, as they are not depending on Bishop So-and-so and Reverend So-and-so
to tell them which are genuine works of God.

chosen generation. a royal priesthood,. a holy
peculiar people that ye hould shew forth the
praises of Him, who hath called you out of darkness into
His marvellous light.-1 Peter 2:9.
When they are all gathered (as they will be
within the next few years) they will be the grandest‘
Ye

nation,

are a
a

spiritual building on this earth. The gnemt Pyramid was laid up with limestone and granite, but this

present spiritual building is composed of live bodies.

Ye also, as lively stones, are built up a spiritual house.
holy priesthood, to offer up sacriflces.——1 Peter 2:5.
And the finishing touch to this great spiritual
building is the Capstone (Christ) which forms the
a.

-
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or chief corner, but which the world rejected,
just as the little five-cornered stone was rejected in
the Pyramid on account of its odd shape. It was a
“rock of offense,” but, finally,became the chief stone

head

and sat over all others.

Behold I lay in Sion a chief corner stone, elect, precious.
The stone which the builders disallowed is made the head
of the corner. A stone of stumbling and a rock of oirense.
A living Stone, disallowed by men but chosen of God.1 Peter 2.

All through the Bible, Christ is represented as a
stone, corner-stone, stumbling stone, rock of offense,
etc. And the Millennial Kingdom of Christ is represented

stone cut out without hands.
Thus saith the Lord, I lay in Zion for a ‘foundation,
8. stone, a tried stone, a precious corner stone.—Isa. 28:16.
He shall bring forth the headstone with shoutings.—
as a

'

Zech. 4:7.

Those who are to compose the great spiritual
temple, now being erected, are waiting in the AnteChamber, as represented in the Pyramid. They are
being taught the ways of God, and when their spiritual education becomes completed they will be led
into the King’s Chamber or the Most Holy place, as
represented in the Mosaic Tabernacle, where a.
special room was set apart for the Ark of the Covenant and none but the High Priest was allowed to
approach it. That is, a person must be spiritually
clean in order to enter into the room and dwell with
God and have the Cap-Stone (Christ) put on him, in
him and through him so that he can say “I am in the
Christ and the Chrit is in me. The kingdom of God
is within me.” The world has now come to the point
when this Chief or Cap-Stone is to be set on. The
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rounding-out process of all past ages is now beginning with great force and velocity.
He will finish the work and cut it short in righteousness.
A short work will the Lord make upon the ea.rth.—Ron1. 9:28.

Therefore, it is useless for political parties and
churches to tryto prop up the present order of things.
It can not be done. The hour is come and the heavenly clock is striking, and every thing is in upheaval
and will] grow worse and worse until the entire politioa-l, religious and social system is completely
ground into pieces and obliterated. Universal righteousnms must and will take the place of the present
ungodly state of things, but the greatest trouble and
suffering the world has ever seen will precede the

change.

'
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THE HOARY PAST DUG UP;
Not many people know that the embmlmed body
of Pharaoh has been found, as the newspapers are so
busily engaged in reporting murders and arguing
politics that scarcely any of them even noticed this

great “find.”

RAMESES II. (PHARAOH).
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years ago was seen to be in a good state of preservation. The body is now in the Egyptian Museum.
The following account is from the oflicial report
of Professor Gaston Maspero, director of the excavations and antiquities, who unrolled the body:
“The mummy (No. 5,233) flrst taken out from its
glass case is thatof Rameses II., Sesostris, as testified
by the official entries bearing date the sixth and
sixteenthyears of thereign of thehigh priest Her-hor
Se-Amen, and the high priest Pinotem 1., written
in blackink upon the lid of thewooden mummy—case,
and the further entry of the sixteenth year of the
high priest Pinotem 1., written upon the outer winding sheet of the mummy, over the region of the
breast. The presence of this description having
been verified by His Highness the Khedive, and by
the illustrious personages there assembled, the first
wrapping was removed, and there were successively
discovered a band of stuff, (sic) twenty centimetres
in width, rolled round the body; then a second winding-sheet, sewn up and kept in place by narrow bands
placed at so-me distance apart; then two thicknesses
of small bandages; and then a piece of flue linen
reaching from the head to the feet. A figure repre-

senting the Goddess Nut, one metre in length, is
drawn upon this piece of linen, in red and white as
prescribed by the ritual. The profile of the goddess
is unmistakably designed after the pure and delicate profile of Seti I., as he is known to us in the hasrelief sculptures of Thebesand Abydos. Under this
amulet there was found another bandage; then a
layer of pieces of linen folded in squares and spotted
with bituminous matter used by the embalmers.
This last covering remoyed, Rameses II. appeared.

~
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“The head is long, and small in proportion to the

‘

body. The top of the skull is quite bare. On the
temples there are a few sparse hairs, but at the poll
the hair is quite thick, forming smooth, straight
locks about five centimetres in length. White at
thetime of death, they have been dyed a light yellow
by the spices used in embalmment. The forehead
is long and narrow; the brow-ridge prominent; the
eyebrows are thickand white; the eyes are small and
close together; the nose is long, thin, hooked like the
noses of the Bourbons, and slightly crushed- at the
tip by the pressure of the bandages. The temples
are sunken; the cheek-bones very prominent; the
ears round, standing far out from the head and‘
pierced like those of a woman for the wearing of
earrings. The jawbone is massive and strong; the
chin very prominent; the mouth small but thicklipped, and full of some kind of black paste. This
paste being partly cut ‘away with the scissors, disclosed some much-worn and very brittle teeth,
which, moreover, are white and well preserved. The
mustache and heard are thin. They seem to have
been kept shaven during life, but were probably allowed to grow during the king’s last illness; or they
may have grown after death. The hairs are white,
like those of the head and eyebrows, but are harsh
and bristly, and from two to three millimetres in‘
length. The skin is of earthy brown, splotched with
black.

“Finally,it may be said thatthe face of the mummy gives a fair idea of the face of the living king.
The expression is unintellectual, perhaps slightly
animal; but even under the somewhat grotesque disguise of mummiflcation, there is plainly to be seen
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an air of sovereign majesty, of resolve and of pride.
The rest of the body is as well preserved as the head;
but in consequence of the reduction of the tissues
its external aspect is less life-like. The neck is no
thicker than the vertebral column. The chest is
broad; the shoulders are square ;the arm are crossed
upon the breast; the hands are small and dyed with
henna; and the wound in theleft side, through which
the embalmers extracted the viscera, is large and
open. The legs and thighs are fleshless; the feet'
are long, slender, somewhat flat-soled, and dyed, like
the hands, with henna. The corpse is that of an old
man, but of a vigorous and robust old man. We
know, indeed, that Rameses II. reigned for sixtyseven years, and that he must have been nearly one
hundred years old when he died.”
The discovery took placeon the 5th day of July,
1881, and came about in this way: At Cairo,
Egypt, a. museum was established in which were
placed all the curiosities discovered relating to the
early history of the historic lands of the Pharaohs
The director of the museum, M. Maspero, observed
for some time that travelers returning from Thebes
brought with them relics of undoubted antiquity.
Funeral offerings, pieces of papyrus and specimens
of the sacred beetle of theancient Egyptians, bearing
!the seals‘ of Rameses II., and of Seti L, his father,
were shown.
The director of the museum at once conjectured
that an ancient tomb had been discovered by the
Arabs, which they were stealthilyrobbing and disposing of their treasures to travelers as they found
opportunity. The sequel showed that these conjectures were correct. By oflering a large sum of money
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to an Arab guide he was induced to reveal the loca-.
tion of the underground tomb.
In the meantime M. Maspero had left Cairo, but
his able assistant, Emil Brugsch, took up the work.
On the 5th of July he was led by the Wily Arab to
the concealed entrance to the tomb, and so well was
it concealed that one might pass and repass over it
twenty times without ever uspecting it.
The entrance to the tomb was a shaft cut into;
the limestone rock, 40 feet deep and about 6 feet
square. The shaft was filled with loose stones and
the surrounding rock was also covered over with the
same material so that to an observer it had the appearance of a ledge of loose stone. The stones taken
out of the shaft, a passage was found to lead from the
bottom of it to the heart of the mountain, a. distance
of about 250 feet. This terminated in a chamber,
13x23 feet in extent, and about 6 feet high. In this
chamber was found the mummy of Rameses II., with
the mummies of thirty-five others of the kings,
queens and high priests of Egypt.
“Their gold coverings and their polished surfaces so plainly reflected my own excited visage
thatit seemed as though_I was looking into the face
of my own ancestors. The gilt face on the cofiin of
the amiable Queen Nofretari seemed to smile upon
me like an old acquaintance. I took in the situation
quickly with a gasp, and hurried to the air, lest I
should be overcome and the glorious prize still unrevealed be lost to science.
“It was almost sunset then. ' “ “ " The val-}
ley was as still as death. Nearly the whole of the,
night was occupied in hiring men to help remove the
precious relics from their hiding-place. There was
,
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but little sleep in Luxor that night.

Early the next‘

morning three _hundred Arabs were employed under
my direction—each one a thief. One by one the cofflns were hoisted to the surface, were securely sewed
up in sail-cloth and netting, and then were carried
across the plainof Thebes to the steamers awaiting
{them at Luxor.”

I

'

The mummies

were

carried to Cairo and placed

In the museum, where they may now be seen; and so,
ln‘God’ own good time, the last resting-place of the
nppressor of His people Israel was found. The mummy ofthisPharaoh only adds anotherevidence to the
truth of the Bible narrative. We read in Ex. 1:11,
“And they built for Pharaoh treasure cities, Pithom
and Raamses.” Only last year the Egyptian Exploration Society discovered the ruins of the city of Pi-

thom. The bricks of which it was built, 3,300 years
ago, bearthe seal and the name of Rameses 11. Monuments that have been buried out of the sight of man
these long 8-888 attest to the fact that the city was
built by Rameses H. The fact that Rameses II.
built Pithom, taken in connection with the Bible account, shows that he was the Pharaoh who oppressed
the sons of Jacob and afllicted them with burdens.
This forever silences those Bible critics who have
the story of Joseph and the sojourn of the
Jews in Egypt was but a myth. Welhausen, one of
the most learned of this school of critics, says, in‘view of the testimony of recent discoveries, there
can be no doubt of the truth of the Bible narrative.
Is not the hand of God visible in this work? And is
he not now leading men to uncover the buried monu'ments of the past to put to shame this age of skep-ticism and infldelity?—Me88enger.
_
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The following comments are from Fowler and
Wells’ Phronological Journal, New York.
The other mummy, that of Seti I., the father of
Rameses, shows, if anything, a more kindly type of
organization, the forehead beinghigher, broader, and
thefeatures softer in outline. He was “the new king

SETI I. (THE OLDER PHARAOH).
who knew not Joseph,” as recorded in Exodus 1:8;
He belonged to a. new dynasty, wholly unconnected
with that under which Joseph had attained to high
office. It was he who built, to protect his frontier,
the great wall and huge arsenals called in Exodus
“treasure or store cities” (Ex. 1:11). As he grew

‘

,
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older he associated with himself on the throne his
son Rameses, then a boy of twelve years of age, who
reigned jointly with him for about twenty years.
When Seti died, Rameses reigned alone for fortyseven years, so that in all his reign covered a period
of sixty-seven years. He was the Pharaoh whose
daughter adopted Moses, and who ordered the murder of the children (Ex. 1:15-22).
It is a startling revelation of the hoary past that
is presented us in these human relics of an Egyptian"
period, fully threethousandyears ago—relics so well
preserved that we can gather correct data of the appearance, age and physical characteristics of them
when living. The new testimony they furnish of the
truth of certain historical statements that have
been much disputed is most valuable.—Phrenological
Journal.
This is hard evidence against the teaching of our
spiritualizingfriendswho hold thatthe Biblesayings
are all spiritual and figures of speech, and that the
real things never existed, but that the Bible writers
simply flxedl up some allegories to represent principles. How ra-pidly these critics are falling before
the whrizzing sickle of God. The people do not
realize the intense darkness under which they are

laboring concerning Bible teaching. How despertrue the words of St. Paul are when he says:
artely
I
Blindness in part is happened to Israel until the fulness
of the Gentiles be come ln.—Rom. 11 :25.
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BEE SECRET BRAND.

obverse Bias.

Reverse

dc.

THE GREAT SEAL OF THE UNITED STATES.
The design was suggested by an Englishman, and was
adopted by the Continental Congress or the U. S. June 20,
1782. The law provided for two sides to the seal—one to

be called the obverse and the other the reverse side. The
obverse (eagle side) is the one used on all public documents.
The pyramid side is the tell-tale ear-mark slipped onto‘ us
to brand us as the Lost Tribes of Israel, who formerly
lived in Egypt (Northern Africa) where the great mysterious
Pyramid stands with its halls and slants and speechless
record supposed to be the history of the Ages and God's
plan of the diflerent dispensations and turns of the human
family. How wonderful is God!

Mankind has no idea of the marvelous working
Unseen Force that is constantly shaping the
destiny of nations and working out the path of
individuals. Sometimes a small and unnoticeable
thing on earth has wrapped up within it volumes
and volume of the history of the past, with a dialplate markedand the hand set pointing to an astonof

an
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iahing future. It walks in on time and sits down unnoticed and keeps its veil on until its time comes to
speak, then it removes its covering and opens its

mouth and rolls out a message from the eternal God
that stuns the world. Its rumblings shake the earth
and the inhabitants sta.nd speechless. It is the voice
of the Most High speaking to His creatures, and if
our ears are trained to the heavenly music of the
spheres we can trace the melody of the angelic host
and beat time as they sing. Lift up your heads, ye
nations, and look at the Lord your—King. He is not
dead, but liveth.
He marksyour path and ye walk therein, whether
know
it or not. Ye are branded and kept in sepaye
rate pastures according to His purposes. Thousands
of years ago this great country of the United States
of North America was laid off and destined for a
purpose, but He covered His tracks behind Him so
that no one could know the direction from which
He came until He was ready for it to be known.
In my No. 2 book, called The Millennial Kingdom,
and in No. 3, called Our Near Future, I have shown
the movements of various nation and how they have
been handled for a purpose, and that we, the Lost
Ten Tribes of Israel, are a specially -selected nation
who descended from Jacob and resided with him in
Egypt,right under the very shadow of the great Pyramid, 1,500 years before Ch-rist. That we were led
out of Egypt (by Moses). That we finally landed in
Palestine and formed the grandest and most powerful kingdom on earth. It fairly glittered with its
golden Temple and fixtures. The Bible tells us that
even the Queen‘ of Sheba was dumfounded and had
,

no

spirit left in her (on account of astonishment)when

‘
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she visited it and saw the brilliant king (Solomon)
with his line chariots and handsome surroundings.
We were then united with the Jews, and our great
thrift made us forget God and He drove us out of
the country and destroyed our kingdom, and King
Shalmaneser took us into captivity 721 B. O.
God stirred up the spirit of, the king of Assyria, and
he carried Israel away to the River Gozan unto this day.——
1 Chron. 5:26.
The Lord was very angry with Israel and removed them
out of His sight; there was none left but the tribe of Judah
(Jews) only.—2 Kings 17:18.

We were taken over to Media on the coast of the

Caspian Sea, and from there we came to England,and
finally,to America, where we could worship God in
our own

way; and here we are with our old ear-mark

(thePyramid) cut into our national seal. That Pyramid, in the shadow of which our forefathers Abraham, Isaac and Jacob lived nearly 4,000 years ago.
Secretly and without suspicion,God forced His chosen people to this country and then handed to them

their mark which had followed them down the
ages. No wonder He, 2,500 years ago, commanded
thisnew and then unknown country to keep still and
not let the people know that it was already created
and lying here ready to receive His special people
when the time would come for Him to bring them.
Keep silent before Me, 0 islands.-—Isaiah.
But now, having brought us here, the Lord has
cut the bands and let the long-hidden secret roll out
before us to show to us who we are and what we are
to do in the future. We had lost our own identity
and thought thatthere was no hope of ever reaching
that high godly condition which the prophets once
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were as

old dry bones thathad lain out

and bleached by the elements of time.

The hand of the Lord was upon me and set me down in
the midst of a valley which was full of bones. They were
very many and very dry. Thus saith the Lord unto these
bones: I will cause breath (spiritual power) to enter into
you. And breath (power) came into them and they stood
upon their feet, an exceeding great army. Then He said:
These bones are the whole House of Israel. They said,
Our bones are dried and our hope is lost. But thus saith
the Lord: Ye shall know that I am the Lord and I will
put my spirit in you.—Ezek. 37.

The above prophecy is a clear statement of that
which is to come upon us in the near future; but as
this subject i fully presented in my books Nos. 2
and 3, it will not be discussed here. I, therefore,
turn to our flrst settlement here in America. Of
course we organized a government and were looking
around for some emblem to carve on our Great Seal
of State. Something suggested the Pyramid of
Egypt as a tit thingto be pictured on the Seal of this
government; and the Congress of the United States,
in 1782, adopted it then and there, and it has been our
ear-mark ever since. This was long before the peo~
ple of this country knew anything about the Pyramid. John Adams received the suggestion from an
Englishman; but what put it into the Englishman’s
mind? Why should he be so interested in fixing up
a nice and peculiar seal for this country? It is just
“Ah Lord God!
as the prophet Jeremiah says:
There is nothing too hard for Thee to do.” How secret
is His work! He handles it right before the eyes of
men, but they notice it not. Just look at the picture
of the Seal et forth in this book and study its

meaning.
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First is the Pyramid picture, which wh.ispers to

us that we hail from the land of the

Pyramid (Egypt),

where our forefathers Abraham, Isaac and Jacob
dwelt. You remember that the prophets say that
“The Lord has set signs and wonders in Egypt, even to
this day.” Isa. 19 :19, 20, Jer. 32. The real “sign and
wonder” is in Egypt yet, as stone, while we, His specially chosen nation, carry a picture of it with us on
our Seal so that all the world can see our “sign.”
{It even opens our own eyes that have been blinded
so many centuries (2,600 years), during most of which
time we have not known who we are nor the source
from which we came; but this was all carefully recorded by the Unseen Hand so that when He became
ready to break the news to us and let us know ourselves, He would have the mile-posts and the “sign-”
boards in their proper places, so that we could trace
our path backward.
I will bring the blind by a way that they (we) knew not.
I will lead them in paths that they have not known. I will
make darkness light before them. This will I do unto them
and not forsake them. Let them (us) give glory unto the
Lord and declare His praise in the islands (America).Isa. 42:12-17. Bring forth the blind people. Who among
them can shew us former things (our ancient origin). Let
them bring forth their witneses (we are now doing it).
Ye are my witnesses, saith the Lord: my servants whom 1
have chosen. I will do a new thing. It shall spring forth.
I will make a way in the wilderness (uncover our path).Isa. 43.

At the top of the Pyramid on our Seal is a triangle, within which is that eye of God which has so
carefully watched us during all the 2,600 years that
we have been sojourning since the Lord drove us
away from Palestine. We lost track of ourselves,
but that Eye did not. It is the head corner or cap-
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stone on the Pyramid, and is

surrounded

by a. tri-

angle—three-sided, meaning Faith, Hope,
ity—-—Body, Soul, Spirit. Over the eye are

Charthese

“Amwit Coeptia,” which mean, “He prospers
our beginning.” Below the Pyramid are these words:
“Novas Ordo Seclorum,” which mean, “New era in the
ages.” Ah, the secret is let out by those words, although they were chosen and adopted by Congress
in 1782 A. D., when the Millennial Kingdom was
never thought of or talked about The long lost,
“dry bones” were to have Life (God) put in them and
stand up, an exceedingly great army, the prophet
said; and only a few yet are beginning to breathe
that Life, and in the near future will stand up. The
building is commenced ‘and the “New Era In The
Ages” will be here soon, as expressed in our national
Seal. The eagle is our emblem to represent swiftness and highness. We soar high. We go swiftly.
We look piercingly into things. The eagle builds
its nest in and inhabitsthe high places. It is strong,
proud and commanding. The prophets talk about
it and use it in a figurative way.
He shall come up and fly as the eagle.—Jer. 4922.
Though thou exalt thyself as the eagle and set thy nest
among the stars (high up), etc., etc.—Ob. 4.
Yes, we are the eagle nation. We sit on the high?
places and watch the world. We lead; they follow.
We, the Ten Tribesof Israel, are the people to whomGod gave the kingdom when He took it away from
Judah (Jews) for rejecting the Christ.
The kingdom of God shall be taken from you (Jews)
and given to a nation bringing forth the fruits thereof.words:

Matt. 21:43.

In the Millennial Kingdom we are to become the
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governors over Judah (Jews) and rule the nations
of earth with the word of the Lord.
In that day I will make the governors of Judah (Jews)

like an hearth of flre among the wood and like a torch in
sheaf. They shall devour all the people round about.Zech. Bzfi.
a

United with the Jews, as we will be, it’ will be‘.
the most powerful» kingdom ever established. Alli
this comes to us by the favor of God.
'

The Lord will set thee on high above all nations of the
earth and make thee the head and not the tail and thou shalt
be above and not beneath.-—Deut. 28:1, 10, 13. The Lord
hath chosen thee to be a special people unto Himself, above
all other people upon the face of the earth. Thou shalt be
blessed above alL—Deut. 7:6-14.
.

'

Without going further on this line, it is enough
to say that sometimes the most trifling thing (seemingly so) contains volumes of wisdom, and we should
learn that nothing “happens,” as everything has a
cause behind it that is pushing it and a reason for
being here, whether we can decipher it or not; and
it serves its purpose and then disappears and somethingelse comes forward in its stead. Thus it goes
on and on in an endless chain to perfection, which is
God; and the time is now dawning when the world
is being swept rapidly towards a higher state.
“We now see as through a glass darkly, but
when that which is perfect is come, than we shall see

race to face.”
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In this day when God is uncovering the works of
His own hand and permitting men to look thereon,
it may be that the click of the telegraph will flash:
over the earth the astounding news that the golden;
Arkof the Covenant has been found, and in it a bowl]
of the manna which the Lord rained down from the
heavens for the Twelve Tribesof Israel to eat while!
on their forty years’ journey from Egypt to Palesv
tine; also Aaron's rod which budded and blossomed
so miraculously. The Ark of the Covenant was
the most astonishing piece of furniture that ever
sat on this earth. It was the wonder of the world
nearly 900 years—from about 1491 B. C. to 600 B. C.,
then it suddenly slipped away and dropped out of
sight, leaving no tracks of its whereabouts. The Bible has much to say about it down to a certain date,
then its lips are sealed in the silence of God, Who
has the wonderful furniture hid away (probably)
until the proper time comes for Him to produce His
cause and put His witnesses on the stand and astonish a faithless world.
Persons not familiar with the Old Testament
are liable to" ask what the Ark of the Covenant was.
It was a small box or chest—something like a carpenter’s tool-chest.
While Moses was leading the Israelites from
Egypt to Palestine, the Lord called him up on
Mount Sinai (about 1491 B. C.) and pictured out various things which He desired Moses to make and carry
along on the journey, and this Ark or chest was one
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of them. It was to be made of wood and then overlaid with pure gold, inside and outside, with handsome gold border or-molding around on the outside.
The lid or top was to be pure gold (no wood in it)
and on each end of the lid was to be a gold image
representing an angel. These two angels were to
face to each other and have their wings spread out.
This golden lid was called the Mercy Seat. (See
Exodus 25.) God, in spirit form, hovered over the
Mercy Seat and talked with Moses and gave him instruction as to the journey and about the rules
which were to govern theTwelve Tribesduring what
is called the Mosaic Dispensation, which covered
a period of nearly 1,500 years. Then Christ came and
set it all aside and gave ;the world a new order of
things entirely, called the Christian or Gospel Dispensation, and in which we still live; but it is now
drawing to a close; after which the Millennial Kingdom will set in; and the measurements in the halls
of the Pyramid of Egypt and other things go to show
that this age will close and the new one commence
about 1915. It will not vary many years either way‘
from this, as God is already gathering His Elect or
chosen body of people and teaching them His spiritual laws and ways as mentioned in Rev. 7 :3, J er. 3:14,
Matt. 24:40, 41, Joel 2:32, Iaiah 65:22. And this
is why the Ark of the Covenant is so interesting at
this time, as it was a symbol held up before the eyes
of men to give them an idea of the real spiritual:
Tabernacle,which is just now being built; and as I
see this spiritual building going up now, I recog-nize in it every little thing that was pictured out in
that box or chest 3,300 years ago. When a person
comes to th_e point of understanding the great spir-
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itnal network which is now being constructed by
the Lord, he is astonished at the wisdom of Jehovah
in taking a few boards and gold and constructing a.
most powerful leson to train the minds of men. Of
course the whole Tabernacle, Altar, shew bread,
lamp, curtains and other fixtures connected with
this Ark cut a figure in the lesson also; but in this
‘chapter I am confining my remarks mostly to the
golden Ark, as there are hints in the Bible and in
other ancient writings which lead to the idea that
the Ark is hid away and will be found when certain
events occur on this earth; and as these occurrences
are drawing near, a thought seems to come whispering down the ages, “Look out for the golden Ark of
the Covenant.” I do not hold to the idea that it will
possess the wonderful power it had during the Mosaic Dispensation, as it was only a symbol, and it
served its purpose than, and its power is now being
transferred to the spiritual building in process of
construction, and about which theArk was teaching
men. If you are not informed on the subject you
will ask, What wonderful power did it possess? It
possessed the whole power of God and that means
everything. None but the High Priest, who was
carefully washed and anoinrted, would dare touch
it. If any other persons-touched it, it would kill
them intantly (Numbers 4:15). Other persons
were not even allowed to look upon it, lest they die;
therefore, the High Priest had to carefully conceal
it under a cloth cover before allowing the men who
were to carry it to come in and get it (Numbers4:20).
It had two large rings fastened on one side and two
on the opposite side, and two long smooth poles,
covered with gold, were put through the rings (one

'
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pole on each side) and they projected past the ends
of the Ark far enough. to be used as handles; and

whenever it had to be moved, the chosen men for
that purpose would take hold of the ends of those
poles and lay them on their shoulders and walk off
with it—some at the front and others at the rear
(Exodus 25 :12, 15). This Ark and the golden table
and the golden candlestick and the golden Altar and
the brass Altar were not allowed to be carried on

'

THE TWELVETRIBES or ISRAEL MOVING.

wagons, but had to be carried on the shoulders of
(Numbers 7:9 and 3:31). All the other furniture of the Tabernacle could be transported on
wagons, and it took Isix covered wagons and
twelve oxen to draw them—two wagons for the
heavy curtains and the other four wagons for
the boards covered with gold and the brass pillars,
men
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God stayed with this Ark (chet) and talked "to
Moses and gave him instructions (Numbers 7:89);
and thisis why unholy persons would not dare touch
it or look upon it; the spiritual power of God would
devour them. Even the High Priest had to wash
himself carefully before going near it. This shows
how very clean and pure a person must be mentally
and spiritually before he can touch God. Think
non this point and then look over the world and see
how many persons, in the churches or out of them,
are touching God or anywhere near Him.
This Ark was carried along with the Israelites
during all that forty years, and a cloud hovered over
it day and night; at night the cloud looked like a
pillar of tire. The Israelites were to follow the
cloud. When it stood still they camped. If it
started off in the night they pulled up stakes and
went along with it. At the end of their forty years
the cloud took them up to the east bank of the Jordan
River, which runs south through Palestine, and He
told them that they must cross it in order to come
into the land which He. had set apart for them. He
ordered the priests to take the golden Ark and-go
before and lead "the way. The river was up high in
the banks, as it usually overflows during all that
season of the year (harvest time). So soon as the
feet of the priests who were carrying the Ark
touched the water it ceased flowing on down and
stood still or backed up the stream, leaving the bed
of the river dry. The priests withthe Ark advanced
to the center of the river bed and stood there while
all the great army (about two million persons)
passed over the dry land. After all had reached
the opposite bank, the priests withthe Ark marched
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out also (Joshua 4:7, 23). The priests then took the
Ark and carried it around the city of Jericho, and
the walls of the city fell down (Josh. 6).
The Israelites went to war with the Philistines,
and Israel was defeated; they then took up the Ark
and carried it out to where the next fight was to
occur. They supposed that this Ark would cause
them to defeat the Philistines, but the Lord had not
commanded them to do such a, thing and He let the
battle go against Israel again and the Philistines
captured the Ark and took it 011' with them (1 Sam-.
uel 4:1 to 12). A messenger came from the battlefield to notify the priest that the Ark had been
captured. When the word Ark was spoken, the
priest fell off his seat and broke his neck (1 Samuel
4:18). The Philistines took the Ark and set it in
their house of worship, by the side of their big idol
which they named Dagon and which they worshiped
as their God; during the night Dagon fell down in
front of the Ark. Next morning they set Da.gon
back to his place, but that night he fell down again
and broke his head and hands off, in front of the Ark.
Of course it was the Spirit of God in the Ark that
was knocking the idol down, and the Philistines took
a hint and became afraid of the Ark; diseases and
trouble were striking the Philistines thickand fast
They moved the Ark away to another town, but so
soon as it arrived destruction began in. that town
also, by a terrible disease striking the people. They
moved the Arkto another town, but destruction set
in therevtoo. They called a council to decide what
'to do with the Ark, as they were afraid to dstroy it,
lest the Lord might visit worse plagues upon them.
They decided to put it on a wagon and thenhitch two
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cows to the wagon and turn them loose and let
them take it as they pleased. The idea was, that if
the Lord wanted the Israelites to have possession of
the Ark He would direct the cows toward the land
oflsrael. The cows had young calves; and to make

COWS DRAWING THE ARK OF THE COVENANT.

it still more testing

as

to whether the Lord

was

di-

recting the cows, the calves were taken from them
and kept with the Philistines. If the cows would
turn away from their calves and go towards Israel
it would show that God was influencing the cow.
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The cows (hitched to the wagon) were turned loose,
and away they went to the Israelite community.
(See 1 Samuel 6.) The Israelite people saw the cows
and the Ark come down the road and turn into
a field of an Israel man and stop at the side of a ‘bigrock, and some harvest hands went and took the
‘Ark down from the wagon and set it on the rock;
and of course they were curious (just as people are
now) to examine the Ark, and they lifted the lid and
looked into it and it slew 50,070 persons in the
neighborhood for looking in. The Lord had given
everybody warning to stay away. from it, .but they
disregarded the warning (1 Samuel 6:19).
I pause: ,to relate a ‘remarkable ciircumstance
about the road over which the cows traveled when
drawing the Ark from the Philistines to the Israel
people. Palestine is rough, with (in some places)
only narrow valleys or ravines winding around
between the hills. _The roads, of course, followed
these valleys. The railroad recently constructed
from Joppa to Jerusalem follows the same valley
or road over which the cows traveled in going towards Jerusalem, 1,100 years before Jesus of Nazareth was born. As one rides along on the train
today the valley of Beth-shemesh, into which the
cows came with the Ark, is in plain view at the side
of the railroad.
And they of Beth-shemesh were reaping their wheat
harvest, in the valley; and they lifted up their eyes and

the Ark and rejoiced to see it. And the cart came into
the field and stood there where there was a. great stone.-3
1 Samuel 6:13, 14.

saw

Little did the harvest hands then in the valley
think that a swift whirling train of cars, _drawn by
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locomotives manufactured in a great unknown country called America, would, 3,000 years later, come
steaming down that same road and whirl past them
on its way to Jerusalem. Ah, God, Thou art mar-

'

velous!
The Israel people then removed the Ark to a
man’s house, where it remained twenty years (1
Samuel 7:1, 2). David became king over Israel
and he sent to that house for the Ark. They put
it onto a wagon and started with it, but on the road
the oxen either stumbled or in some way shook it,
and one of the men put out his hand and touched it
to steady it and he fell over dead instantly. This
displeased David and also made him afraid to remove it further, so he had it placed in another man’s
house, where it remained three month and caused
that man to prosper abundantly (2 Samuel 6:11);
then David sent for it again, but thistime he ordered
it carried on the shoulders of men (as the Lord had
instructed Moses) and it came through all right, and
David placed it in a tent which he made for it
(2 Samuel 6). After David died, Solomon became
king and built the great Temple and removed the
Ark into it about 1005 B. C. (1 Kings 8:1 to 12).
Whenever any of the Israelites fell into trouble, if
they would turn their faces towards the Temple,
wherein was the Ark, the Lord would send relief.
The Ark remained there until about 606 B. 0.,
since which time no human being can trace its whereabouts. About that date (606 B. C.), Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, came over with an army
and destroyed the Temple and took -the people captive. He carried away all the gold and fixtures
about the Temple, but he did not get the Ark, as a

use
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lit of articles which he took is set out in the 52d
chapter of Jeremiah, but the Ark is not in the list;
and if it had been in the Temple he would have
picked on it first, as it was gold and very vauable
in many ways.
Josephus, the Jewish historian, who lived about
the time of Christ, speaks in his writings about the
king of Babylon destroying the Temple and carrying
the furniture away; and he gives a list of it, but the
Ark is not in his list. It is a. certain thing that the
Ark had been taken out of the Temple before the
siege struck the city, and as Jeremiah was the servant of God at that date he was foreshown that the
army from Babylon would come over to Jerusalem
and destroy the Temple; and- it is quite reasonable
to think that Jeremiah took the Ark out of the
Temple and hid it away to prevent the army from
getting it. There are some hints of this kind in
the various ancient writings. In the bid Bibles
which were in use flfty years ago were a lot of writings called Apocrypha, and which were always considered as not being inspired, and for this reason
the Bibles of to-day do not contain those writings;
but even if they were not inspired they contained
much history on valuable points, among which I
find the following in 2 Maccabees 2:4, 8:
5 “It was also contained in the same writing. that the
prophet, being warned of God, commanded the Tabernacle
‘

V

and the Ark to go with him. as he went forth into the
mountain where Moses climbed up and saw the heritage
of God; and when Jeremy came thither, he found a hollow
cave, wherein he laid the Tabernacleand the Ark, and the
Altar of Incense, and so stopped the door. And some of
those that followed him came to mark the way, but they
could not find it. which. when Jeremy perceived, he blamed
them, saying, ‘As for that place, it shall be unknown until
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the time that God gathers His people again together and
receives them in mercy. Then shall the Lord show them
these thing; and the glory of the Lord shall appear, and
the cloud also, as it was hown unto Mosm.’ ”

'

The above is rather stunning evidence that the
Ark is to be found when God gathers His people
together again; and as He is now gathering His
Elect it is n.ot unreasonable to thinkthat this great
and wonderful Ark will roll out before the eyes of the
people ere long. Some think that Jeremiah took
it to Ireland about 585 B. 0., and that a. king built
a tomb for his dead wife and put the Ark in it and
then covered the tomb over with a great mound of
earth and called the mound Tara, which means two
tables. The Ark contained the two stone tables on
which were written the Ten Commandments given
to Moses; and as Tara means two tables, it is a
suspicious circumstance that forms a link in. the
chain of evidence about the Ark. Very old history
of Ireland seems to hint something about Jeremiah
coming there, but of course the Lord has been very
careful not to allow any definite history made about
the Ark if it is His intention to spring it upon us as
a stunning witness; and many things go to show that
such is His aim. He told Moses to save a potful of
the manna as a witness for‘ generations, that they
might see the kind of bread which the Lord furnished
to the Israelites during their forty years’ journey._
-Moses told Aaron to attend to it, and Aaron laid it
up before the Testimony (Exodus 16:32-35); The
two stone tables of Testimony were kept in the Ark;
and 1 Kings 8:9 says that nothing else but those
were in it when Solomon placed _it in the Temple,
but St. Paul, in Hebrews 9:4, says that the golden
pot or manna and Aaron’s rod that budded were also

'
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in the Ark. The word “wlwrein” in verse 4 may
mean the room in which the Ark sat.
If the articles mentioned in Hebrews were ever
in it they must have been taken out. The Ark was
for some time in the possession of the Philistines
after the death of Eli, and was opened (see 1 Samuel
6:19), so they may have been removed then. It is,
however, more probable that the word “wherein,”
in Hebrews, refers to the room in which the Ark was
kept. There was a coffer there with the Ark, containing other precious things (see 1 Samuel 6:15),
in which the manna and the rod were likely to be
kept. But however this may be, the Ark is certainly
in existence, and circumstances go to show that it
will be uncovered by the Lord at the proper time.
A careful study of its history and its meaning and
the meaning of all the fixtures in and about the
Tabernacle is the most valuable lesson men can
learn at this time. It will teach them what is soon
to come on this earth in the New Age. It teaches
the peculiar and important service to be performed
by the Elect body of persons now being brought
together to compose the Tabernacle of God, as
mentioned in Rev. 21:3.
I heard a great voice out of heaven saying, Behold the
Tabernacleof God is with
with them.

men

and God himself shall be

God’s power stayed with the golden Ark and
would talk with Moses from that place and give
instructions. When they carried the Ark to the
Jordan River the water parted a.nd let the Israelites
pass over. When they carried it around the city of
Jericho the walls fell down and let them enter in
and take possession. Whenever any thing would
go wrong with the Israelites all they had to do was

.
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to look towards the Temple, wherein the Ark sat, and
pray to God there for help and: help would come.
God was centered there in that building. Just so it
will be in this new spiritual building now being
constructed The tangible or outside part of it will
be made up of human beings (lively stones, 1 Peter
2:5); but the power of God will be with them to
kleliver the world from its trouble.
And it shall come to pass that whosoever shall call on
the Lord shall be delivered, for in Zion shall be deliverance
and in the Remnant whom the Lord shall call.—Joel 2:32.

This Elect body of persons, composing the great
Tabernacle,will be as God and shall not only have
power of deliverance, but all other power, as was represented by the golden Ark and the Tabernacle,for
the reason that Christ will be in these people and

He doeth the works.
In that day, the House of David shall be as God, as the
angel oi’ the Lord before the world.—Zech. 12:8.
Having such wonderful power, of course they
overcome death and walk right over it and trample
it under foot and live on like a tree.
There shall no more be an infant or days, for the child
'

shall die an hundred years old; for as are the days of a
tree shall the days of my people be, and mine Elect shall
long enjoy the work or their own hands.—Isa. 65:20-22.

It is easily seen that people with such power
of God couldnot be deceived, as it would be like
deceiving God—-a thing impossible.
There shall arise false Christs and false prophets and

shall shew great signs and wonders. so that if it were possible they would deceive the very Elect.—Matt. 24:24.

9.

They will be a. chosen body of persons to act as
Royal Priesthood, and, as such, must be fully
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washed before going in before the _Lord, just as
Aaron, the high priest, had to wash himself in
water before touching the Ark. These coming
priet will all be washed, not in water, but by the
Spirit.
Ye are a chosen generation, a Royal Priesthood, a holy
nation; as lively tones are ye built up a spiritual house, a
holy priesthood.—1 Peter 2:5, 9.
They will be the same stature or height (spiritually) as Jesu was and will do the miracles He did

and

greater ones.

Till we all come in the unity of the faith, unto a perfect
man, to the measure of the stature of Christ.—-Eph. 4:13.
He that believeth on Me, the works that I do he shall
do also; and greater works than these shall he do.—John
14:12.

By this it must not be understood that I deny the
divinity of Christ I simply take His own words
as to how great men can and will become during the
Millennial age, which is soon to “set in, when “Thy
will be done in earth as in heaven.” This great
spiritual company now being built together will be

known to all the World and all nations will look
to it for teaching about God, especially at the
begirm/ing of the New Age.
It shall yet come to pass that the inhabitants of many
cities shall come, saying, Let us go speedily to seek the
Lord; for in those days ten men shall take hold out of
all languages of the nations, even shall take hold of the
skirt of a Jew, saying, We will go with you, for we have
heard that God is with you.—Zech. 8:20-23.
I will get them praise and fame in every land, even in
the time that I gather you, for I will make you it name
and a. praise among all people of the earth, when I turn
back your captivity before your eyes, saith the Lord.Zephaniah 3:19, 20.

The

captivity mentioned in

the above

scripture
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fully shown and explained in my Millennial
Kingdom book, in which the dates and facts
are presented. This coming spiritual nation (the
Elect) are the same as foreshown in Rev. 7. The
sealing mentioned there is now going on, and its

is

extreme trouble and tribulation which: are to stiko
the earth are being held back until the “sealing”
of this Royal Body of High Priests is accomplished.
(Notice Rev. 7:1-5.) They will take the place of
Aaron, the high priest, who stayed close to the
golden. Ark; indeed they will be the Ark, the priest,
the Tabernacle, the Altar and all the fixtures, and
the power of deliverance will be in them as it was
in the Ark. Failures of crops and tribulations will
be swept from the world and general peace and
godliness will take possession; but before this
great change can come, a season of many years
of afiiictions, pestilences, failure of crops, floods,
-drouths, new diseases, insanity, ‘wars and dreadful tribulation will set in. Indeed they are already
here in mild form, but growing worse each year,
so that men are complaining that there is no work’
for themselves or teams, and that they are sick
physically,financially,and morally; and that every
man is up and against his neighbor, trying to cheat
him and beat him in every way, so that existence
seems so burdensome that many are suiciding. This
is all set out in the prophecies as having to come
before the Millennial age, with its goodness, canset in; but people are not acquainted with the
prophecies, and, therefore, can not discern what the
matter is just now, and what causes such a. dreadful stagnation in business affairs and trouble in
every way. If they will read what God’s prophets
said about these times they will see something.
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Before these days there was no hire for man nor beast:
neither was there any peace on account of afliictions, for
I set all men, every one against his neighbor; but now (in
the New Age soon to set in) I will not be unto the remnant
of this people as in the former days, for the seed shall be
prosperous; the vine shall give its fruit and the ground shall
give its increase, and the heavens shall give their dew;
and I will cause the remnant of this people to _possess all
these t.hings.—Zech. 8:10-12.
.

Ah, if the people could be made realize the
dreadful scourging soon to fall upon this earth, it
seems as though they would drop their extreme
foolishness and turn over a. new leaf; not through

fear or selfish purpose, but because they owe better.
service to God and to themselves and their children.
God has been lenienrt and merciful to the world, but
mankind seems prone to run after every thing but
the good. So long as they are prosperous and have
plenty to eat and a bed in which to sleep and no
pains to bother them they never think about God,
man nor any thing; and the only way to make them
think, it seems, is to heat the branding-iron red-hot
and put it to them until it burns into the flesh and
causes extreme agony; then they cry for help. This
is exactly what they will do within a few years from
now. The time is expiring. This age is about to
"close and the Millennial age is about to start in, and
its grandeur and goodness is a great prize worthy to
seek. Human intellect can not form an idea of the
brilliancy -and peacefulness of it. This is why the
prophet Daniel says that it will be a great favor
indeed to be born onto the earth at the right time to
meet this new order of things.
Blessed is he that walteth (birth held back) and cometh
to the 1335 da.ys.——Da-nlel 12:12.

As this branch of the subject is discussed in my
books Nos. 2 and 3, it will not be dwelt upon here.
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ANCIENT ASSYRIAN TABLETS FOUND.
The veil which has hung over the face of the
earth 6,000 years or more and shut out from sight
the tracksand turns in the path of the ancient inhabitants of earth is now being removed and we are
permitted to look back on the hoary past, and, with
breathless astonishment view the movements 01
nations and of individuals; and as we do so we find
the key to the mysterious statements of the Bible
writers who understood the situation and wrote accordingly; and it is only after we have a knowledge
of the “lay of the land” and the circumstances surrounding it that we can read about a country and
its history understandingly. Then the statements
become live words so that our minds grasp the harmony of the narrative and makes it seem as of only
yesterday. The world has passed through many
struggles. Men have come onto the stage of action
and played their part and turned the human family
into new paths and then left the earth for new bands
to manipulate. One common purpose is behind it
all. That purpose is the perfection of mankind and
redemption of all the earth. Sometimes the changes
and weavings in the great plan have become stormy
and turbulent so that the final outcome could not,
just at the time, be discovered or understood, but
the untiring Hand overturns and overturns until
the corners are rounded and the great building of
God takes on the required form so that its general
outline can be seen through the scaflold-work.
One of the men who helped to divide, destroy, build
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change men and governments was
Sennacherib, a king of Assyria, who was on the
earth about 700 B. 0. He came on as king of Assyria
(the country away northeast of Palestine) soon after
up, turn and

the Ten Tribes of Israel were taken captive and led
over in that direction to the Caspian Sea, which is
still east of the Assyrian country. In reading
about this country (Assyria) you must be careful
not to get the idea that it is Palestine, as such an
idea will throw you into hopeless confusion so that
the Bible narratives become a great tangled mess
of contradictions, as the Bible has much to say about
Assyria and Syria, which are two countries with
widely different histories. Notice the difference in
the spelling of the two names. "Syria took in the
northern part of Palestine and went east 150 miles
to the Euphrates River and sometimes (under certain rulers) still further east to the Tigris River.
Then, on the east line of Syria commenced Assyria,
which was inhabited by the Gentiles who worshiped
idols and carried on high carnival; while Syria west
of Assyria was inhabited by a powerful Hittite kingdom and a. mixture of other people, all Gentile idolworshipers except the Israelites, who knew the true
God, but they gradually fell into the ways of their
neighbors and worshiped idols too, although they
were under the Israelite government, which was
almost continually in controversy with the Assyrian
country east of Syria. The two countries (Syria and
Assyria) were nearly always spiting each other, and
the final wind-up of it all was that the Israelites
were captured and taken away by/.force, and they
have never returned. It is pretty clearly proven
that we, the Anglo-Saxons (English-speaking people
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of‘ the United States and of England and a few
others) are those people‘ who were captured by
the Asyrians. So here we are, away out here in
the United States of America, the leading nation of
the world, while our ancient homestead is now inhabited by the desperate and terrible Turks; and
the Assyrians who took us (721 B. 0.) lost their
government and have been maraudingaround in
ups and downs 2,500 years. The Bible has much
to say about our ancient trouble with the Assyrians

and the record of it is plain after one understands
the “lay of the land” and the surroundings at that
time, and this is why I mention this man Sennacherib, the dashing king of Assyria, as he played
a bold part in our ancient homestead (Palestine).
He had a hankering to be looking after us (over in
Canaan) in. a way that would be to the most advantage to him and his country of Assyria, which, as
I have mentioned, lay east of Palestine. He had
swept down several nations so successfully that he
had the idea that nothing could stand against him.
He came over to Palestine and bombarded the Jewish kingdom and forced the king to pay him money
and valuables. The Jewish king raked up all the
money he could find and paid it over and also cut
the gold off the Temple doors and from the pillars
and handed that over to the Assyrian king (2 Kings
18:13, 16). Some time after this plundering the
Assyrian king sent word that he would come again
and cut them down if they did not obey his dictates.
He sent word that the God of the Jews could not
prevent him from destroying the Jewish kingdom,
and ln- support of this argument he referred them to
the other nations who had trusted in their wooden
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gods (idols) and failed. He thought the God of
Jews was like the godsof other nations, but herein
he made a great mistake. The God of
did
was the ruler of the universe, but Sennacherlb
with
a great army to
not believe it, so he came on
the city,
outside
and
attack the‘Jews
camped just
and that night the angel of the Lord struck
185,000 men of the Assyrian army. When morning
came there lay the great number dead. Sennacherib came to the conclusion that it was a. dangerous
move to attack the God of the Jews and he, therefore, turned his steps homeward to Nineveh and worshiped his own idol god; and while he was in the
very act of bowing to his idol two of his own sons
slipped up behindhim and killedhim. (See 2 Kings
19 :3537.) This peculiar narrative in the Bible has
always been regarded with suspicion as to the truth
of it, but just recently some ancient Assyrian tablets
have been dug up in Asia, and on one is prinrted a
history of this identical tragedy, which agrees in
every respect with the Bible account of it. The
slab is of unbaked clay. It deals with the wars and
assassination of thismanSennacherib as follows:

down

“On the 20th day of Tobit (modern December-January)".
Sennacherib, King or Assyria, in a revolt his ons killed him.
On the 18th day of Adar (February-March), Esarhaddon.
his son, sat on the throne of Assyria."
Now read the Bible statement about this same
occurrence and see how closely it agrees with the
ancient clay slab, dug up from its grave to beat an
unbelievingworld.
-

And it came to pass, as Sennacherib was worshipping
in the house of Nisroch, his god, that Adrammelech and
Sharezer his sons smote him with the sword; and they

Ancient
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into the land of Armenia. And

Esarhaddon
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reigned in his stead:-2 Kings 19:36, 37.
-His assassination occurred about 680 B. 0.
How nicely and quietly God has prepared things to
come forth at the proper time to stop the mouths of
a proud and stiff-necked people. Ah,'but there will
be a rattling of dry bones in the near future that will
make the teeth of people clatter. They will hunt
theholes in therocks and crawl in, trembling, “when
the Lord cometh out of his holy habitation to shake
terribly the earth.” They will not stop to argue
Him out of existence as they now try to do.
The spiritual twisters and symbolizing critics
have, no doubt, argued that no such a man as Senson

nacherlb ever existed. All symbol. No sons ever
killed him. He never marched against Jerusalem.
Never lost 185,000 menvall in one night by the hand
of God. All symbol to represent a principle, they
say. I presume that they will now say the clay
tablet. containing the history of his assassination
never existed. All symbol, meaning some spiritual
thing in the sky, and that the real tablet never existed at all. I often meet with people who are honestly trying to be Christians, and yet they have
these curious ideas about all the Bible statements
being figures of speech, and that the real things
never occurred. Things are now coming to light
that will overthrow all such abominable stuff.
Thousands of clay tablets (slabs) are now being dug
up out of the ruins of Nineveh, Babylon, J erusalem.
Egypt and elsewhere that have printed on them the
important history of ancient times; and this clay
slab history throws light on many of theBible narrativcc. For instance: This man, Sennacherib. built

'
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for himself, ‘in Nineveh, a fine palace, covering ght
acres of ground, and having 60 rooms on the flrst
floor and a hall 180 feet long and 40 feet wide. He
went over to northern Palestine, hundreds of miles
west of him, and cut down the cedars of Lebanon
and drew them over to Nineveh and used them in
his palace building. This is what the prophet
Isaiah is hitting at in his writings about Sennacherib, who claimed that he could do as he chose, and
that he intended to come against the Jewish kingdom at Jerusalem, and that the God of the Jews
could not hinder him; but I have shown that He did
hinder him most severely by striking down 185,000
of the Assyrian soldiers in one night. Sennache
rib had been cutting and hauling the flne cedars out
of God’s chosen country (Palestine) and doing other
bold exploits long enough, and the Jewish king laid
thematter before theLord and asked protection, and
the Lord, through the prophet Isaiah, spoke as
follows:
Then Isaiah said: Thus saith the God of Israel: Wherethou (the Jewish Icing) hast prayed to me against
Sennacherib, king of Asyria, this is the word which
the Lord hath spoken concerning him: By thy servants hast
thou (Sennacherib) reproached the Lord and said: By my
chariots I come up to the sides of Lebanon (mountain) and
I will cut down the tall cedars and choice flr trees thereof
and will enter into the forests of Carmel. With the soles of
my feet have I dried up all the rivers of the besieged cities.
(He had torn up the country and was boasting of it and how he
intended to do so again.) Therefore, thus saith the Lord
concerning the king of Assyria (Sennacherib),He shall not
come into this city (J erusa.lem).—Isa. 37:21-38.
as

And he did not accomplish his second raid. He
lost his men and had to turn back to his home where
he had his fine palace, the interior of which was
finished with carvings and paintings of generals
'

I
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of the army and horses, etc., drawn on the walls and
painted a bright red (called Vermilion).
The pictures were flashy and brilliant to look
upon. War scenes and other exploits were “portrayed” on the walls of the great palace which was
located in the city of Nineveh which, history‘ says,
was 21 miles long and 9 miles broad, which would
_

make 60 miles around it. It is claimed that the
wall around the city was 100 feet high and so broad
fthat three carriages could drive, side by sde, on top
"if it. It had 1,500 towers, ea.ch 200 feet high, shootmg up from the walls. The city was destroyed
about 600 B. 0., and its ruins were covered over by
dirt and rubbish being blown upon it, so that it was
buried as in a grave, just as the prophecies declared
it would be. The covering of dirt over it was so
complete that the ruins had the appearance of being
natural hills, and people (hundreds of years afterward) regarded them as such until recently they
have been dug up and the buried buildings brought
tolight. The ruins make a mound about 60 miles
around it, which shows that the history declaring
the size of the city to have been 60 miles in circumference is correct. The inhabitants were wicked and
carried on with a “high hand” against the God of
the Jews,

as

the Assyrians

(Nineveh people)

:nothing about a spiritual God, asthey had

knew

wooden
and stone gods (idols) and trusted in them and
laughed at the Jewish idea about an unseen God
in spirit form; and they (the Ninevehites) would
tantalize the Jews and sneer at the God of Israel,
and run over into Palestine and sweep down the
Jewish cities and then laugh at the weakness of the
God of the Jews for not being able (as the Nineveh

_1’_70
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people thought) to protect them. The God of Israel
permitted them to go on in.this way for a time and
then He told the prophet Jonah to go over to Nineveh and tell the people there that if they would not
repent and behave themselves He would surely destray the city. Jonah knew the people over there
would laugh at him and sneer at his God, so J onahl

tried to avoid the command of the Lord by starting
out in the opposite direction and running away.
He took the flrst ship going west and after they were
away out on the water a storm came up and dashed
the ship around like mad so that the oflicers and
passengers put their heads together to know what
they would better do, and they came to the conclusion that there was on the ship somebody who was
causing the raging storm and that he must be put
out in order to prevent the ship from sinking. They
did not know which one of the passengers was the
cause of the trouble, and so they agreed to cast lots
on the matter and then stand by its decision. The
lot fell on Jonah, and they gathered hold on him and
threw him out into the water and a large fish swallowed him, and he remained in its belly three-days
and three nights and then theLord caused the flsh to
vomit Jonah out on dry land, after which the Lord
told him to go over to Nineveh and tell the people
that message which He had delivered to him before
he (Jonah) started to run away. Jona'h’s experi-'
ence had taught him that it was useless to try to
run away, therefore, he went to Nineveh and did as
the Lord commanded, and the people repented (see
Jonah 3); but it seems that they soon forgot it and
fell back into their old ways, and the city was de-

____J
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stroyed at last and covered over with dirt,
the ‘prophecies had declared.

171

just as

Woe to the bloody city. It is full of lies and robbery.
against thee, saith the Lord. I will shew the nations
thy nakedness and shame. I will cast abominable fllth
upon thee; and it shall come to pass that all who look upon
thee shall flee and say, Nineveh is laid waste. The fire
shall devour thee and the sword shall cut thee on! and eat
thee up. Thy nobles shall dwell'ln the -dust.—Nahum 3.
I

am

The above prophecy came true withthe rigidness
of iron, and that once great city was ruined and
buried and slept beneaththe dirt which oovered its
shame so that during all of those 2500 years men.
passed by its location believing that the mound
caused by its ruins was a natural hill until recently
Layard, Botta, Smithand others have dug her out
from her grave, and they find temples, palaces and.
buildings whose walls are decorated with paintings
of armies and horsemen and other scene, all painted‘
in Vermilion (a bright red color), which go to prove
that the prophets had been there and looked upon
those gay red pictures whilethe city was in its greatest prosperity; and of course the spirit of the Most
High told the prophets that the gay and flourishing
city would meet with a great calamity and that all
of those pictures and images and carved walls
should go under the dirt on account of the wickedness of its people. The prophet Ezekiel was captured and taken over there in that Assyrian country
when the other Israelites were captured, and he
(the prophet Ezekiel) gave his Israelitish brethren
a good sound lecture on the reason why theyiwere
captured and held as prisoners over there by the
Assyrians. He told the Israelites that the ungodly
idol ways of the Nineveh people had attracted
the eyes at the Israel people so greatly that they
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(the Israelites) had forgotten God. Those gay red
pictures and the army of men mounted on prancing
horses and parading through the streets of Nineveh
were more flashy to look at than God (according to
the Israelites’ idea) and as a. consequence God had
permitted them to be captured and held there as
prisoners. Now notice how plainly Ezekiel lays it

down to them; and i-t shows that he had seen these
identical palaces of Nineveh and had looked upon
the carvings and red pictures on the walls which
we are just now digging out from under the dirt
and bringing them to the light so that all nations
can look upon them and form a correct idea of what
the city used to be 3,000 years ago. Now hear
Ezekiel tell it; but before reading it I must explain
to you that he was lecturing about the Ten Tribe
kingdom of Israel which occupied the northern
half of Palestine, and the Judah kingdom which
occupied the southern half. You remember that 1
have shown to you in my books Nos. 2 and 3 how
the Israelitish kingdom was divided into two parts
on account of the quarrel they had among themselves. The northern kingdom (Ten Tribes) was
called Israel or Samaria, while the southern kingdom was called Judah or Jerusalem. You must
remember this and these names if you want to
understand the prophecies, as they refer to them as
Israel and Judah or Samaria and Jerusalem or
.Judea. Ezekiel, in his lecture, calls them two
women, because they were always acting the harlot; that is, they were doing things against God,
and he (Ezekiel) compares them to two sisters who
had fallen in love with the Assyrians and the gay
way over there. ‘He was hitting at Israel and
Judah for wanting to associate with those heathen

\
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Assyrians who worshiped idols. Now you
understand Ezekici’s lecture.

can

'

v

The word oi.‘ the Lord came to me saying: There were
two woman (Israel and Judah) and they commited whore.
dom. Their names were Aholah (meawtng Israel, Ten Tribes)
and Aholtbah her sister (which means Judah, the Jews). And
Aholah (Ten ’.l‘ribes) played the harlot, and she doted onher lovers, the Assyrians (the people or Nineveh), who were
clothed with blue; all of them desirable young men, riding
upon horses (gay and flashy, as the pictures on the walls now
show). She (Ten Tribes) committed whoredom with them.
With their idols she deflled herself; wherefore, I have delivered her (Ten Tribes) into the hands of her lovers, the
Assyrians; and when hersister (Judah, Jews) saw this
she was more corrupt than Israel (Ten Tribes). 1 saw that
they both (Israel and Jews) took one way; for when she
(Judah) saw men portrayed upon the wall with vermilion,
with girdles upon their ioins, in dyed attire, she doted on
them. (Here are the red pictures and carvings on the walls
which we are now digging up out of the ruins of Nineveh.)
Therefore, I will raise up thy lovers (the Assyrians) against
thee and they shall strip thee out of thy clothes. (Strip the
Jews.) I will do these things unto thee because thou hast
gone whoring after the heathen (Assyrians) and became
polluted with their idols. Thou (Judah Jews) hast walked
and thou shalt
in the way of thy sister (Israel, Ten
drink of thy sister’s cup, deep and large, and thou (Jews)
shalt be filled with sorrow and desolation, with the cup of
thy sister Samaria (meaning the cup of Israel, the Tea

Txdbes)

Tribes).-—Ezekiel23.

All of this has come true to the very letter, as
flnd those old walls with their carvings and
red pictures which represented the gay life of the
Nineveh people who deflled us (the Ten Tribes of
Israel) with their idols and heathen foolishness so
that the Lord drove us out of Palestine and had the
king of Assyria. take us prisoners. and we lost the
prophets out of our ranks and the Lord hid His face
away from us so that we have been marauding
around over the earth over 2500 years and meeting
we now
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withall kinds of disaster, such as wars, sweeping dis»
eases, plagues, and, finally,the Roman beast stepped
onto the earth and began to behead us and lead
us into ignorance and darkness, and we have become
drunken and debauched and have snakes in our boots
and cut and slash and sk_in and hang each other in a
most desperate way. We (the Ten Tribes) are one
of the women which Ezekiel was talking about in
his lecture, while the Jews were the other woman;
and he says that we were sisters, acting the harlot.
The Lord took us, the Ten Tribes, into captivity
first, so that we were gone over 100 years before He
took the Jews. He said that the Jews (our sister)
could have learned a lesson from us, but that she
(the Jews) would not, but became more corrupt than
we were, and that He would make her (the Jews)
drink of our bitter cup of sorrow and desolation,
and even make them suck it out and he laughed to
scorn and derision.
.

Thou (Judah, Jews) hast walked in the way of thy sister
Israd (Ten Tribes); therefore, I will give her cup (Ten
Tribe cup) into thine hand (into Jews’ hand). Thou shalt
drink it deep and large and suck it out, and he laughed to
scorn and derision and be ‘filled with sorrow and desolation.
—Ezekiel 23:31-34.

How terribly true the above has been. Look at
the long weary road of our sister (the Jews); how
she has been pounded, whipped and driven from
place to place and spit upon by all nations, so that
Russia does not want our sister (the Jews) and it
is cow-hiding her; and England does not want her;
and Americans, a few years’ ago, declared that they
would not put up at the same hotels where our sister_ (Jews) were allowed to stop, and this made the
‘hotel-keepers whip our sister out and’ refuse to

‘
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meal. She has had

desperate and terrible time, just as theLord said in
the above prophecy, that He would make her (the
Jews) drink our bitter cup deep and large and even
such it out so as to get all of the dregs and bitter
a.

settlings._

Because thou (Israel, Ten Tribes. and Judoh, Jews) hast
forsaken me and cast me behind thy back, therefore, bear
thy lewdness. With their idols they have committed
adultery. I (flu: Lord) will bring up a company upon them
and will give them to be removed and spoiled (driven all
over the earth), and the company shall stone them with
stones and despatch them with swords (fight them) and burn
up their houses with fire. Thus will I cause iewdness to
cease out of the land so that all women" (moaning other
nations) may be taught not to do after your lewdness (after
the wicked idol worship that the Ten Tribe:and the Jews wen
practicing). Ye (Israel and Judah) shall bear the sins of your

ido1s.—Ezekie1 23:35-49.

Yes, and we have borne the sins of our idols most
severely during the last 3500 years or more, so that

human life or age of persons has run. down to the
short period of only 33 years, on an average; whereas, the life or age of persons used to be as much as
900 years. Tribulation of every sort has struck us
at every turn. Our “sister” (the Jews) especially has
caught her
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therefore, she caught the extreme bitterness in the
bottom of our cup and was compelled to uck it
dry. It is curious thatpeople will not hear, but rush

to destruction.
Hovw terribly true the prophecies are; and they
are actual, literal things that have taken place
and are yet to occur on this earth with people,
governments and countries. Here we have a great
bundle of predictions all tied together in this one
lecture of Ezekiel. We have dug up out of the earth‘
the palaces and temples with their pictures and
carvings, about which he talks. We now look back
over our long and terrible road of over 2500 years
and we can see that we, as one of the women, acted
the harlot and have received our dreadful punishment; and we see our sister (the Jews), the other
woman mentioned by Ezekiel, how she has licked
the dust and is to-day thrown out of home and country and i whipped and spit upon because we both
(the two isters). wenvt whoring after those foolish
things of the Assyrians, over at Nineveh and Babylon. Of course we had warnings by the prophets
who described the road we would have to travel
if we did not behave ourselves, but we were the»
just like we are now; we did not believe them. We
said it “would not come in our day,” and that if it ever
did come it would be away up in the sky, among
spirits, and that it would never take place on this
earth. We looked on that gay city of Nineveh where
the king had a palacecovering eight acres of ground,
with thewalls painted with various kinds of scenery;
and we saw the huge stone walls around the city
which was six-ty miles around it, and we looked out
on the 1500 towers, 200 feet high, shooting up out of
the walls; and we looked through tihe streets and
on
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counted thousands of gay
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people. We saw the

powerful army riding upon horses and decked with
flashy ‘trappings; and we gazed with astonishment
at the great id-ol god Nisroch which took our eye
much more than the spiritual God of Israel; and we
thought we were having a hilarious time, never
dreaming that the great city would be completely
covered over with dirt, and that we would be cast
out as Wanderers to flghrt against the elements of
destruction, with no God to speak to us. It all
came terribly true upon us and our sister, the Jews.
a.

The children of Israel shall abide many days without
(inspired) king and without a. pr1nce.—Hosea 3:4.

People argued incorrectly then just as they are
arguing falsely now, thatit was all symbols, to occur
in the sky after death. So it is with the prophecies
yet to come to pass. People will not believe that
the present governments must go down and a new
order of things take the place. They say it is all
symbols to occur in the “beyond,”but time will show
to them their error.
The prophecies say that all the governments
of this earth will be thrown down and be blown
away like chaif and that the New and Latter House
of Israel called the Elect will take possession of the
earth and rule it. And I know that such a movement of the Lord is now beingprepared, and that 81“
things must give way before it, but the inhabitants
of the earth toss their heads with a sneer and go on
and say, that it will “never come in. our day,” even
if it ever comes. They look upon the great capitals
of the various nations of earth, and the armies and
cannons and the flashy trappings of war generals,
and they say these things never will be torn down
_

‘
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sight But wait a few years,
until the present commotion takes on increased
force and all thingsbegin to tremble. But I am not
talking about the world coming to an end. Not at
all. The outcome of it all, gathered from the Bible,
being minutely described in my books Nos. 2 and 3,
it will not be discussed here. Suflice it to say, that
hundreds and thousands of bricks, tablets, pottery,
monuments and cities are being dug up, all over the
world, which show thattheprophets knew what they
were talkingabout. Some time ago a love~letter was
dug up; it was in theform of a brick or a clay slab on
which the message had been written while the brick
was soft and green, so that when it became dry and
hard the message remained And while this brick
love-letter (ax; first thought) cuts no figure with my
subjects being discussed, yet (on second thought)
it does come forward as a witness to prove several
important points. It (the brick letter) is very
ancient, and, therefore, is a good witness to show
that people of those days could write, and, therefore, tihe slabs, pottery, walls, etc., now being found,
we genuine ancient history of occurrences, as many.
of them deal with the transactions of persons mentioned in the Bible, and accounts on the clay tablets
show that the Bible writers: stated it correctly,
but people of to-day argue that the statements in the
Bible could not have been written at the time they
pretend to have been for the reason that people of
those days could not write, but things are being
dug up now which put those theories away forever.
and buried out of

Mr. Edward Glaser has made four exploring tours into

Arabia, the last extending from 1892 to 1894. and has made
some remarkable discoveries, bringing to light matter that
materially confirms many Bible narratives. He demon-
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strates thatthe people who inhabited this part of the world
well informed and skilled in the art of writing even
before the time of Moses. This is death to the theories advanced by the high critics, who maintain that the art oi!
writing in the time of Moses was not sufficiently advanced
to justify the conclusion that Moses really wrote the
Pentateuch (the flrst flve books of the Old Testament). And
it is now quite evident that Arabia is yet to furnish the
proof that will completely retute and overthrow the
criticism being directed againstthe Pentateuch as well
as other parts of the Bible. Already these critics feel the
ground giving way under them.—From Messenger.
were

Arabiais a large country southeast of Jerusalem.
supposed to be the native land of Job. It is
also thought that the gold for Solomon’s Temple
was brought from southern, Arabia. And it is
believed thatthe Queen of Sheba resided down there
about 1000 B. C. She visited Solomon.
It is not generally known that large societies
are formed to furnish money and workmen to dig
down into the ruins of the ancient cities of Egypt,
It is

Assyria and Palestine; andthey are bringingto light

Only a few months ago Mr. D.
L. Miller of the United States was in the city of
Jerusalem and watched the work of digging go on,
and he writes backs to this country a letter about it
and from which (with his permission) I clip the folsome astonishments.

lowing:

We were much interested in the work or excavating the
ancient walls, now being carried on by Dr. Bliss, for the
Palestine Exploration Fund. We visited the excavations
a number of times, climbing down shafts, and exploring
dark tunnels. At some future time a synopsis of the work
done may be given. Here space is only taken for one

discovery.

At one point an ancient gate was discovered, and excavating about it, it was found that it occupied the site of
not only one, but of two earlier gates. These three gates,
one built above the other, are to be seen very plainly. The
first thrown down “sank into the ground." as it were, and
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then a. second built above the ilrst and so also the third.
We examined all this very carefully and saw the sockets
in which the gates swung. The most striking fact about it
is that the prophet Jeremiah, speaking of the desolation
of Jerusalem, nses this language: “The Lord hath proHer
posed to destroy the wall of the daughter of Zion.
gatea are sunk in the ground; he hath destroyed and broken
her bars." The sunken gates of the wall of Zion bear testimony in these last days to the truth of the Book of God.llr. Miller’: letter.
.

.

.

Other discoveries are being made which bring
face withthe hoary past, whose grim witup in front of us and look us in the
say, “We are messengers sent by the
Most High to testify unto the world.” People have
come and made their tracks and then left the earth,
with their lips sealed, but their works leave their
history, as is shown by the following:
In the South Pacific Ocean, about 2,000 miles west of
South America, and 1,500 miles from the nearest inhabited
island, lies the little, heretofore insignificant Easter Island,
five by eleven miles in size. Lately some remarkable dis~
us face to
nesses stamd
eyes as if to

coveries were made upon it, consisting of gigantic statues
of great antiquity, showing that the island was at one time
inhabited by a people far advanced in civilization. No
less than 500 of these busts, showing the form of the body
from the top of the head to the hips—have been found,
varying in size from three to eventy feet in height. The
largest one will probably weigh 238,000 tons. These huge
busts were moved a coniderable distance after they were
completed and then skillfully mounted on immense platforms, and now stand as mute witnesses, testifying concerning a wonderful people unknown to the world at this time.
On some oi‘ the monuments are inscriptions in an unknown
language. By and by these inscriptions may be declpheed,
then we hall know something of the .prehistorlc race of
this far-away and lonely island. By degrees the old monuments nre yielding up their long-kept secrets.—Mesaenger.

Yes, and they throw much light on the Bible.
The prophecies have much to say about certain
cities and countries and the ruin and desolation
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that would come upon them for their wrongdoing,
and it is now interesting to dig out those things,

as they show how terribly true the prophets have
spoken. It certainly should have some effect to
show that the words of those inspired men, thus
far, have not failed. Therefore, how can we argue
that they will fail when they come to us of this day?
In. my No. 3 book I have shown by plain calculations that the time is now here when a great many
of the prophecies will begin to come to pass upon us;
and when you understand them and what they lay
out for us then you can see what is causing all of
this commotion and uproar over the earth, and it
becomes an easy matter to foretell just what the
next thing will be and how it will turn. Just now
(July, 1896), while I am writing the last lines of this
book, with a, burning understanding of what is soon
to occur on earth, I look out om the people of my
country (theUnited States) and I see themall excited
and striving with each other to nominate their
favorite candidates for president of the United
States, believing that if they can only elect a certain man who advocates a certain principle the
country will come into a flourishing condition,
so that everything will float along nicely; and it
is probable that the candidates themselves thoroughly believethat if they can be elected they could
bring about a. peaceful and prosperous time. All
these ideas are an illusion, and time will prove the
truth of this statement. The iron hand of prophecy
has hold of the lever and it will never stop until it
throw down, runs over and grinds in-to powder
and blows away as chaff all of the present governments, churches and haughty society. And if those

who have

a

desire to be

president of the United
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States knew what is hanging over this country their
feverish aspirations would cool down into an icy
chill, as there is nothing but the most dreadful and
terrible trouble in store for them from now until
about 1915; and whoever shall be holding the oiiioe
of president during the trembling years preceding 1915 will find a greater load on his hands than
he can manage, as the Head-Light of the Millennial
Kingdom is already in sight, and the rumblings and
roarings of its ponderous and dazzling wheels are
distinctly heard, but the people and candidates
imagine thatit is the Tariff after them, and nothing
but time will convince them that they are laboring
under the mental clouds of insanity, as no human
power can prop up the present institutions. It
would be throwing a blockade in front of the new
order of things, which means that THE NEW AND
LATTER HOUSE OF ISRAEL, as described in
my book No. 3, willcometogether within-thenext few
years and push down every thing in front of it and
sit down upon the ruins and rule the entire earth
with the rod of the Lord which can not be broken;
and all things‘ will be compelled to take off their
hats and bow to the decree of theMost High, whose
well-trained people now being prepared spiritually
will be as God. The prophecies oall themthe House
of David.
The House of David shall be as God: and I will seek
to destroy all the nations that come against Jerusalem. I
will smite every horse with astonishment and his rider with
madness; and I will make Jerusalem a. burdensome stone
for all people, and all that burden themselves with it shall
be cut in pieces; and Jerusalem shall be inhabited E8813
in her own plaee.—-Zech. 12:3-10.
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THE MYSTICAL UNIVERSE.
The Bible writers frequently mention the wonders of the heavens. Their piritually illuminated
minds could see in the arrangement and movements
of the planets the marvelous wisdom of God in constructing the machinery of the universe. David,
the inspired king over the Israelitish nation-, talks
about it in this wise:
The heavens declare the glory of God; and the flrmament
sheweth his handywork. There is no speech nor language
where their voice is not heard. Their line is gone out through
all the earth, and their words to the end of the world. In
them hath he set a tabernaclefor the sun.—Psalms 19:14.

The writer of Genesis tells us that the planets
made and set in motion to act as a sort of
clock-workto measure off time and give “signs” and

were

‘lighrt.

'And God said, Let there be lights in the flrmament of
the heaven to divide the day from the night; and let them
be for stuns and for seasons and for days and years.-—-Gen.
1:14.

Some of the other inspired men have something
to say about these things; therefore, we see that

they

were

attracted

by the heavenly machinery

which whirls on and on, making seasons and years
and marking out time and giving alarms (“signs”)
and light to the people of this earth.
I claim that all the planets, including this earth,
are harnessed together into a. great harmonious
system like a clock, with some of the wheels running
rapidly while others go slowly, and that as the rev-

olutions are

completed a change takes place called
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seasons or years; and that when all the wheels come
round. to their starting point—to the same position
(each with the other) as they were at the beginning,
a very great change occurs, and which may be called
an age or a dispensation of God. That is, the world
and its inhabitants are turned into a. new order of
things. And if we understand these movements we
can know exactly when. the turn is to occur, as the
writer of Genesis tells us thatthey (the planets) are
a “sign” to us to warn us that the heavenly clock is
about to strike. And it is clear to my mind thatthis
is the situation of things at this time (1896). The
planets are making “signs” to us now that the time
is almost here when a very great and marvelous
change is to take place. I arrive at this conclusion
by several methods. (1) The prophecies in the Bible
declare it. (2) The arrangement of the planets in
the heavens “sign” it to us. (3) The general signs
of the times point to it. (4) We know that the 2,520
years of Gentile Times are almost expired. But
you will ask, How can the planets give us any
“sign” that a terrible disturbance is about ready to
break loose in the universe? Well, you remember
I have shown thatthewriter of Genesis declares that
God made the planets for “signs” and for seasons,
etc.; and if they are linked or grouped together into
piece of heavenly clock-work, we know by looking
at their positions just how far on their journey they
'have gone and‘ what condition of atmosphere they
produce when they are at a certain point. No one
will dispute this, as every one knows that the blustery and icy season comes and remains a while and
then disappears, and the warm growing season
takes the place. We know just when_to look for
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a cer-

point in the heavenly clock we know what to
expect; -therefore, the planets and their positions
give us a. “sign.” We have also learned that when
great disturbances are occurring among the planets
in the heavens, sweeping disaster strikes this earth.
Sometimes it is a. ravaging disease, while at other
times it is a great earthquake, or terrible and destructive floods, or extreme heat and drouth, or gen-

tain

eral wars among thenations. Do I mean to say that
disturbance among the planets in the heavens will
throw thenations ot this earth into wars? Well, I
shall not state it in exactlythose words, but I do say
thatastronomers declare it as a. fact that when there

is a general war among the nations there is also, at
the some time, a great display or upheaval among the
planets in the heavens. You can draw your own
conclusions; but you must remember that the New
Testament tells us that “we wrestle not with flesh and
blood, but with powers and principalities” (in the air).
That is, some unseen power or powers operate over
us and throw us into convulsions of some kind; and,
as I have before stated, those convulsions are sweeping diseases, earthquakes, floods, drouths and wars.
Whatever the causes may be, we know that this
earth is influenced by com]/itions and positions of
other planets, and those who understand these
‘-things can calculate many years ahead as to when
a great earthquake will occur. Some years ago a
scientific gentleman declared that at a certain time
in a certain year (five years ahead) an earthquake
would occur, followed by a terrible convulsion. or
eruption of a volcano in Mexico. It occurred just
at the time and place as predicted by him. He did

-
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not claim to be a prophet by direct inspiration. He
based his statement on what he knew. about the
forces that would be exerted among the planets at
a certain time; and as this earth is closely associated withthe movements of other heavenly.bodies,
its actions will be decidedly influenced by them.
This being the case, it becomes an easy matter then.
to ascertain just when to expect disturbances.
Astronomers tell usthatfrom the 9th to the 26th;
of December, 1901, the planets will all be in a
straight line, but that all of -themgexoept the earth
will be on one side of the sun, leaving the earth

(alone) on the other side. Astronomers claim that
this was their position at the time of Noal1’s Flood.
Dr. F. M. Close, ex-president of the Tacoma Academy of Science, talks on this as follows:
The Babylonian Tablets are a- set of inscribed plates

written thousands or years before the Christian era. In
these is given. an account of the Noachian deluge. These
tablets were exhumed from the ancient city of Nineveh and
are now in-the British Museum at London. They state that
Capricornus was the ruling sign of the zodiac at the time
of the deluge. Berosus, a Chaldean astronomer, wrote the
history of Babylon, and quoted the Babylonian Tablets, and
he further declared that when the sun and planets again
together occupy the sign of Capricornus another world. flood
would happen. It is proper to here say that the term
“flood” or “deluge” does not mean the end of the world, not
the total extinction of life upon the globe, but the subsidence
or sinking of a. great body of land, such as a continent,
beneath the waters of the ocean. Just now the planets are
rapidly approaching that position in which the earth will
be on one sldeof the sun and all the rest or the planets on
the other, all ranged in nearly a straight llne.—Dr. Close in
a California paper.

Dr. Close does not think that another flood will
be produced, but he is positive thatthe greatest disturbances that have struck this earth for hundreds
of years will be the result. He further says:
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The late seismic disturbance, which extended over the
Middle and Southeastern States, was one of the preliminary
throes of a great cataclysm, the culmination of which may
not occur for several years.-—Dr. Ulose.

We already notice very great and terrible disturbances in the atrniosphere. Cyclones, floods,

frosts, ‘extreme heat, sweeping winds and drouths
becoming. common. They are simply the. tonerunners, which are coming ahead of the general and
awful upheaval which is bound to come within a few
years. A great combination of things is forming
into line. As just started, the planets come into this
peculiar straight-line position, in which all of them
will combinetheir forces and pull against the earth,
in 1901. But just before this—viz., 1899——the earth
will run into a bee-hive of comets, which come
around to us or we come to them every thirty-three
years. Professor Falb lectured in Berlin, Germany,
on this subject as follows:
are

That on the 13th of November, 1899, the comet will cut
the path of the earth at the point where the earth arrives
every year on that date. Evm should a collision. take place,
the material or the comet is so light that no harm would
result to the earth, imless the carbonic gas, of which probably all comets consist, should poison the atmosphere. But
it is certain that between 2 and 3 a. m. on the 13th 0!‘.
November, 1899, the most awful specin.c1e‘ot shooting stars
will take place that the world has ever w1tnessed!—Prof.
Falb.

It will well pay the people of this country to sit
all
night to see the great display in the heavens.
up
It will occur sometime between the 13 a.nd- the 15th
of November, 1899. This is so near to the 1901 disturbance thatthe two will be more or less combined
in action and, added to other things, will make this
earth heave and roll in more ways than one. The
atmosphere will be so greatly disturbed that a VB)-
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riety of things is liable to occur. Earthquakes are
almost certain to be one kind of the trouble, with
sweeping diseases (especially those affecting the
brain and nerves), cyclones, floods and drouths and,
probably, extreme heat are in the line of probabilities
and may be expected. As to the heat, scientific men

are almost certain; that it will come, for the reason
thatthe earth will be in the right posi-tion to get it.
Passing through the shower of blazing comets will
be one cause of increased heat, with othercauses to
be added. As to this, Professor Proctor, the astronomer, uses this language:
In about 1897-8 theheat of the sun will be so enormously
increased by the impact of a comet as to destroy lite upon
this earth.—Prof. Proctor, the astronomer.
This earth is already coming into the edge of these
disastrous things so that cyclones, drouths, floods,
heat and peculiar whirls in the atmosphere are common occurrences. Only a. few weeks ago the Pacific
Ocean rose up out of its bed and ran out on the dry
land and destroyed thirty thousand people in five
minutes, according to newspaper accounts, which I

clip as follows:

THIRTYTHOUSAND VICTIMS.
‘Entire Towns Wiped Out of Existence by a Tidal Wave
Which Gave No Warning.
On the 15th or June, at 8:30 o'clock in the evening, a
seismic wave struck the nwtheast coast of the main land
_(Ja.pan), throughout a distance of about 200 miles, and in
five minutes 30,000 people were killed and 12,000 houses
So stupendous was the atmospheric disturbance
idestroyed.
‘that it not only leveled forests to the ground, but
,also stripped the trees of bark and twigs, reducing them
to blanched skeletons. Corpses recovered within a few
hours of death looked as though they had undergone a
week’s decomposition. The? wounds suffered by thesurvivors
and shown by the bodies of the dead are also of a shocking
~
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the flesh is torn into shreds,
others the eyes are forced
out of their sockets; in others the trunks seem to have been
wrenched asunder by forces acting in opposite directions;
in others the skin looks as though it had been plunged in
boiling water. Such are the details of dea.th and ruin, the
terrible totals at this moment of writing being 29,073 killed.
7,737 wounded and 7,844 houses washed away or wrecked.some cases

exposing the bone beneath; in

Dadlypapers’ report.
While the above mentioned disaster was yet
fresh in our minds another unusual and dreadful
thing struck this earth with a roar and blazing heat
thatfrightened the inhabitants
Tucson, Ariz., Aug. 17, 1896.--An immense meteor struck

the desert about two miles north of.Hall’s ranch. The
concussion was terrible.
Cupboards were upset, dishes
were thrown on the floor and the house trembled as a leaf.
The noise was like thatof many cannon flred simultaneously.
The air for miles around was filled with sulphurous gas,
and the meteor came down red and smoking. It covers
about two acres of ground, appearing to be imbedded hundreds of feet in the earth, and now forms a great mound
in the desert. A herder’s hut and corral were in the meteor's
path. The herder, his wife and three children, together
with about 1,200 sheep, went down under the mighty mass.
A large party left here yesterday evening to view thewond_a- and to get further particulars. It is about 60 miles
north or Tucson.-——Newspaper account.

Some ‘time ago an earthquake ran through or
under the sea and upset an island on which a. city
was built. The whole city was tilted 01! into the
water ‘instantly as though: it were a fly on a cart
wheel. It is curious that people do not notice the
unusual frequency of destructive earthquakes nowadays. Scarcely any one seems to see the daily
papers’ reports of them. All these things are simply the begimving or edge of the disasters which will
soon strike this earth and make it heave and wabble
like a ship in a storm; and the combined forces
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opera.ting against the earth will finallythrow it clear
out of its present orbit or track and may, probably,
land it into another system at planets with another
sun as their center. I say'it may do this. I do not
say that it will. This, of course, will change the climatic conditions around this earth, but while it is
passing from its present orbit to its new position it
will, probably, lose part of the light of this sun so
that the light will be grayish or yellow. It seems
that this will occur while the earth and the other

planets are changing their positions.
'

And it shall come to pass in thatday, that the light shall
not be clear nor dark, but it shall be one day which shall
be known to the Lord, not day nor night; but it shall come
to pass that at evening time it shall be light. And it shall
be in thatday thatliving waters shall go out from Jerusalem.
half of them toward the former sea and half of them
toward the binder sea, and the Lord shall be king over
all the earth. In that day there shall be one Lord and his
name one.—Zech. 14 :6-9.
Thus we ee that there is to be a very great dis-

turbance among the planets of the heavens, so that
the light of this sun will not be what it is now to us.
The change will produce a new condition in the sun
and moon.
The light out the moon shall be as the light of the sun
and the light of the sun shall be sevenfold. as the light or
seven days, in the day thatthe Lord bindeth up the breach
of his people and healeth the stroke of their wound. Behold
the name of the Lord eometh from far, burning with his
anger, and the burden thereof is heavy; his lips are full of
indignation and his tongue as a devouring fire, and his
breath, as an overflowing stream, shall reach to the midst
of the neck, to sift the nations. And the Lord shall cause
his glorious voice -to be heard and shall shew the lighting
down of his arm, and with the flame of a devouring fire,
with scattering and tempest and hai1stones.—-Isa. 30:26-31.
The above scripture confirms what I have been
saying about the extraordinary position of the plan-
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ets, and about the earth moving out. or its place and

going to some new location.

The earth shall reel to and fro like a drunkard and shall
be removed like a cottage; and the trangression thereof shall
be heavy upon it. And it shall come to pass in that day that
the Lord shall punish the host of the high ones, and the
kings of the earth upon the earth, and they shall be gathered
together as prisoners are gathered. Then the moon, shall be
confounded and the sun ashamed when the Lord of hosts
shall reign in Mount Zion, and in Jerusalem, and before his
ancients (the Royal Bod/u of Prteate, called the Elect).-Isa.
2i:20-23. I will shake the heavens, and the earth shall
remove out of her place, for the stars of heaven and the constellations thereof shall not give their light, and the sun
shall be darkened in his gotng forth, and the moon shall not
cause her light to shine; and I will punish the world for
their evil and the wicked for their iniquity and I will cause
the arrogancy of the proud to cease and will lay low the
haughtiness of the terrible.—Isa. 13 :6-14. And there shall
be signs in the sun and in the moon and tn the stars, and
upon the earth distress of nations, with perplexity; the sea
and the waves roaring, for the powers of heaven shall be
shaken.—Luke 21:25-26. And it shall come to pass in that
day, saith the Lord, that I will cause the sun to go down
at noon, and I will darken the earth in the clear day, and I
will turn your feasts into mourning, and I will make it as
the mourning of an only son, and the end thereof as a bitter
day.-—Amos 8:9-10.

Thus we see that the Bible writers were not
afraid to talk about astronomy and the movements
of the planets in the heavens, for the reason that
they knew of the great disturbance that would be
due at the end of this age, and this goes to confirm
what I have heretofore stated, that the planets were
all yoked together into one great clock-work to
measure off time in God’s dispensations and give us
a “sign” as to when the heavenly time-piece would
strike; and I declare it that the alarm is already
jingling, but the world is arrogant and proud and
refuses to hear, notwithstandingthe fact thatthese
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disturbances are already commencing, and they will
overtake us bitterly within a few years. But I am
aware of the fact that nothing but time will convince people of the truth of these statements. Political, social and religious matters are already disrupted and beyond the hope of reconstruction, and
yet, in the face of this we see the people of this
country (Umited States) talking about the Tariff,
Sound Money, Free Coinage, and a host of other notions that can. have no effect whatever on bringing
about a peaceful condition. The Lord’s dispensa
tions will change whether Congress does or does not
consent. And during the change a terrible upheaval
will occur and it will not stop to ask Congress any
thing about it. It is already striking and Congress
is powerless to remedy it.
The day of the Lord cometh as a thief in the night. for
when they shall say, Peace and safety, then sudden
destruction cometh upon them, and they shall not escape.-—
-

1 Thes. 5:14.

In the face of all this and the present signs of
the times it does seem ridiculous to see people running around arguing that the election of a certain
man or men and the enactingof certain law by Congress will bring us peace and prosperity.
I argue this case from what is called the scientific standpoint, for the reason that most people declare that the prophecies are not reliable and, therefore, they cannot be depended upon to give us a correct statement of what is to occur. But I know positively that these notions of the people about the
prophecies are not correct, as I have investigated ancient history and have compared it with the state
ments of the prophets and I find that things have
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to pass exactly as they predicted they would.
Therefore, it is reasonable to thinkthat the thingsyet
to come to pass will take place exactly as stated by
the prophets. As for myself, it is not necessary to go
over the so-called scientific part of this argument and
examine the position and condition of the planets in
order to convince my mind that some terrible and
dreadful disturbances will take place on this earth
in the near future, as I am already convinced that
the prophets understood their business and foresaw(by inspiration) the occurrences as they will take
place, and I have quoted to you some of their words
in order .that you may see that they entirely agree
with the statements of what are called scientific men
of to-day. I have shown to you that they say that
very great and terrible heat is liable to strike this
earth in the near future, and this is in perfect harmony with the statements of the New Testament
writers.
But the heavens and the earth which are now kept in
store, reserved unto fire against the day or judgment and
perdition out ungodly men. The day of the Lord will come
as a thief in the night, in the which the heavens shall pass
come

'

away with a great noise and the elements shall melt with
fervent heat.-2 Peter 3:7-12.

It is proper to call your astten-tion to the fact that
the great disturbance among the planets will be aeoompanied by_ a terrible upheaval among men on
this earth, so that the angry and distressed condi
tion of the people added to the heat produced from
eeemlngly natural causes will make the fiery elements so extremely severe on human life that a very
great proportion of the inhabitants of thiearth will
perish. Only_those who shall endure unto the end
shall be saved. The time when these disturbances
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will occur is calculated and set forth plainly in my
No. 3 book, which shows that it will occur between
1896 and 1915, but no special year is set. It is
enough to know that it is within eighteen years.
The'theorythat the planetary condition will produce heat so great as to destroy things seems to be
confirmed by the words of St. John:
The flrst angel sounded and there followed hall and fire
mingled with blood, and they were cast upon the earth; and
the third part of trees was burnt up; and all green grass
was burnt up; and the third part of the creatures which
were in the sea. and had life, died; and the third part or
theships were destroyed.-—Bev. 8:7-9.
It is useless to carry the argument farther. I
have shown sufficient to convince anyone (who is
willing to be convinced) that we are coming to a
time of tribulation and sorrow the like of which the
world has never seen, and they will be upon us before the general public is a.ware of it, as people are
now just as they were in the days of Noah. They
will neither heed not believe, although the signs are
coming thick and fast, but the world‘ seems not to
notice these things. People are too busily engaged
in stealing from each other ands‘ running -after dol~
liars and sexual matters to think much about the
roaring cyclones, the rumbling earthquakes, the
heavings of the sea, the falling of red-hot monster
meteors, the disrupted condition of governments,
the alarming increase of insanity, the floods and
drouths walki-mg hand in hand, the total ungodlriness
of the churches, the devilishrness of society, which
is as rotten and putrid as hell itself, the extreme
pride and haughtiness of men and women, their
bitter hatred towards any thing spiritual, and the
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flippant indignation they show towards those who
calling the world’s attention to the great change
soon to occur. All these things are right before our
eyes now, and the bugle is sounding, and God is musterin-g thehosts to the great day of thebattle of God
Almighty, and yet the world jogs along, seemingly
unconscious of the uprising now taking place.
Most of those who do see it imagine that Congress can
settle it. This is absurdity gone to seed, and those
who hold to theidea. are just as much in the dark as
those who do not see the disrupted condition at all.
They are all blind together.
are
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at a time—Why necessary——Thought still active during small acts—Moods win
success, and not direct thought alone—Why power and happines synonymous
soul’: constant presence-—I-low secured—-Success thus assured
—Overshadowing
—Desire to do implies abili to do~—Permanent thought moods solidify.

sym£athy—-Tho
gratify

power—Thought's

'

BOOK VI.--S BJECT: USEFUL PRACTICES.
Svxorsrs or C0)I'l'lN‘l.‘S.
control circumstances—Aii “Alladin’s Lamp”—Practices that can be
‘

How

‘

to

easily applied-—Simple methods of obtaining roof9—Man born to be i'ich—Proofs
of immortality—Man’s irresistible magnet— ower of thought to satisfy wantsPractices founded on laws of thought——Secret of man.’s power—Vibrat_icn essence
of things—Thought controls vibration——Interior thought methods which awaken
high vibrations——How to reach its depths—Power of silence-Why more potent
than when spoken—Why words retard thought vibrations—Sacred words-—-Nature’s punishments for profanity~—Vibrato effect of disagreeable words—The
"Aura” of books—A brotherhood—Availabeby all at home—Founded on laws
of silence, thought, help from within, etc.—No cost for joinin —Advantages so
obtained—An occult practice—Ties connecting members—Met ods of dis sing blessings—Riiigs, books, money, etc.—-All power from interior unfol ment
rules for each day——How business can be made easy—-Awakening inner forces
Esoteric significance of words-What these observances enable persons to doFriendshi 3, business success, etc.—Means of growth—Essence of :=v.ccessSurrounding conditions correspondences of permanent moods—I.aws of vibration—Scientific theories exploded-—Basis of magic—Enlarging man's relations
to obtain _pleasa.nt surroundings—Law of love the basis of
llow nature makes people think-- ropliecies for coming three years-Cons¢-

self-he:l[§>—How
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and V‘
_

of health—-Of dIsea_se-—Can .external_ methods be avoided?—How—Disease
they operate—
germs—0rlgi_n of life-Its 1mmqrtality—“Microbes"—How
interferences-—Your indestructibili —-Fear-—
Health_
Soldiers-—Atoms—I-_Icalth
Esotenc meamngs—_—Awaken1_ng inner _foroes-—“Music of the spheres"— he

—-Why-—Notliing to fear—-Wliy—Results of misusing your forces-Protection-—
Our Brotherhood-Its

BOOK XVII—SU

wers.

ECT: METHODS OF SELF-HELP THROUGH
SELF-TRUST.
SYNOPSIS or Comtxrs.
to gain access to exhaustless resources—Law of nature—Positive and
*

-

g

How
universe your natural k_iiigdoin—How and why it must be
more and more positive--Powers of woman's negative
ruled_—How to become
still
Life
first
.

_

_

negative poles—-The

Science is——Its
greater po_sitiveness—What
step—positiveness—l_k
How _to exercise powerover things at a distance—Metl-iods of attra.ction—Sbould
and love
in

-exercise self-trust—Wliy—-What woman loves
inan—Why—Thouglit
.hbsolute in action—How to eradicate negative conditioiis—Its iniportance—Bodily
activities comparatively weak—Power of thought—How to accomplish results while
asleep—Real action through repose—Organizing forces—-How the forces become

benefits from sleep—How to draw nightly upon
‘scattered-—Ho'w to get greater
inner. foroes—-Importance of avoiding harmful psychic forces—How avoidedCommon mistakes-—Dangers of dreams-—Psychic conditions in cities—How they
of
and
become

self-knowledge

thought control—Property an
steps—Methods of obtaining
tests—True foundation for self-trust—Shams—-Why
self-knov_zledge~—Scientific
thought is werful—How to become revivified—Vibratory law-Its importance
—Cause 0 £oree—0f love--0! positive and ncgativ<.—Of inanifestation—0f
gravitation—Of masculine ‘and feminine—Of sex—Of sexual tendencies-Of
physical life-—Man’s ultimate-—Scientific proofs—Why truth makes free—How to
disintegrate matter—-How to exercise power—Man’s polarity—Whe_re _to beginliow to overcome bondage—What to demand—Why _wrongful a uisitioris necescharged—Necessi

unsafe reliance-Why—

sitate

science of l'rfe—First

liberator.
be realized—How—
iation—All ri htful desires
METHODS OF SELF-HELP THROUGH
§IVIII—SUBfECT:
SELF-KNOWLEDGE.

ex

BOOK

e

must

our

SYNOPSIS or CONTENTS.
The door of opportunity—How reached—-How to know opportunity—A1l
things obtainable by rightful methods--Cause and effect-—Esoteric connections
between interior and external things—How to deal with both-Magnetic forces
—Their causes-Composition of atoms-Microscopic proofs-—Cause of force is
within man—How awakened—Why -rnan’s sphere llmited—-How become unlimited
—-Methods of obtaining external possessions—True independei_iee—_I-Iow to gain
wisdom—How to acquire perfect health—-Methods for obtaining right companionships—Of money and material possessions——Ad_vantages of good homes,
foods, luxuries, etc.—Higher forces rhythmic-—0ur interferences with nature’:
open
optimism—How avoided-—Your fate in your own hands--All opportunities
of thought conreapi_ng---Necessity
—Co—operating with the law—Sowing and
trol—How to create opportunities——New discoveries—Your niche in the universe
How found and filled—-One law for all things—Corres ondences—Methods.
BOOK XIX——SUBJECT: METHODS OF SEL -HELP THROUGH

I

SELF-CULTURE.

SYNOPSIS or Co_N'rzN'rs._
How to enrich the life—The elixir of life-—-Its ingredients—Cause of evilPathway to lovi.~—Law of vibration—-Numbers—Your vibratory key-note—How
known—Value of self-knowledge—How to produce an desired eflect—_How individual tendencies may be scientifically ascertained— ow true place in world
ascertained—Defeets in our educational systems-—Why round man gets in
faculties an alphasquare holc—Man’s destiny-—Source of power—The thought
bet of expression—Writing of adepts—How Bible may become luminousEsoteric meanings of words——The _‘lost word”—What it expresses—Its thrill
._T;-ue purpose of life—Love a scienc¢.~—Why—Its principles-—Its possibilities
'

_

I

—Its powers-—Its methods-'-'-How deve1oped—The pathway to power and hapiiness—Life’s issues-—Your duty to yourself—Gifts—Their esoteric significance
—A vision-— Past lives- How educational defects remedied-Mc:‘.i«::ds—Why
come-—Every faculty improvable—-How—How to awaken
§a.cial lines and offurrows
man’: present conditions-The soul's past ii'icarnations—Hovr
eca l1ed—Its fi_iture—-Causes of evolution—Its relation to man—How' interior
nagnetisms built—How vibratory earth ties formed—How broken—How earth
gves outgrown—-W.hy man should not kill out desire-—Character building..ause of earth desires~—Methods of recallin memories of past lives—Its uniesirability-Causeof death—l-Iow interior lie forces shut off and recovered3rotherhood methods of self-culture.
XX—SUBJECT: A PLAN OF SELF-CULTURE AND

Pl'CES—C3llS€5

‘BOOK

SELF-HELP.
SYNOPSIS or CONTENTS.
Wit_rcquired to_make and keep lar e fortune—Your capital—How utilized
—Otganizin_g_and disorganizing metho s—'Im ortance of moods—Methods of
_

_

bought training-7A secret _of success—Menta
importanceAmerican fortunes fluctuating
3ur_ force scattering educational i_nethod_s—Whyconcent_ration—Its
—_Di_f!usion—Why young men fa.il—Main obiect of education—Latent forces
within mar_i—Seven methods of awalrening them—Power of desire—Of hopeOf determination-—Of thought—Aiding forces—H_ow obtained—Importance of
moods-7Power of understanding-.—Help from within—An essential to true success-‘JFirst steps-—How the forces reorganized—How to produce and maintain
successful moods-—A method of concentration—Its importance-The central
dynamo of vibratory power—How reached—How to connect with higher self
—Thought_
methods‘ of healing~—A practice—-Its powers——How to gain command
over all vibration—How to find the
the inertia of
self—-How
true

to overcome

tl-iings—Purposes and methods of our seven exoteric
brotherhood degrees—-Their esotericisin—-First step—Advantages of co-operative
thought--How to overcome chaotic external forces—Thought currents-—Sccond, third, fourth and fifth steps-—'I‘heir significance«—Need of workers.
matter and external

BOOK XXI—SUBJECT: HELPS.
SYNOPSIS or CoN'i':N'rs.
The ”know—how"——A partnership with natural laws-Its powers-Great
powers exercised without exertion—Power from within—How exercised—How

to release interior energies——How to become microbe proof—Wor1d composed
of magnetic forces-How polarized to an educated will--How to become master
of all magnetic forces-—A rule for healing-—For money-making, happiness, etc.
—-Its importance~—-Overlooked esotericism—A new discovery—-The cause of
motion—All matter but modes of motion-—Importance of getting command of
its cause-—Force everywhere-Unseen forces which surround us——Malignant and
poisonous currents—I-Iow coiinteraeted—Harmful psychic forces-—Dangers of
wrong psychic development methods—-How avoided—All things evolve from
within—Inverted metliods—Dangers of the seance room-Deceptive phenomena
—Obsession——Psychic leeches—Seance room delusions-—Psychiccauses of sex
perversions—Psychic conditions in cities—-Protecting influences—-The _only sure
protection-—How to ward ofi poisonous forces--An omnipotent backing—How
richest material, mental and spiritual dividends obtained.
BOOK XXII —SUBJECT: SEX FORCES.
SYNOPSIS or CONTENTS.
All man's natural resources but a mass of force-—His selfhoqd eenters_in his
forces—-His opportunities spring from them—-Those opportunities of his own
_

_

making—Why—Man’s possibilities——How realized—Force-massing the. great urI
pose of life—Success dependent upon it—Success a duty-—Hcw possible—,-

‘

Cmife Ofsanism a centre of force—How massed—All force from one law--Sat
forces-Love and passion closely _allied—Why sex perversions so destructive-—

Why so common—The ordinary life almost a perversion—Why—Why man unsucc_essful—Sex pleasu_res-—Why comparatively limited—-Powers which may be
attained—-How—Psychic causes_of involuntary _se_x wastes——Almost universally.
true of adults—Ha_u'mful psychic forces more injurious if _unrealizcd—Why— 3°“
‘
harmful
forces—How
psychic organisms arouse"
psychic
state receptive _to
Dreampassional
faculties——Nearly all suflerers—Psychic causes of insa.nity—In- 59°‘

mans

sanity

perversions—Why talented persons go insane—Force-scatteringm“
insanity—How to become master—How to avoid harmful ‘T
external forces-—-Worry—How weak points left defenseless—Perverted methods.59‘
—How they attract psychic vampires—Universe filled with force alone-—How‘D=
these forces act and react—Downward attractions——A means of protection—ll°‘_
of force—-Why people drift—Law of g1'owth—-The self- ‘l’
How_ to become a kingawakeiied—Its
natural language—A useful se1f—protecting‘1<‘-1
trusting spirit——How
mantram—Its magic power—Unlimited rewards-—How obtained——Penalties—lVl
Largest force-sources when perverted are largest avenues of waste—Chief ave- 191
nues of waste—_-The esoteric cause-—Scx tendencies—Regeneration—Howpreserve D!
bodily forces indefinitely-Sex wastes like tapping blood vessel for pleasure——‘<
Our Iiiheritance—Sex forces should be understood—Its importance-—Their pur-“E!
pose—Evidences of sex wastes-Cannot be concealed—Where and how to in- “II“S
crease fo,rce—Cause of force no longer “the unknowable”—The sphynx of all
historic ages—Its significance~—How we will unite Science and Religion—How3lI
“ll
and

habits-—A

can

sex

cure

for

be utilized.

BOOK

XXIII-—SUBJEC'l‘: THE POWER OF INTEGRITY.

1:“
1‘:

SYNOPSIS or CONTENTS.
Your force-creating powers—All forces to be repeated through you-How— Ix
Your harvest field—Your reaper-—How becomes operative—A basic principle— 5.
A popular error about integrity—A profitable lesson-—-How man cheats himself 5}
—Why integrity necessary—Law of force—Its morality cannot be permanently

concentraopposed—Why-—-Effects of dishonesty upon thought control—Uponinterferences
disorganizing effects-—Penalties of hate—Force—massing
—How man ties his hands—-Efiects of dishonest thought—Its currents—Disorganizing habits—Magi1etisms—-How to avoid and drive away disagreeable
things—I-low to attract—-Spiritual laws——Stepping stones-—How powers bom—Purpose of life—Happiness-A road to happiness and power—-Why—How to

tion——’Its

_

i
.

noon

xx1v—sUnJEc'r:' -rm: mw

or ATTRACTION.
Svxorsxs or CONTENTS.
Primal soul energies—How reduced to life results—Causal law of attracion—Man’s latent knowledge-—I_ts cvidenees—-Recurring memories-—How knowldge attracted--Man’s opportuniti_es—How derived--How to awaken slumbering
nergies—Atom1c forces, magnetic currents, etc.—How created—-What attracion is—Happiness through vibration—Power—Methods of attracting good things
—The beginning—Possible of universal application—Why——How all may improve
heir conditions—-Powers of desire, hope, aspiration, e c.-How to multiply your
fourth steps—An onmipa thousand fold—First, second, third an
apabilities
itent backing—Spiritual_forces——How_ operated—How results become muddled
—How .avoided—-Ke in contact with higher self—I-Iow—Why—Discouragenent disgraceful—
y—How results are driven away——“Hoodoo” habits-—
Nhat they attract—Sympathy is force——_Should be used judiciously—How to
ielp others-—Harmful sympathy—-Absorbing misfortunes—Thought currentsDuty of teachers—Man’s great r_ieed——-How best answered—Co-operative helps

ofl’er—Why so elfectiv&Attracting qualities—The qualities
material possessions, necessities, comforts, luxuries,
ate.-—Power through repose—Silent forces-—I-Iow to cut 05 from undesirable
zhings-—H9w to create coming events—The highest attainments—Methods of
strengthening character—How we_ drift—How to overcome desire to injure
noisy—Mii'th noisy when real joy absent—Power of
>thers—Real power notmistakes—How
positiveness—-Common
people attract undesirable things-How
to attract cultivated associations, honest customers, emplo es, etc.—How to
avoid thieves, tricksters, accidents, etc.—Thought control— ow obtained—Its
powers-1-Iow wealth becomes a curse instead of blessing-—After death conditions of misers-—I-Iow to become master of all material things—What man
—The

helps

ieeded—-How

we

to attract

should rule-—Workers and their rewards.
BOOK XXV—HOW CAN LIFE SCIENCE HELP ME?
SYNOPSIS or CONTENTS.
Life Science objects—Its forces—Requisite qua1ifieations—Force-massing
—Success-secrets—A matter of supreme importance—A force-massing power-

Force-scattering—Anger, W0f?, despondency—Desultory thinking—Importance
of knowled e——Causes of mis o une-The only independence—Character-huildpowerful—Love omnipotent—Gender—Magical powers
ing—Your
--Source of force-—Needed adjustments--A charmed 1ife—-Science of loveCounterfeits-—Harrnful force-currents-—Tendencies—Seances—Effects—Inversions
-—Aii armor of protection—How to avoid harmful forces-—Telepathy—Whyharmful—Greater powers—Dreams-—Power through repose-—Methods of wer-gainiiig—-Dealing with causes—Hel s—-Organizing victory—Our re iance—The'
foundation principle—-Basis of al science-—Reflex advantages—Direct advan
tages-—Underground force-circuits--Cooperative benefits-—Methods of obtaining
them—A beginning—Brotherhood helps-—Unifying Science and Religion—Character analysis—Its value.
BOOK XXVI—SUBJECT:THOUGHT LAWS AND METHODS

%>acking—All

CONDENSED.
SYNOPSIS or CONTENTS.

Divine Love-—Your endowments—0pulence—-Creation of wants-—Ho_w satisto power—Removing interferences-—Man’s _finer_ forces—Tlieir availability—The know-how-—Potentialities——Enlarged possibilities——Attractive influences—-Building your future in advance—How—Spritual causes—Creation erflect—How not to be victimized—Wcakness of injustice-—_-Povyer of rig tomnipotence of thou t—The mood of success-Counteracting influenees—'I_‘he
arena of real action-: ow to invoke power—Upward gravity—Path of devotion
«How love attracts—Your ruler—Secret of your heart—Mastery.
.

_

iied—Road

|

THOUGOIIT-LAWS AND METHODS.

.300‘ X".XVK-.SUBJBCT:
—Canh'Mud.
SYNOPSIS or Conrnrrs.
Object of all education--Cause of failure-True

‘

Each life repte- HR
the universe-All things are obtainable—How—
price~—Door of opportunity—I-low reached—I-low to control csuses—Needed ualities—Source of V.
power— Unseen realities-—I-low to control atoms—Money-ma ‘ng rules-—Esoteric
powers-—How made available in bnsiness—True mastery—What makes the oon- C
quei-or—Thought coi'icentra1ion—!ts power—Causes of misery-Organizing pow-M"
ers-Where motion begins—Repose—How Vibrations are controlled,-—Brain
waves—Man is master—Why~—How matter is disintegrated--The road to self-‘ s
mastery—How to unveil latent power—Wisdotn-—Sel‘f-trust—Its
Fate in your hands-—Sowing and reaping—Thought-control-—-The best inheritance d
—Thc accumulating instinct—Laxurics-Giving——Calmness—Causes of great
cities—Power of thoiigl-it—Your strength—Spiritual liberation—Hov to build‘,
ideal surroui-idings—Ideals—How women may help rnen—Practiu1l hints.
BOOK XXVIII-—SUBIEC'I‘: THE COMING CHURCH.
SYNOPSIS or Courzirrs.
Its application 1
Far-reaching c.ausese—What the results will be—A pro
to you-—Th: churcl1—Its_uses—The search for power—_ ts sources-Misused ,
power—The Christ Principle‘ applied—Its
rs-—DevotionfSpiritual helpsurch power—Scientific devotion-—
A s iritual gymnasium—Funda.men.tals of
of Initiates—{I‘heir purposes—'I'he first comiiiand-«Invoking love,
power, success, health, knowledge, mental power, coinpanionships—Criticisms of
orthodoxy—Its uses—It~s limitations—The new Church--Its foundation-What
it will do—-Cooperative prayer—Your worlc—-Cycles—The new ordersents

_

foundation—t;

_.-

Methods

‘

Prophecies.

‘

BOOK XXIX-SUBJECT: THE SOUL OF BEAUTY.
SYNOPSIS or CONTENTS.
ands—The attitude of growth—The gowcr of love—The
How the soul
e’s consu_mrnation—Adoration_of ideals—The highest
attraction of lover
ideals—Basis of ideal companionship—Haw attract affinities and all things need-

ful-—Hero-worshi1»—All questions answerable-«—How deal with the cause-world
_opportunitics-—Your law of attractio_n—Secret of )oy_——How help others-—
How get good from all things—The life center—I_Iow influence persons and
things—How thought-currents form_and act—Drawing ow_ers of mind—How_
foretell the future—Thought ema.riations—fnflucnce of cothing-, etc.—Language
of dress-—How success bcgins—_Importance of beaut-y—How attained—A symbol
—Soul of beauty-—Cause of l‘ailure—Story of a successful rnan—I-Iow all may
be successful—Infliience of colors-Story of a garment—The lust for chcapness
—-Successful colors.
BOOK XXX--SUBJ.EC'1‘.: THE SOUL OF FORTUNE.
SYNOPSIS or CoN1'sN'rs.
Measure of greatness-Man's cause-worl_d—_Why fortunes fluctuate-—Reniedy
'

—Power of demand—How command force-circuits-Self-poise—How reach highavoid unsuccessful results-—Secret of hapest forces—Science of

pra;fi:r—How_

attain worldly possessions»-—True niastery—Conpiness——Ideal friendships-— ow
centration—Its thrills-—How obtained—-How enter Infinite Life«—Aiding' forcesDirections for attaining power—How to steady mind and forces-Spiritual
methods—A helpful inantrani-—How forces act—Attainrnent of peace—Its consciousness of power—Science of Love—ObJect of these m_ethods—Their superiinfluence thousands-—
ority—The centralization of the forces--Ijllfects-‘How
The great mystic Brotherhood—How to gain atlmittance-The sealed 144,000Their work—I-low they 01’83fl5Z¢-

XXXI—-SUBJECT: THE SOUL OF THE FUTURE.
Svxorsxs or Cozrrzzrrs.
The interior world of causes-Who can enter—Requirements—'l.'he Brotherhood of Initiates—Where they are gathering—Their mission—How they disthrone usurpers—Their King—Why all must respond—Why Devils trembleWhy multitudes should rejoice-Esoteric methods of Initiates—Their movements
—New York headquarters—The chosen few—Esoteric treasures—Concentration
of ill- tten gains——-._A cr_um_bling Vcsuvius—Gathering forces—Sweeping
Cyclic pr_1nc1ples—-An opening wedge—~Ho_w foresee the future— ow command
ideal environments-—-Self-mastery—Sacredmysteries unsealed—Keynote of power
—Intricacies of nature's force-currents—I-Iow laws of Being unfold-—An unseen
society—Principles of coming unity—An experiment——How attract all desirable
things—Why students fail in exercising occult owers-First steps—How secret
desires unfold——Destructive force-creations— oisonous elements—How use
esoteric_ forces in merchandising—Other examples-—-Causes of failure—Finding
BOOK
_

your

_

removed—General rulesspirit--Powers_of Love—Cause of misery—How
Brotherhood—How
members

weak
are
co-operation-—Methods—The
helped-—Love magic--Marvels wrought—How—The coming transformationHow they gain recruits—Love rnethods—The true rnagnet—How “miracles” are
performed—A room of Silenee—Art of re e—-Power of Silence—Secret of
recreation-—Spirit of foods-How awaken uried talents—How obtain highest
ioys.
BOOK XXXII.-—SUBJEC'l‘: THE SOUL OF LOVE.
SYNOPSIS or Coxnrrrs.
The ideal laver—-Stepping _stones—The pathway of Initiation—Tendencies
of love—I-low to disarm op sition—The standard—Universal Love—The measure of all merit—The con ition of receiving—The goodness of “evil”-—0bject
inner sensesof life—Soul-forces—-All questions
Love and success—Love attributes-—Attractive powers— he point of beginning
-Methods-—Love qualifications-—Ideal companionships—Twin souls—A warning
—-Matriage-—Sex-love-—Passion—Wastes—Method-of developing lov¢.-—Regcneration—Worsl1ip—The principles of perpetual youth—Calmness—How cultivated
—Tendency of true love—-Is love blind ?—Love and devotion—The Science of
love—-Why friends change—Absoi-bing love—Truth—Preexistence—Death and
love—How the soul expands--Self-discovery—-Comforts of love-—Its refining
Power of

answerable—-Why—-(%pening

-

influences-—Esoteric love methods——What satisfics—Windows of the soulMethods.
BOOK XXXI«II—-SUB]-EET:THE SOUL OF YOUR SURROUNDINGS.
Snropsrs or Contents.
The masterful man-—His s'ceptre of power—-Spiritual liberation—-How
gain lasting power—Esoteric connections—Secret of soul power—“The narrow
way”—How to take on power—Force-cells—-How created—Magnets—Cause of
failures-—The true test--What attracts——M'agic—Secret of Napoleon's powerThoroughness—Source of genius-—The mirror of what you sre—Lessons—House
of the soul—Source of inspiration—Your cause-world—Silence——Yomr true
companions—Molding circumstances--Your future—Secret of success-Magnetic
attractions-—I-Iow to join the most esoteric soeieties—Love-Advanced souls-

to‘

is good-—Roaming—The Temple-—A great discovery—Travelling-—Books—
.i\ll iration.
SECRET
PERPETUALYOUTH.
'

ns

3 OK

XXXIV—SUBJE(_2'I‘:THE

OF
Cournrrs.
Cause of death—The storage battery—“A good constitution"—Consciousness
of power-—Law of attraction—Purpose of life-—How to build chat-acter—How
to meet responsibilities-—Thegreat healing powcr—Mental harmony—Forbidden
fruit—How to convert spirit substance into money—The Son of God—The _Trinity
Adan’: place-Perfection-—Origin of things—Happiness—Good and Evil—The
'

Samorsxs

or

'

-‘

youth—Conception_s~of imm_ortality—greatest lrlessi_ngs—P_ossibility_of‘perpetual
and proofs of irnrnortal1ty——Dual1ty—-Love
eigidences
of_Be1ng—$1xteen
-—The_bas1s of u_mty-—Posmve and negative
poles-Vibration_—:I'hree helpsWarmngs--Healxng powers—How to live 1,000 years—7Insxdious causesTe
Scrence
S ts.

BOOK

CONCENTRATION DRILLS.
XXXV--MARC!-SI,
concentration——The se:-3 of
avoid diffusion
'

U3

s.

Methods of
power—How to
—Daily Drill——Soul presence—Evidences of soul—Thought contemplation—-Reveri¢.&The troubled self—-—'The power of true faith—-Divine tnaining-—
Thought photography-Cleanlinessof mind and body-Transrnutation—The
livingpresent-Example as well as precept—The prayerful attitude-—The
external garb—Religion not authority—The spirit of eating—The sense oi
separateness—Harmony is universal—Vibratory centers—Science and‘
thought—The power of silence——Personal ptesence—-The value of truthOvercoming prejudice—A secret of wisdom—Our two lives——A reviewThe love-coin.
BOOK

.

'

’

XXXVI—APRILS

CONCENTRATION DRILLS.

UBJECTS.

'

'

Home—Silence—The silent act—The omitted word—The prayerful silence
—The silence of loneliness-—The silent worship—Thought—'I‘hougl1t economyThought renewaI—Thought association—Fineness of quality—Healing thoughts
—Thoughts of reverence-—The unwelcome thoug'ht—Thought. habit—<Thought
methods—Thougl-it moods-—Impressions—How to make use of them—Thought
enthusiasm-—Brotherhood—Objectsof the Brotherl1ood—Brotherhood co-operation—Organization—The obliganion—Brotherhood ties-Father and son-—Review.

BOOK

plan

DRILLS.
XXXVII-MAYSCONCENTRATION
of motive—Success in teachUBJECTS.

in out1ine—Success—Distinctness
ing—Oi-igmality-—Our purposes—The standards of success—_I-Iow to form purposes—The true standard of success-Your best—Happiness—Growth in force-

Our

massing——-Service-—Health—-Latent knowledge—Stability——Dignity——Prudence—
Satisfaction—Duality—Scientific knowledge Expression Harmony Human
——

—

—

love—Hope—Protection—Com anionship—Circumstances.
BOOK XXXVIII—

CONCENTRATION DRILLS.
UNES}UBIECIS.
‘

-

"Gemini force~currents-—Polarity——-The Gemini desire to know-—The mill of
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